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Bishopthorpe, York: House, Walter H.

Brierley, 168

Cardiff: County Hall, Harris & Moodie,

ChSterfield: House, C. H. Reilly, 27

Dover: Garden, Thos. H. Mawson, Plate

Durham: Church, J. W. F. Phillipson, 56

Dudley: Bank. Cossins, Peacock & Bew-

lav, 144

Elan Valley: House, Buckland & Farmer,
|

156
I

Gloucestershire: House, E. Guy Dawber,
1

84
Hampstead, N.: Gardens, Thos. H. Maw-

|

son, 41-45, Plates xxix, xxx, xxxv;
j

House, Geoffry Lucas, 84 1

Hampshire: House, Ernest Newton (Mod-

ern English Country Houses), Plate v

Kensington: Church, Late G. F. Bodley,

R. A., 28

Kent: Church, Ernest Newton (Modern

English Churches), Plates xv, xvi;
,

House, T. P. Figgis, q6
|

Kingswav: Church, F. A. Walters, 168

Kingston Hill: House, A. J.
Hardwick,

>68 ^
Limpsfield, Surrey: House, E. Turner

Powell (Modern English Country

Houses), Plates xiii, xiv

London: Bank, Prof. Beresford Pile, ijo;

Business Buildings, Wallace & Gibbs,

56; R. Frank Atkinson, 72; Club Build-

ings, M^w^s & Davis and E. K. Pur-

chase, 71; Reginald Blomficid, 40;

County Hall, A. Gilbert Scott, 84; Gov-

ernment OfTices, Alfred Burr, 84; House,

Edwin L. Lutyens, 144; Library, Henry

T. Hare, 156; Museum, Sir Aston

Webb, 120; National Gallery (Revised

Design), H. Heathcote Statham, 12;

OflTice Building, Late E. A. Gruning

and Late E. W. Mountford, 168

Manchester: Pulpit, J. & J.
Swarbrick, 40

Middleton: Schools, Edgar Wood and

J. H. Sellers, 28

North Cornwall: House, W. Curtis Green,

84
Northwood: House, Walter E. Hewitt

(Modern English Country Houses),

Plates VI, VII

Notting Hill Gate: Church, Ronald P.

Jones, 55, 56
Rochester: House, Late A. H. Shipworth,

28
Roehampton; House, C. H. B. Quennell

(Modern English Country Houses), 163,

Plates XV, XVI

St. Giles: House, Forbes & Tate, 96

Somerset: Cottages, Silcock & Reay, 96

Southport: Hospital, Adams & Holden,

Staffordshire: Church, Edward (ioldic

(Modern English Churches), Plate ix

Stratford, E.: Church, Edward P. Warren

(Modern English Churches), Plates

XI-XIV

Surrey: House, Buckland & Farmer, 144

Walmcr Place: Gardens, Thos. H. Maw-
son, 46, 47. 5» ^ , . n

Walsall: Bank, Cossins, Peacock & Bew-

lay, 144 ^ .

Warwickshire: House, E. Guy Dawber,

156
Wiltshire: House, E. Guy Dawber (Mod-

ern English Country Houw*), 7, Plates

I-IV

Wimbledon: School, H. P. Burke Down-

ing, 120
Windermere: Gardens, Thos. H. Mawson,

47» 4^
Worcestershire: Church, Arthur Bartlctt,

72; House, Co».sins, Peacock & Bcwlay,

132
Yorkshire: Church, Waller J. Tapper, no

FRANCE

Paris: Building, M. Aumont, M. Ligny,

12; Church, M. Guill>ert, 28; Gardens,

Drawing by James F. Clapp, Plates

xxxil, xxxiii; Hotels, M. Blanche,

144; M. Ncnot, 121-126, Plates Lxxi,

Lxxvill; M. H. Valettc, 40; School,

M. G. Farcy, 132

GERMANY
Berlin; House, Alfred Messel, 42; Passage

Kaufhaus, 19; School, Ludwig Hoff-

man, 142

Coblenlz; Villa, M. Willy Bock, 28

Dresden: Entrance, Exposition Building,

Oswin Hcmpel, 89
Munich: Dance-hall, Franz Zcll, 88; En-

trance Arcade, Wilbclm Bertsch, 89;

Restaurants, Emanuel Von Seidl, 89,

Zell, Dietrich & Kurz, 88; Theater,

Max Littmann, 8g; Turin Exposition,

Raim. d'.\ronco, 88

Saxony: Half-Timber Buildings, 13-18

MISCELLANEOUS

Alrerdeen, Scotland: Office Building,

Paul Watcrhouse, 84
Bologna, Italy: Church, E. Collamarini,

142

Calcutta, India: Memorial Hall, Sir Wm.
tlmerson, 72

. „ ,,
Edinburgh, Scotland: Church, P. Mac-

tJregor Chalmers, 28

Rome, Italy: School of Art, Lucian E.

Smith, 96
Simla, India; Government Offices, James

Ransome.'ii

ACCORDING TO AUTHOR

Adams & Holden: Hospital, Southport,
j

Ene., 168

Albro & Lindeberg: Stable, Mt. Kisco,

N Y., 70; Y. M. C. A. Building, White
,

Plains, N. Y., Plates xlv, 1.11
1

Albro & Lindeberg and Thos. R. John-

son: Public School, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,

140
Allen & CoUens and James W. O Connor:

Boston College Competition, 62, 65

Andrews, Jacques & Rantoul: House,

Cohasset, Mass., 10 .00
Aronco, d', Raim.; Turin Exposition, 88

Atkinson, R. Frank; Business Building,

London, Eng., 72

Atterburv, Grosvenor; City Hall, New
York City ((Sovernor's Room), 118;

House, Isiip, L. I., I43

Aumont, M. and M. Ligny; Building,

Paris, France, 12

Bacon, Hencv; Mausoleum, Cleveland,

O., 33, 34, Plates xxii-xxvt

Barber, Donn: Club Building, New York

City, 39
Bartlett, Arthur; Church, Worcestershire,

Eng., 72

Bebb & Mendel and Howard & Gallo-

Wjiy: Building, Alaska-Yukon Exposi-

tion, Seattle, Wash., iig

Bertsch, Wilhelm: I^xposition Building,

89
Blanche, M.: Hotel, Paris, France, 144

Bliss & Faville; Theater, San Francisco,

Cal., 70
Blomfield, Reginald, A. R. A.: Club

Building, London, Eng., 40

Bock, M. Willy: Villa, Coblentz, Ger-

many, 28
. ^, u ir „

Bodley, Late G. F., R. A.: Church, Ken-

sington, Eng., 28

Bosworth & Holden: House, Oceamc,

BradstreeC John S.: Theater (Detail),

Minneapolis, Minn., 87

Bragdon, Claude; Church, Rochester,

N. Y., II

Brierley, Walter H.; House, Bishopthorpe,

York, Eng., 168

Brite, James: House, Brooklyn, N. \ .,

66, 67, Plates xxxvil-XLl, Xi.iv

Brown, Frank Chouteau; Gateway, Ded-

ham, Mass., 10; Plaster House, Brook-

line, Mass., 133. 138, Plates lxxx-

Brunner, Arnold W. : Competition Design,

U S Post-otTice and Court-house,

Denver, Col., 83; Government Build-

ing, Cleveland, O., 39

Brust & Philipp: Houses, Milwaukee,

Buckla'nd'&^Farmer: House, Elan Valley,

Eng , I !;6; House, Surrey, Eng., I44

Burnham D. H. & Co.: Bank, P.tts-

burgh. Pa., 131; R- R- Station, New

Orleans, La., 26

Burr, Alfred, F. R. L B- A.; Government

Building, London, Eng., 84

Carrere & Brunner: Civic Development

Plan, Baltimore, Md., 143

Carrere & Hastings: Carnegie Institute,

Washington, D^ C, Plates LXXXVU-

xci; Courtyard, St. ,\ugustine, Fla.. 95:

House, New York City, 130

Chalmers, P. MacGrcgor; Church, Edin-

burgh, Scotland, 28
.

Clapp, James Ford: Gardens, Pans,

France (Rotch Envoi Drawing), Plates

xxxii, xxxiii

Clas, Alfred W.: Civic Development Plan,

Milwaukee, Wis., 143 , ,„ ., „ ,

Clinton & Russell and Emile Weil: Bank,

New Orleans, La., 155
. . ,

Codman & Despradelle: Competition for

Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston,

Mass. (Winning Design), Plates i, 11,

Co^iamarini, Edoardo; Church, Bologna,

Co'me's.' John T.: Altars ^r Church Pitts-

burgh, Pa., Plate xv; Church, Butler,

Pa.; Plates Lxxu, Lxxm; Church,

McKeesport, Pa., 38
. . »

Coolidge cS; Carlson: Competition for

Boston College, Boston, Mass., 64, 65".

House, North Easton, Mass., 167

Cone & Stewardson: House (Detail),

Radnor, Pa., 154; House, Rosemont,

Pa.. 95; Stafford Little Hall, Princeton

University, 118 „ , r, j
Cossins. Peacock & Bewlay: Bank, Dud-

lev Eng., 144; Bank, Walsall, Eng.,

144- House, Worcestershire, Eng., 132

Cram, Ralph Adams: Campus, Prince-

ton University, 118 „, l

Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson; Church,

Boerne, W. Tex., 139. P'ate i-xxix;

Church, Montgomery, Ala., 139. Plate

Lxxxvi; House of Mr. Goodhue, New
York City, 75-79; MiUtary JVcademy,

West Point, N. Y., 155

Crunelle, Mr.: Fountain, Chicago, 111.,

1:7; Rustic Figure, Chicago, 111., 58

Dana, Edward Percy: Relief Sutton,

East Boston, Mass., Plates xcn-xav

Dariing, Frank: Bank, Montreal, Canada,

168
Dawber, E. Guy: Houses, Gloucester-

shire. Eng., 84; Warwickshire, Eng.,

156- Wiltshire, Eng. (Modem English

Country Houses), 7, Plates i-iv

Davis & Brooks: Office Building, Hart-

ford, Conn., 166

Davis, McGrath & Kiessling: House,

Glenridge, N. J., 154; School, Engle-

wood, N. J.,
166

Delano & Aldrich: Apartment Building,

New York City, 91; House, Bronxville,

Downin^.'tL P. Burke: School, Wimble-

don, Eng. 120
, , ^

Dyer, J. Milton: Bank, Cleveland, O., 130

Emerson, William: Bank, New York

Citv, II ,,. . .

Emetion, Sir William: Queen Victona

Memorial Hall, Calcutta, India, 73

Eyre, Wilson: House, Germantown, Pa.,

10 „ ^
Fieeis, T. P.: House. Kent, Eng., 96

Forbes & Tate: House, St Giles, E^., 96

Freedlander, J. H.: Dining-room, House,

New York City, 39
Gilbert, Cass; Capitol, St. Paul, Minn.,

130; CompetiUon for Peter Bent Bng-
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hmm Uospiul. Boston. Mass., Plates
I, n, IV, V

Goldie, Edn-anl: Church, Staffordshire,
Eag. (Modern English Churches).
Plate IX

Gotdoo. Tracy & Swartwout: Bank, Xew
Haven, Conn., 17

Farcy, M. G.; Fencing- School, Paris,
Fnuice, 131

Gibbons,
J., S: Sons; Addition lo Church,

England, 156
Giaham & Myers and Howard & (.lallo-

way: Building. Alaska-Yukon Exposi-
tion, Seattle, Wash., 1 19

Graham, E. T. P.: Boston College Com-
petition (ad Prize Design), 61, 65

Green, \V. Curtis: House, North Corn-
wall, Eng., 84

Green & Wicks: House. Kennebunkport,
Me.., ^o

Giuning & Mountford: Office Building,
Loixlon. Eng., 16S

Guillaume, M. Henri: Pavilion for W. K.
Vandcrbilt, 156

Ouilbert, M.: Church, Paris, France, j8
Uaight, C. C: Armorv, New York Citv

(Accepted Design), 38
HaJe & Rogers: House, New York City,

Handy & Cady: House, La Crosse, Wis.,
40

Hapgood. E. F.: School, Simsbury, Conn.,
166

Hardwick, A. J.: House, Kingston Hill,
Eng., j68

Hart, Henry T.: Fulham Library, Lon-
don, Eng., 156

Harris & Moodie: County Hall, Cardiff,
40

Hempel, Oswin: Entrance, Exposition
Building, 89

Hering, OswaldC: House, Ardsley,N Y

Herts & Tallani: Theater (Detail), New
York City, 87

Hewitt, Edward S.: House, Peapack
N. J., 82

^

Hewitt, Edwin H.: Gateway Park, Minne-
apolis, Minn., 10

Hewitt, Walter E.: Houses, Bovingdon,
Eng., 96; Northwood, Eng. (Modern
English Countr)- Houses), Plates vi,
vu; Surrey, Eng. (Modem English
Countrj- Houses), Plate vm

Hill & Wollersdorf: Laborator>' Buildimr
Chicago, 111., 166

*
Hoffman, Ludwig: School Building, Ber-

hn, Germany, 142
Hoppin, Koen &. Huntington: House

Lenox, Mass., 39
Howard & Galloway: Buildings, Alaska-
iukon Exposition, Seattle, Wash, no

Howard & Galloway and Bebb & Men-
del: Building, Alaska-Yukon Exposi-
Uon, Seattle, Wash., 119

Howard & Galloway and Graham &
-Myers: Building, Alaska-Yukon Expo-
siuon, Seattle, Wash., 119

Howells k Stokes: Church, Danbury
Conn., 94; Office Building, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., 155; Study for Court-house,
New York City, 38

Hunt, Myron, and Elmer Grey: House,
Hollywood, Cal., 143

Ittner, Wm. B.: School, St. Louis, Mo..

Jacobs, Harry Allen: House, New York
City. 83

JaJMsen & Abbott: Club Building. Pitts-
boigh. Pa., 38

Jenney & Mundie: Monument, Vicks-
buig. Miss., 127, Plates lxxiv-lxxvi

Jooes, Ronald P.: Church, Notting Hill

Kahn. Alben: House, Oiosse Pointe,
_
Mich., J32 '

*^
u^i S,*""^""

Barton: Houses, Chestnut
Hill, Pa., 95 ; Wesuhester, Pa., 167

Kellogg. Joseph M.: A Night Shelter, 26

Kemp & Wendell: House, Summer%ille,
Ga., S3

Kohn, Robt. D.: House, Lake Forest, III.,

131
Lehman & Schmitt: Club-house, Cleve-

land, O., S3
Lewis, Edwin J.: Church, New London,

Conn., Plate Lx.xvii
Little, J. Lovell, Jr.: Houses, .Mmom,

Mass., 151; Brookline, Mass., 151;
Chestnut Hill, Mass., 151

Liiimann, Max: Theater, Munich, Ger-
many, 89

Lord & Hewlett; Masonic Tcmple,Brook-
Ivn, N. Y., 70

Lowell, Guy; Competition for Peler Bent
Brigham Hospital, Boston, Plates ni.
XI, XII

Lucas, Geoffry: House Group, Hamp-
stead, N., Eng.. 84

Lutyens, Edwin L.: House, London, Eng.,
144; Temple Dinslev, Herts, 144

MacLeod, James |.iClan; House, St. Paul,
Minn., 27

McCormick & French; Court-house (De-
tail), Wilkes-Barre.Ta., 154

McKim, Mead & White': Bank, Mon-
treal, Canada, 27, 120; Bank, New
York City, 26, 54, 119; Club, Montreal,
Canada, 120; (.lorham Building, New
•York City, 11; J. P. Morgan. Library,
New York City, 26; Railway Station,
Waterbury, Conn., 142

Maginnis & Walsh: Boston College Com-
petition (1st and 3d Prize Designs),
60, 65; House, Los Angeles, Cal., 160,

Maginnis, Walsh & Sullivan: Church,
Somerville, Mass., 94

Magonigle, H. Van Buren: Competition
Design, U. S. Post-office and Court-
house, Denver, Col., 83; House, Au-
burn, N. Y., 35, 36, Plate xxvii;
House, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y., 68,
Plates XLU, XLlli; McKinley Memorial,'
Canton, O., 82; Music Room, New
York City, 82

Magonigle, H. Van B. and Wilkinson &
Magonigle; Court-house, Brooklyn.
N. Y., 82

Maher, Geo. W.; House, Kenilworth, III.,

55
Marsh & Peter: School, Washington,

D. C., 167
Marshall & Fox: House, Barrington, III.,

40; Theater, New York City, 39
Marje, P. Thornton: Terminal Station
Birmmgham, Ala., 118

Mawson, Hon. Thos. H., A. R. I. B. A
Gardens, Eng., 41-52, Plates xxix'
XXX, XXXV, XXXVI

Mellor & Meigs: House, Cynwyd, Pa , 82
Messel, Alfred: DwelUng-house, Berlin,
Germany, 142

Mewfes, Chas. F.: Chateau, France, 84
Mew^s & Davis and E. K, Purchase-
Royal Automobile Club, London, EnL'
71

'''

Mitchell, Rossel Edward and Wood,
Donn & Deraing: Y. M. C. A. Build-
ing, Norfolk, Va., 55, Plates Lxxxin,
LXXXIV

Morris,. Benj. VV.: '79 Dormitorv, Prince-
ton University, 118

Mowbray & Uffingcr; Bank, Brooklyn
N. Y., 38 ^ '

Murchison, Kenneth: Railroad Station
Scranton, Pa., 11

Neff & Thompson; House, Richmond,
Va., Plate lxxxv; School, Norfolk Va
Plates xcvii-c '

'

Nenot, M.: Hotel Meurice, Paris, 121-
126, Plates Lxxi, Lxxviii

Newton, Ernest: Church, Kent, Eng.
(Modern English Churches), Plates xv
XVI

;
House, Berkshire, Eng. (Modern

English Country Houses), Plates ix-
XII; House, Hampshire, Eng. (Modern
English Country Houses), Plate v

O'Connor, James and Allen & Collens:
Boston College Competition, 62, 65

Overbeck, Edward and George Willis-
House, Dallas, Tex., S3

Palmer & Hornbostel; Subway Entrance
Queensboro Bridge, 71

'

Parker, Thomas & Rice: Competition for
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston,
Mass., Plates i, 11, x

Peabody & Stearns: Competition for Bos-
ton College, Boston, Mass., 63; Com-
petition for Peter Bent Brigham Hos-
pital, Boston, Mass., Plates m, xi, xii

Pell & Corbett; Accepted Design for
Spnngheld Municipal Buildings, 26-
School, New York City, 38

Perkins Dwight H.: Schools, Chicago,
ill., 166

Phillipson,
J. W. F.r Church, Durham,

tng., 56
Pite, Beresford; Bank, London, Eng., 120
I latt, Chas. A.: Garden, Cornish, N H

Plates XXXI, xxxiv; Houses, Cleveland^
O., 167; New London, Conn., 27; New
York City, 80, Plates xlvi-li; Rock-
ville. Conn., 162, Plates xcv, xcvi ci
cii; So. Manchester, Conn., 150; Qflice
Buildings, New York City (Exterior
and Interior), 19-22, Plates xiii, xiv,
xvi-xx; Private Libraries, 22, Plates
XIX, XX

Perkins &' Hamilton; House, Winnetka,
III., 167

Pond & Pond; Woman's Baptist Home
Mission Society, Chicago, III 71

Post, Geo. B., & Sons; Office Building,
New York City, 118

Powell, E. Turner: House, Limpsfield,
Surrey, Eng. (Modern English Coun-
try Houses), Plates xiii, xiv

Qucnnell, C. H. B.: House, Roehamp-
ton, Eng. (Modern English Country
Houses), 163, Plates xv.^xvi

Ransome, James: Government Offices,
Simla, India, 12

Reilly,C H.: House, Chesterfield, Eng. 2-7

Ripley & Russell; Dining-hall, Whealon
Seminary, Norton, Mass., 71

Rogers, Wm. J. anu Frank E. w'aUis-
Country House, Montclair, NT i^i

Schmidt, Richard E., and Garden &Mar-
tin: House, Lake Forest, 111. 23, 24

Schweinfurth, C. F.: House, Cleveland,
O., 167

Scott, A. Gilbert: Design for Glamorgan
County Hall, 84

^

Sellen & Heming: Building, Alaska-
iukon Exposition, Seattle, Wash., noShaw Howard Van Doren; Dining-hall
Lake Forest University, Lake Forest,'
111., 54; House, Chicago, III., S3; House,
Lake Forest, III., 67

Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge: Administra-
tion Building, Harvard Medical School
Boston, Mass., Plate xxvili; Compe-
tition for Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,
Boston, Mass., Plates x, xi, xii
Houses, Clifton, Mass., 164; Manches-
ter Mass., 164; Manchester, Vt., 164-
Library (Detail), Conway, Mass,'
Plate XXI

Shipworth, Late A. H.: House, Rochester,
Eng., 28

Shire, Edw. I.: House, Far Ro, kaway,
f^- «. 55

Silcock & Reay: Houses, Somerset, Eng

,

Simmons, B. Stanley: Elks Club Wash-
ington, D. C, 70

Smith, Eden: Houses, Toronto, Ontario,

Smith, Lucian E.; School of Art, Rome,
Italy, 96

'

Squires & Wynkoop: Houses, Bronxville,
N. v., 26; Mountain Station, N. J, i3i-

h'^ m ^^xJ ^- ^- '31; Universit;
Heights, N. Y., 131

'

Statham, H. Heathcote; National Gallery
London, Eng., 12

Steele, Wm., & Sons Co.: Baseball I
vilion, 94

Sterner, F. J.: Living-room, New Yo
City, 39

Storez, M.: Chapel, Normandy, 156
Sullivan, Louis H.; Sketches Island Cil

Philadelphia, Pa., 90
Swarbrick,

J. & J.: Pulpit, ManchesK
Eng., 40

Tapper, Waller
J.: Church, Yorkshii

Eng., 120
Thomas, Harlan: Villa, Seattle, Wash.,

,

Thomas, Churchman & Mohtor: Churc
Philadelphia, Pa., 142; House, Germa
town. Pa., 95

Thompson & Dundy: Detail of Hipp,
drome, New York City, 86

Tracy, Swartwout & Litchfield: Accepte
Design U. S. Post-office and Cour
house, Denver, Col., 83

Trumbauer, Horace: House, Lansdown
Pa., 143; House (Detail), Merion, Pa
154

Valette, M. H.: Hotel, Paris, France, 40
Von Seidl, Emanuel: Restaurant, Munic

Exposition, 89
Walker, Harry Leslie: Building, Atlants
Ga , 118

Walker, Nellie V.: Sculpture, "Aftei
ward," Chicago, III., 59

Walker & Gillette: Bathroom, Leox
House, New York City, 92; Club-house
Greenwich, Conn., 95

Wallace, W,, and James S. Gibson: Busi
ness Building, London, Eng., 56

Wallis, Frank E., and Wm. J. Rogers
Country House, Montclair, N. J. 131

Walters. F. A.; Church, Kingsway, Eng.

Warren, Edw. P.; Church, Bassett, Eng
(Modern English Churches), Plate«
XVII, xvni; Church, Stratford, E., Eng
(Modern English Churches), Plates xi-
XIV

Warren & Welton: Dining-hall Poly-
technic Institute, Auburn, Ala., 166;
House, Birmingham, Ala., 95

Waterhouse, Paul; Office Building, Aber-
deen, Scotland, 84

Webb, Sir Aston; Museum, London,
Eng., 120

Werner & Windolph: Chapel, New York
City, II

Westgate, W. L.; A Night Shelter, 26
Wheelwright & Haven: Opera House,

Boston, Mass., 166
Wood, Donn & Deming: Union Trust Co

Building, Washington, D. C, 54
Wood, Donn & Deming and Rossel Ed-
ward Mitchell: Y. M. C. A. Building,
Norfolk, Va., 55, Plates Lxxxiii, lxxxiv

Wood, Edgar, and J. Henry Sellers:
Schools, Middleton, Eng., 28

Wright, Frank Lloyd: Temple, Oak Park,
III., 10

York & Sawyer: Banks: Albany, N. Y.,
100, 113, 115, Plates LXI, LXX; Babylon,"
L. I., 99; Baltimore, Md., 97; Roches-
ter, N. Y., 98, Plates Liii, lx; Washing-
ton, D. C, 108, no, 112, 114, Plates
Lxiii-LXVlll; Bank Doorways, 103;
Study for Banks, 97, 100; Bathhouses'
New York City, 106, 107; Candelabra
for Banks, 97; Garage, Babylon, L. I.,

99; Babies' Hospital, New York City,
loi; House, New York City, loi; Lamp
Standards for Banks, 102; Mausoleum
Rondout, N. Y., 99, Plate Lxii; Office
Building, Buffalo, N. Y., 99, loi;
Schools, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., 105;
Washington, D. C. 98, 104; Settlement
House, New York City, 116

York & Sawyer and Joseph Evans Sperry

:

Bank, Baltimore, Md., in, 114, Plate
LXIX

Zell, Franz: Dance-hall, Munich, Ger-
many, 88

Zell, Dietrich & Kurz; Restaurant,
Munich Exposition, 88
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Picturesque Country Buildings of Maryland

.By Julian A. Buckly

THE layman seldom sees

any beauty in a building

unless it is large in extent

and represents the expenditure

of thousands of dollars. To the

architect, or to any one inter-

ested in the picturesque, it is

quite the contrary, for they arc

ever ready to admire any build-

ing possessing architectural merit.

The small buildings of our own

country are frequently over-

looked, and few realize we have

many well worth a considerable

journey to see. Even the smallest

types of domestic buildings are

often very picturesque and pos-

sess a vast amount of architec-

tural interest. Generally old

buildings of this class are more

valuable than ones that are new,

for a century ago the designers

and builders seemed to have a

better idea of what made a struc-

ture beautiful than most men

wh8 design small buildings at

the present day. It is true that

generally owners of small build-

ings do not think that they are of

enough importance to be care-

fully considered by the architect;

and' in our time the customary

method of contracting buildings

makes it impossible

for the workman to

be left by himself and

expected to make any-

thing look well. Then,

again, w-e do not find

in our Labor organ-

izations the same in-

telligence and pride

among the workmen
that characterized all

labor a century ago.

In some sections of

the country the old

buildings possess a

unique architectural

value, due almost
solely to the use of the

natural material at

hand and the local

methods of building.

In the South a country

residence required
many more small

Entrance Gate. Lstate of the Late Thomas Cradock. Trentham. Md.

Entrance Gale. "Ulm," Owings Mills, Met.

Copyright, igog, by Bates &• Guild Company

buildings about the estate than

was thought necessary in the

North. In Baltimore County,

Maryland, there are many of

these little buildings still in use

just as they were a century ago.

The bakehouses, ice-houses and

— especially — dairies were nec-

essary on every country estate.

The bakehouses were quite

near the main dwelling and were

generally of one large room, with

a paved floor and a brick oven

at one end: the chimney was usu-

ally on the outside. The dairy-

houses were built close by a swift

running brook; the water, enter-

ing at one side through a gate,

was carried around through a

trench just inside the wall, about

fourteen inches deep and twenty

inches wide, and passed out at the

lower end. Crocks of milk and

cream were placed in the water,

—

the height necessary to cover the

contents and yet not overflow the

jar's edge being regulated at the

outer gate. The trenches and

floor were paved with brick or

stone. The floor space was used

for cold storage for the butter.

The churning was generally done

on. the square of paving placed

just outside the door.

On the estate now

owned by Mr. Doug
las Gordon, just north

of Baltimore, there

remain two very

charming little build-

ings, — a bakehouse

and a dairy. These

buildings are of a

stone of good color

and very well laid.

They were built in the

simplest method of

that age, and time has

done much toward

beautifying them.

The front wall of the

dairy is covered with

stucco and the side

walls are left rough.

The bakehouse is

all of stone, with ex-

ceptionally well-pro-
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Bakehouse. Mr Douglas Gordon's Estate. Baltimore County. Md.
Ice-house, Oakland Farm, Md.

Dairy. Mr. Douslas Gordon's Estate, Baltimore County. Md.

I)ortionecl wall-surfaces

In some of the ok
buildings the picturesque
side may not have beer
very much considered b}
the builder, their beaut>
being due to the material
at hand and the method
of building. Combined
with good workmanship
to meet utilitarian re-

(juirements, with good
lines, good color and tex-

ture, they could not be
otherwise than pictur-

e.sque.

This was not the case
at Oakland Farm, for

here the small buildings
were carefully designed,
though, unfortunately,
only one of the old build-
ings now stands, and that
one is the dairy. Oak-
land Farm had originally
a great many of these
small buildings, built by
General Robert Goodloe
Harper in about 1805.
The dwelling was burned
many years ago and,
judging from the other
buildings, must have
been of quite a little ar-

chitectural pretense. The
ice house, which was on
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Bath-house, Estate of the Late Thomas Cradock, Trentham, Md

the side of a hill in the

grove, was built of stone

and brick covered with
stucco. The three
Uothic-shaped panels in

the front wall gave it a
very dignified appear-
ance. The color of the
stucco was a warm
brownish gray. The roof,

which was as mellow as
one could wish, and cov-
ered here and there with
moss, fell in during the
winter of 1905, and the
side wall fell down during
the following year. All

that remains is the front

wall, which faces a little

winding road through
the woods. The dairy,

which is still in use, is of

stone covered with
.stucco, and is quite white
in color. The front,

which is not far from the
highway, is adorned with
a portico wprthy of a
much more important
striicture; it has four
well-shaped columns with
Ionic capitals

, carved
in wood (not papier-
mhch'e). They .support a
pediment with a rich and
very well wrought cor-

Ice-house. Estate of the Late I homas Cradock. Trentham. Md.

Dairy. Estate of the Late Thomas Cradock, Trentham, Md.
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nice; the architrave being

ornamented with a wave or

nament cut in the wood.

The little buildings at

I'lm" were built by Sam

uel Owings, ad. a few years

after his marriage, which

look place in 1765. They

are of brick, painted white,

and are located quite near

the mill race. The bake

house remains much as it

was originally, but the dairv'

has a few modem improve-

ments, such as pumps and

granolithic paving. "Ulm"

is an old-time Mar>-land

countv estate some fifteen

miles north of Baltimore,

and. like most Maryland

estates, is set back about a

half-mile from the highway.

There are many larger

buildings about the estate,

which make quite a Httle

village by themselves.

The most interes,ting

group of small buildings is

at "Trentham," at Garri

son Forest, in the western

part of the Green Spring

Valley. They are the old-

est and best preserved, and

their surroundings have

been better cared for than

the others mentioned.

The ice-house, placed at

some distance from the oth-

ers, is built of a rough field

stone, while the dairy and

bath-house are of quarry

stone, roughly cut. The
bath-house, octagonal in

plan, is located on the lower

terrace opposite the entrance

to the mansion. These

buildings were built by the

Rev. Thomas Cradock, the

first rector of St. Thomas
(Church), located about one

and a half miles away. Mr.

Cradock came to Maryland

from England in 1744, and

on January 14, i74S. he was

appointed minister in St.

Thomas' Parish by His Ex-

cellency, Thomas Bladen,

Esq., Governor of the Prov-

inces of Maryland. The

following year he was mar-

ried tp Catharine, daughter

of John Risteau, Esq., a

Huguenot, who had fled to

Maryland from France. He
presented his daughter with

a farm, then a part of his

estate, and the buildings

were built soon thereafter.

The mansion was remod-

eled about 1835, but the

Uttle buildings are as they

were first built. Mr. Crad-

ock called the place "Tren-

tham," doubtless from his

fond recollections of the

school at Straffordshire.

Dairy, Oakland Farm, Md.

Gate and Green, Lslate of the Late Thomas Cradock, Trentham Md Rear Garden Gate, Estate of the Late Thomas Cradock. Trentham. Md.
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Dairv and Bakehouse. " Ulm." Owin6s Mills. Md.
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Dairy, "Ulm," Owings Mills, Md.

V -. .£>_..
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MODLRN LNGLI5H COUNTRY HOU5L5

)T, l«M, at •«?!» * •U-IS CO.

DE.TAIL, GARDLN TLRRACL AND E.NTRANCE, CONKWELL GRANGE, WILTSHIRE. ENGLAND.

t. GUY DAWBE.R, ARCHITECT.
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PLATE. iV.

THL HALL, CONKWLLL GRANGL, WILTSHIRL, LNGLAND.

E.. GUY DAWBE.R. ARCH1TE.CT.
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MODERN ENGLISH COUNTRT HOUSES
CONKWELL GRANGE, WILTSHIRE. ENGLAND

By E. Guy Dawber, Architect

IK/fR- DAWBER'S design jor Conkwcll Grange, near the

IVA city o] Bath, Willslnre, England, shoun in the plio-

lograplis on this page and in the jour plates bound into this

number, has been selected as the first oj the dwellings to be re-

produced in the series oj "Modern English Country Houses,"

that we recently announced. It is as distinctive and typical

an example oj English Country House architecture oj to-day as

could be jound to initiate this series. The selection oj an appro-

priate local stone - - taken mostly jrom old walls about the es-

tate; the exceptionally suitable roofing — old stone slate - also

obtained in the vicinity; and the utilization— jused into the

one design — oj motives easily separated under the heads oj

"Classic" and "Gothic," are all representative oj the mod-

ern type oj residence design in England.

While it is not desirable that, in America, we should slav-

ishly imitate these mannerisms, or adopt, without reason,

these jorms or these details, yet the lessons to be learned jrom

modern English work oj this type might with benefit be incul-

cated into the domestic architecture oj America to-day. And
these lessons are not solely in (esthetics!— although the word

"Home" is nowhere better defined than in the moderate priced

English dwelling. It is, in England, the rule— rather than

the exception — to build enduringly,— oj fire-prooj, non-

burning materials and construction; to use only the best and

hardest woods jor finish; to use good plasterwork, frankly as

such; or else to carve wood— where such carving is in assured

taste — instead oj imitating that carving in papier-mache.

It is also the custom to suit the plan first to the location and

needs oj its inhabitants, and then allow the arrangement and

surroundings largely to determine and dominate the exterior

character oj the dwelling.

Entrance Door and Vestibule.

4

Dining-room. Conkwell Grange, Wiltshire. E.ngland. E.. Guy Dawber. Architect.

I
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THE trade magazines published in the interests of the Port-

land Cement manufacturers teem with contributions, editorial

and otherwise, berating the architects for their slowness in

taking up and using the various new methods of construction in

which cement plays the part of a prominent structural element.

An amusing side-light on the situation is found in some corre-

spondence we have recently seen, that passed between two im-

portant cement associations, namely A and B, and an inquiring

architect, who had written to both A and B for information. From
the replies we have borrowed the following quotations, taken from
letters dated but one day apart. Cement man A writes to the ar-

chitect: "We would refer you to the " (cement men B) "for

.securing data of concrete houses. We have tried to do so several

times, but have been unable to obtain any." Now to quote from
the letter received from cement men B (the very people to whom
the above writer had "referred" his questioner!): "We regret to

advise you of our inability to furni.sh you with any" (pardon these

italics; they are ours!) "information concerning methods of con-

struction and application of plaster or stucco on concrete. We are

at the present time preparing a book in which this subject will be

considered." (Consistency, thou art a jewel!) "We would sug-

gest that you communicate with " (naming cement man A,

the very writer of the other letter!) "for this information."

The Gilbertian satire of the situation rests in the fact that the

very publications u.sed for propaganda by the two concerns from
whom these letters had been received are those cement journals

that keep insinuating most persistently that the architect is the one
who does not give to the subject of building in cement the consid-

x;ration they claim it deserves; and yet here, in an attempt to ob-

tain material upon this very subject, the principal association of

cement manufacturers confess themselves as being unable to fur-

ni.sh "any information concerning methods of construction . . .

or stucco on concrete," while they complain in their publication,

issued the very same month, of the lack of interest of the architect

who "seems to be rather passive and unsympathetic on the subject

of concrete houses!" Pray, who is "passive" — even, one might
say, "negative" — "and unsympathetic" in this instance!

AND this sort of advertising, containing several misrepresenta-

tions of fact, continues to be advocated by even the most
L important cement interests, and accepted, without hesita-

tion, by reputable publications. The accompanying clipping is

taken from a recent number of The Saturday Evening Post.

^/»/////l(lllilll\\\\\\\\W^

CONCRETE HOUSES
C<Mt Lm> Than Wood

' - - - *
'-'• -oha 135.00

M ihar 1<

w:i tiont. Save
^11 or u\Mkt tDonry

V. ...^.v. ^—aogaa4nft«itl«au
THE PEHYJOHN CO..S««N.Sii»kSt.TERRE HAUTE. IND.

SOME jjublications have now \)vvu c(jjiiiiuiuing for years on
the reckless fire losses incurred by the American people, until

the public at last appears to be taking some interest in the

matter— and even the popular magazines are beginning to do
their part toward spreading information as to the enormous amount
of money actually consumed year after year by fire in the United

States. Anything that can make this matter more effective will

undoubtedly tend toward the earlier arrival of a day when we
would build durably and permanently. Might not the arrival of

that much-to-be-desired time be hastened if the newspapers would

print, regularly each day, at the head of a certain column upon
their front page, a brief succession of paragraphs giving the fire

losses sustained throughout the country on the day preceding;

and summarizing the entire total by a head-line stating the money
value of the property burned ! The Sunday papers could give the

"Fire Record" totals for the preceding week.

We believe that such a campaign would soon become effective,

as we doubt if even the most reckless and happy-go-lucky Amer-
ican could long withstand the subtile psychology of head-line$ re-

iterating, over and over again, a series of fire losses aggregating

almo.st three-quarter million of dollars each day!

IN
the matter of the appointment of a Governmental Commis-

sion on the Fine Arts it is more than probable that President

Roosevelt's hand was forced by Speaker Cannon's scheme for

a three-and-a-half-million-dollar memorial to Lincoln to be erected

on the Plaza in front of the Union Station at Washington. Other-

wise it is doubtful if the President would have followed his rec-

ommendation for the appointment of a Committee on Art by

publishing so soon the list of members selected upon the advice of

the officers of the Institute of Architects. It is to be regretted that

there should have appeared to be a conflict between Senator New-
lands, who had introduced a bill providing the machinery to make
.such a commission effective, and the President, in appointing the

list as he did, before the legislation that would make the approval

of this commission obligatory for works of art was passed by

Congress.

Nevertheless, this action, precipitate as it may have appeared,

is certainly not to be regretted by those having the interests of

this movement at heart. Probably in no other way could the

actual need for this commission have been so well visualized before

the country as a whole. The mass of the people undoubtedly

now realize the necessity as they would never othenvise have done.

The instant response from all over the States made to the appeal

of the Institute was also a revelation, to that body as well as to

Congress; as both can now realize how well prepared and awake

the country is to protest an action of this sort when the proper

authoritative bodies make an appeal to them for assistance. The
flood of protest that poured in upon Congress from all over the

country when the facts in regard to Speaker Cannon's bill for lo-

cating a Lincoln Memorial in "Graft Square" became known
was a surprise to every one concerned, and proved— when backed

up by the dominating personality of the President— to be imme-

diately effective.
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(From "The Inland Archilea")

Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From " the.Western Architect.")

(From "Architecture.")

Terrace. House at Cohassel. Mass.
Arxtrew-i, Jacques & Rantoul, Architect-s.

WK are glad to be able, for

once, to give first place in thi.s

review to The Western Ar-

chitect, which has issued a number of

particular .interest among the Decem-
ber architectural magazines. It is al

ways a question, in the conduct of any
technical journal, whether or not it is

merely to "hold a mirror up to na-

ture," by illustrating desultorily from
number to number that work that

has been done within the realm it

purposes to reflect; or whether it is to

take a position in advance of the move-
ment for progress, and perform its allotted function in the direction

of the energies of its subscribers toward the attainment of the best

and highest ideals. In arriving at a decision, it may or may not

be definitely settled that the paper is to follow the latter— and

.Perspective, Gateway Park, Minneapolis,

Ldwin H. Hewitt, Architect.

Minn.

more difiicult — course. Yet, in

the editorial conduct of any pub-
lication, this question must either

be solved — or avoided. If the

problem is not once stated and
thoroughly faced it is inevitable

that the magazine become merely

a hanger-on at the heels of what
actual progression — or retro-

gression — there may occur in

the field that it is its province to

cover. Certainly, this course is

much easier than assuming the

hardships and misunderstand
ings of assaulting the obstacles

and encountering the prejudices

that must be the lot of the paper

(From "The Inland Archttect.")

(From "The American Architect.")
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House of William Jay Turner, Esq., Germantown, Pa.
Wilson Lyre, Architect.

(From "The American Architect.")

Garden Gateway, Dedham, Ma.ss.

Frank Chouteau Brown, Architect.

whose conception of its reason for ex-

istence is of the bolder type. It un-

doubtedly takes courage, and a some-

what egotistic belief in one's ability,

judgment, or intuition, to a.ssume the

r(Mc of prophet and leader in an un-

tried and little-known field. Yet, as

almost the sole means of education for

the profession, especially those mem-
bers established at remote distances

from the centers of progress, or in

those little known backwaters where
the direction of the current may not so

strongly evidence itself, is from the

pages of the architectural journal, whatever that journal may hap-

pen to be, it is most important that it provide him with the proper

incentives for betterment.

Undoubtedly one of the big fields for the future practice of ar-

chitecture is going to lie in the

domain of City Building, and
The Western Architect, by devi-

ating for once from its accus-

tomed habit of reproducing illus-

trations of mediocre works se-

lected from an arbitrarily re

stricted field, has undoubtedly

toward influen-

ts subscribers to give

thought and consideration to a

problem the analysis and dis

cussion of which cannot help but

benefit them. While the number
that has suggested these improve-

ments is incomplete, and its il-

lustrations fragmentary in many

done something

cins;

(From "The Inland Architect.")

Unity Temple and Unity House. Oak Park, III

Frank Uovd Wri«hl, Architect.

Detail, House of William J. Turner, Esq.

Wilson Lyre, Architect.

Interior View, Unity Temple. Oak Park. III.

Frank Uoyd Vv'right, Architect.
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(From "
I Archilecl.") (From "The American Architect.") (From "The American Architect.")

D., L. & W. R R. Station. Scranton. Pa.
Kenneth Murchison. Architect.

(From "The Briclcbuilder.")

Branch, 19lh Ward bank. New York.

William Lmerson. Architect.

ways, yet it remains largely

given to the consideration of

"Civic Planning in America"
— than which no better nor

more important text could have

been chosen.

The plates include several sug-

gestions for developing the en-

trance plaza in Minneapolis, a

city where the diverging lines

of two main avenues of traffic,

uniting at the bridge across the Mississippi immediately above

the Falls of St. Anthony, already contain the basis of a stately

and dignified city entrance. This natural asset is rendered rarely

effective from the fact that one of the largest railroad stations

is located immediately at this point of intersection — instead of

in some remote slum district; as is the case in every other Amer-
ican city of which we have any knowledge. It remains merely to

combine the many other railroad interests converging at and en-

tering the place— and a slight expenditure of money in this square

will enable the stranger to enter this Western metropolis under

those conditions most calculated to pro-

duce a favorable imprest-ion upon him.

The Western Architect having thus

pointed the way, it remains only for the

citizens of Minneajjolis to appropriate the

idea and make it a reality. We reprint on

this page one of the best of the schemes

suggested. Other illustrations include Mr.

Maher's now well-known Rubens House
at Glencoe, 111., and exteriors and interi-

ors of houses by Mr. Whitney, in Minne-

apolis, and by Mr. Clarence Johnson, of

St. Paul, along with a number of attract-

ive pictures of garden architecture, all

generally picturesque.

The Inland Architect follows a close

second, particularly by its illustrations

of Mr. Frank Lloyd Wright's completed

church (or "Temple," as it is here called)

at Oak Park, 111., one of the most inter-

esting designs that he has done. It is

also rather a surprise to find a liouse at

Cohasset by Andrews, Jacques & Ran-
toul first shown in this Western publica-

tion. The remainder of the number re-

produces a considerable amount of de

tail from the Boston School report, a

First Universalist Church, Rochester, N. Y.

Claude Brandon. Architect.

(From "The New York Architect.")

Gorham Building, Fifth Avenue, New York.

McKim, Mead & White, Architects.

Sunshine Chapel, New York.
Messrs. Werner & Windolph, Architects.

Post-office in Michigan, and a
page of sketches of projected

buildings at West Point, cover-

ing, all in all, rather more of a
range than is often attempted
by our Western architectural

journals.

The Brickbuilder contains an
article on "The Denominational
Church," by C. Howard Walker,

illustrated by rather a wide va-

riety, in point of location and in design, of American churches.

Distinctly among the most interesting views reproduced is Mr.
Howard Shaw's interior for a Presbyterian church at Chicago, that

is more than a little suggestive of some of the Austrian architecture

to which we elsewhere refer. This magazine also recognizes, at

last, one modern branch of the practice of architecture to-day, in an

article dealing with "The Development and Financing of Apart-'

ment-Houses!" The plate illustrations include a church at Roch-

ester by Claude Bragdon, a general view of which we reproduce;

A. W. Longfellow's town hall at Lancaster, and a country house by
Wilson Eyre that— particularly in the

way brick is utilized for porch columns
and balustrades— is of considerable

value to the house designer. The utili-

tarian buildings by Winslow & Bigelow

are not among the least interesting

examples of brick work shown in this

month's issue.

The American Architect for December
2 reproduces a plaster house by Wilson

Eyre and a number of illustrations of

picturesque Colonial architecture. The
issue of the same magazine for Decem-
ber 9 is devoted to Cope & Stewardson's

new building for the College of Physi-

cians at Philadelphia, and to a descrip-

tion of the jiroceedings of the Eighth In-

ternational Congress of Architects last

May at Vienna, accompanied by a num-
ber of plate illustrations of Viennese

architecture— Art Nouveau and other-

wise. The drawings for the College of

Physicians and Surgeons show a build-

ing based upon conservative Georgian

precedent that is something of a contrast

to the more original works from Austria

— especially those by Otto Wagner. The
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(From "The Builder." London.)

Revised Design for Extension and Remodeling the Front Block of National Gallery.

Mr. H. Healhcote Slatham. F.R.I.B.A.. Architect.

(From "The Builder," London.)

beautiful N-iew along the
I

, 1-

Ringstrasse is shown in a *-

—

'^—^—-rt

photograph in this same

issue, and is perhaps as

comprehensive and ef-

fective a plea for the

proper layout of our

large cities as could be

found. We have al-

ready reproduced in

these columns a view

of this same section of

Vierma, and therefore

do nothing more than

call attention to the mat-

tei: here. This article is

cominued in the issue

for December i6, the

plates of which repro-

duce a number of " Neo-

Grec" banks and improved ten-

ements by Mr. William Emerson.

December 23 begins a report

of the 42d Convention of the

American Institute of Architects

at Washington. The plates illus-

trate several schools in the vicin-

ity of Philadelphia by David

Knickerbacker Boyd, and a

school at Porto Rico by Clarke,

Howe, and Homer. We repro-

duce a building by Werner &
Windolph for a "Sunshine

Chapel" that, though more nearly resembling a bank, possesses

considerable architectural interest.

The last issue of the month, for December 30, contains further

reports brought in at the Convention of the American Institute,

along with some notes from Europe; and the plates illustrate Ken-

neth Murchison's new station at Scranton for the Delaware, Lack-

awanna and Western Railway, of which we give a general view of

the exterior.

The December Architectural Record illustrates the Chicago and

Northwestern Terminal in the city of Chicago (that has already

just been illustrated in The American Architect) and the new Ger-

man Theater in New York City, especially the decorations by

Alphons Mucha. One article describes some of the bridges and

new railroad stations, the latter by Cass Gilbert, along the " Harlem

River branch;" along with a number of interesting illustrations of

chimneys and factory buildings, car-barns, etc., that quite accord

with the architectural repute in which these buildings are generally

held. An article descriptive of the vicinity around Los Angeles

abounds in illustrations of residence architecture of a type that is

rather consistently disappointing throughout; while an article of

somewhat general interest is that on the Chateaux of the Loire.

All in all, a number of rather more general and popular than of

architectural value.

Architecture prints a New York apartment-house ("the largest

in the world"), along with three pages of Palmer & Hombostel's

drawings for the State Educational

buildings at Albany, doubtless interest-

ing enough in the originals, but so re-

duced and ob.scured in these miniature

reproductions that it is impossible

quite to tell what they are all about.

This appears to be an apartment-
house number. Certainly it contains

a number of unusual apartment types,

generally from New York; perhaps
the worst we have ever seen being

"The Gainsboro Studios." The Ve-
rona, while distinctly of better .style,

is not notable for any great] orig-

inaUty: and the building for the Hen-

Government Offices, Simla.
James Ransome, Architect.

(From "La Construction Moderne.")

Oare D'Lpinay.
M. Aumont, Engineer. M. Li$ny, Architect.

drik H udson apart-

ment has the effect of at-

tempting to reproduce

the sky-line of lower

New York in a single

block along the Hudson
al iioth Street. The
Stoneholm apartment in

Brookline is the single

building outside the city

of New York; while the

only representation of

residence architecture

in thi.= issue is the res-

toration of an old house

at Detiham. As the ed-

itor possessed sufiTicient

courage to give an entire

plate to a most pictur-

esque photograph of a

garden gateway, we have chosen

to reproduce it rather than the

more conventional and architec-

tural view of this building.

The November N'ew York
Architect, just received, is given

toMcKim.Mead &White's build-

ings for the Gorham Manufactur-

ing Company and Colony Club,

New York City, and the Girard

Trust Company, Philadelphia.

We believe we have already re-

marked on the entire preceding

number having been given to the Importers' and Traders' Na-
tional Bank, and one again wonders at those determining

factors that caused an editor to devote an entire number to a build-

ing of that type, and reduces the illustration of the Gorham Build-

ing— one of the two most important modern architectural mon-
uments in New York City— to a bare half-dozen of plates

!

Christian Art for December deals with the Church of Brou,

Chipping-Campden and its Craftsmanship, and Canterbury Ca-

thedral, all three articles of considerable architectural value. The
carvings of I. Kirchmayer are also thoroughly illustrated.

The English Architectural Review illustrates some of the familiar

buildings "Around and about Paris;" completes the review of

the work of Sir Gilbert Scott ; describes and illustrates several his-

toric and architectural monuments recently destroyed or on their

way towards destruction; and, for current work, Mr. Reginald

Blomfield's additions to the Goldsmith College and the Man-
chester Royal Infirmary, both already illustrated in these columns.

Of the other foreign magazines, The Builder's Journal devotes

its plates mo.stly to photographs and drawings of old English work,

save for a recent County Hall competition at Cardiff, shown in the

issue for December 23. The Architect for the month of Decem-
ber, however, has not given us architecture of any impor-

tance. In The Builder we note the single important architectural

design for the month — in the extension of the front block of the

National Gallery, Trafalgar Square, that we reprint. Extended

comment hardly seems necessary, inas-

much as the design itself speaks far

more eloquently than dull type! .'Vn-

other plate from the same publication

is the Government Offices at Simla

that certainly does not belong to the

scenes of which Kipling has written so

many times and oft.

La Construction Moderne. presents

the usual number and kinds of "Ho-
tels" and "Projets"~but, in the last

i.ssue of the year, it publishes a plate

that for pure l)idcousness surpasses

anything previously seen, and there-

fore irresistibly demands republication

!
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Half-Timber Buildings of Saxony

By C. A. Whittemore

THE origin of half-timbered

woric in Germany is lost far

back in the mist of the ages.

A number of individuals have writ-

ten on this subject, but their deduc-

tions are, in a measure, mere con-

jecture, as they frequently cannot

be substantiated by accepted facts.

Undoubtedly the most valuable and
definitive contribution to the history

of German half-timber work, al-

though it deals mostly with build-

ings in the province of Saxony, re-

sulted from a survey undertaken by
a governmental commission, headed

by Dr. O. Doering, the "provincial

conservator," that is summarized in

the following text and illustrations.

While there are still in existence

plenty of examples to illustrate the

characteristics of the different ep-

ochs, yet so many links are missing

that it is impossible to establish a

continuous chain of development.

Neither can the influence exercised

by German half-timber work on the

architecture of other countries be

estimated with any degree of cer-

tainty. There is little doubt but

that it extended wherever this type

of construction has been adopted.

France, Scandinavia,

England, all received

their inspiration from

this source; and thence

the movement spread

throughout the conti-

nent, to finally appear—
centuries later— in

America; — there blos-

soming forth as an ap-

plied surface treatment

that preserved its deco-

rative C[ualities while

losing its former utilita-

rian, historical, and po-

litical significance.

Doubtless this style

primarily arose from exi-

gencies of structural con-

ditions. The. oldest ex-

amples extant are prob-

ably of the same general

character as its earliest

progenitor; i.e., a skel-

eton construction in

wood, with filled-in pan-
els of other materials.

House near 51. Martin's Church, Stolberg, 1500.

Wernigerode, 16th Century.

In the days of Pliny and Tacitus
the German village houses were
noted for their good domestic charac-
ter and harmonious coloring. With
the gradual transition from town
to city the .scope of development was
greatly increased; and in its later

form, the city house, early influ-

ence is still predominant, despite

the various periods through which
it has passed. Used even in castles

and churches, half-timl^er work has
adhered, with a wonderful stead-

fastness and veracity, to its individ-

ual character as originally derived

from the peasant builders. Only
after a long, hard, and constant

struggle did it yield to the influences

of the more pretentious forms of

building.

Whether half-timber work first

arose in Northern or Southern Ger-
many is an indeterminate question.

Doubtless it developed almost sim-

ultaneously from a common source

in those regions which abounded in

oak, beech, and other woods. Its

growth and extension, constantly

influenced by local conditions, is

not so remarkable when we con-

sider the nomadic character of

the artisans of the time.

This may also account

for the fact that a group

of houses may be found

in one locality which

resembles more strongly

the character of the

work in a distant town
than it does its own
companions. Thus also

we see different char-

acteristics in different

localities — in some, rich

forms; in others, severe,

dignified lines; here, ar-

tistic and refined handi-

work; there, crude at-

tempts at carving.

On account of the

great antiquity of this

style, the oldest of the

existing half-timbered

houses is relatively

young. The Rathskeller

in Halberstadt (Fig. 5.).

built in 1461, is the ear-

liest building in this

Copyright, igOQ, by Bates &" Guild Company
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Fig. 3. 338 Rittergasse, Stolberg, Mreel I runt, 14tli-l")th (. iiitury.

section of which there is any authentic

record. Some buildings, such as the

house in Quedlinburg (Fig. 6), seem

to bespeak a greater age than this;

but the date of erection cannot be defi-

nitely established. Stolberg had up

to recent years a house which was con-

ceded as a relic of the thirteenth cen-

tury (Figs. 3 and 4), but it is now en-

tirely destroyed.

The following division of the devel-

opment of the timber-work in (icrmany

into periods has been accepted by

many good authorities,— Early (thir-

teenth century to fifteenth century);

Late Gothic (fifteenth century to

sixteenth century); Transitional —
Gothic to Renaissance (1520-1580);

Renaissance (i 580-1 620); Baroque

(seventeenth to eighteenth century).

The earliest form of construction is

shown in the houses at Quedlinburg

and Stolberg (Figs. 3, 4, and 6, and

in Figs. 7, 9, and 12). This form is

also the simplest, and consists of lay-

ing a heavy sill on a ma-
sonr)- wall or foundation;

erecting upon this the studs,

imbroken to the roof,

braced, and tied by cross-

bars. Into these cross-bars

and studs the floor-tim

hers were mortised; and
these cross-bars mark, on

the exterior of the building,

its separation into stories.

At Quedlinburg we can see

where the floor-timbers are

cut clear through the studs

and pinned on the outside

with wooden pins. It is in-

teresting to note that the

Stolberg house had a

painted decoration in the

spaces between the studs

in the upper story, and also

a painted frieze. The col-

ors were, as far as can now
be conjectured, principally

red and brown.

Fig. 5. Ratlisl^eller. Halberstadt. 146 1.

Fig. 6. 3 Wordgasse, yuediinbur^, iDlh Centur>.

Fig. 4. 338 Rittergasse, 51olbi ry. (^uulen Side.

We have numerous evidences th£

the old method of tenoning was nc

forgotten in later years. In seven

instances these tenons, where they ej

tended beyond the face of the wal

were protected from the rain by sma
[projecting boards or caps. Thre

framing-drawings (Figs 7, 9, and 12

of a hou.se at Marburg, dating froi

1320, will help explain these custom
A mo.st noticeable feature is tl

overhanging of the upper storie

marking an epoch in the history (

wood con.struction, and adopted in a

work from this period up to the declir

of the movement. The oldest know
house, in Halberstadt, previously mei

lioned, is a brilliant link in the chai

l)inding the new era with the old pn
totypes. The construction of the ove

hanging portion is ])ractically the san

as is done to-day. The iloor-timber

which were the same width as the stud

projected beyond the street face

Either above or on the ends of the:

floor-timbers was placed

sill similar to that on tl

ground; and then on th

the studs, etc., were bui

up as below. The suppo

for the projecting timbe

was furnished by a thre

cornered brace which wi

mortised into both the sti

and the cross-timber. B
twecn these timbers fillin

in blocks were .sometim

placed, in order to strength

en the frame and incidental

to soften the outline of tl

overhang. The reason h

this overhang was probab

a practical requirement, i

a.smuch as it certainly w;

not a constructive necessit

It may have been a prote

tion for the lower pa

against the rain, or it mi

have been to increase tl

space in the upper floor
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Detail of Timber Frame,

Marburg, 1320.

or, again, it may have originated for

defensive j)urposes in time of war.

The lieight of the ujjper projecting

stories was varied solely by ])ractical

demands, but the ground floor was
almost invariably very massive and

high. Sometimes parts of this story

would, for domestic reasons, be

lower than others; and, where full,

height was not required, a lower or

mezzanine floor was added. This

mezzanine was never projected be-

yond the lower part; nor were the

timbers cut through the studs, as

^as the case with the main floor-

timbers.

When the house was on a corner

of two streets, or stood alone, the

overhang was frequently carried

. along the side, or even — on occa-

sion — entirely around the build-

ing. In Northern Germany the

corner studs, instead of continuing

the regular sjjacing, were at first

Moritzplan, Halberstadt,

made much wider than the others. As
a result of this increased width, three

brackets were at first used at the cor-

ners to make a better finish. One was
placed on the diagonal and was fre-

quently increased in length over the

other two (Fig. 5), in order to soften

the line of the corner when seen in

perspective.

In many cases the sills and studs

were of considerable size— partly

for the sake of greater stability,

partly because of labor. Gradually,

under the changing influences,

these sizes were diminished until all

the principal members became ap-

proximately of the .same dimen-

sions. There were, however, in the

upper' stories (and, in some exam-
ples, in the lower also), cross-braces

put in at the sill to brace the studs.

These were held in place by wood
pins. Many times the crossing-

points were covered with a rosette

Fig. 11. 9 Neukirchenstrasse, Osterwieck,

16th Century.

Fig. 12. Section Through Timber Framing

House at Marburg, 1320.

Fig. 13. 5 Hagenstrasse, Neuhaldensleben,

End of 16th Century.

li
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Fig. 14. Detail of 5 Sandstrasse, Gardelegen. R$. 15. Detail of Castle, Flechtingen, Lnd of 15lh Century.

(Fig. i6), or another piece of ornament. The arrangement of these

braces became a distinguishing mark of the different periods. The
St. Andrew's cross, three-part, and four-part divisions were most

frequendy adopted in the early epochs. In the Baroque period

this form of decoration assumed its highest development, and a

radical departure from simple early treatments and use of straight

lines may be seen. The work of this period (Fig. 32) is generally

rather noticeably elaborate.

The spaces between the sills, studs,

cross-bars, etc., were filled in with va-

rious materials. In the earlier buildings

they were frequently closed with lat-

ticework, smeared with lime; later,

tiles of different size and color were

used. In this medium (Fig. 27), the

builders displayed considerable in-

genuity in working out patterns and
designs. In almost even,' epoch there

may be found examples which show
that the use of a lime putty or mortar

was handed down from generation to

generation. There are also places

where brick was employed — some-
times, in rather exceptional instances,

covered with a coating of plaster.

Another interesting material which
was adopted in a few cases, as in Fig.

25, was the wooden block.

In the case of the house at Lieb-

schutz, the lower part of the dwelling was filled in with wood block

and the upper part with mortar. The blocks were set back from

the face of the studs, and were bound together by the braces and

cross-pieces. The joints between the horizontal layers of blocks

were filled with mortar, much the same as in brickwork. The in-

side of the new block wall was usually lined with plank.

The treatment of the roof was also an important feature of half-

timber work. Frequently the roof

and rafters projected beyond the face

of the wall far enough to protect the

lower part of the house from the

weather. The gables were usually

plain and undecorated, but some ex-

amples arc to be found showing the

employment of decoration in low re-

lief. The roof was covered with straw,

shingles, and reeds in the olden times;

but in the later periods slate and tile

were adopted as being less combustible.

A further advance along ornamental

lines took place in the treatment of the

sills. In the Gothic period a system

of square recesses was adopted as a

decoration of this plain surface. Some-
times these surfaces were left unor-

namented, and sometimes they were

enriched by carved leaf or plant forms.

A later development cut off the cor-

ners of the timbers, making a deep
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Fig. 16. House at Wernigerode, Courtyard
16th Century.
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Fig. 17. 309 Dammstrasse,

Homburg, 1672.

Fig. 18. Old School, Schleusingen,

1681.

Fig. 19. Die'Rose (Breitestrasse), Original

Condition, Quedlinburg, 1612.
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Fig. 20. House in the Hohestrasse,

Quedlinburg, 1548.

sinkage with rounded edges (P'ig.

14). This form,variou.sly developed,

continued in use uj) to a late period,

and was similar to the stone treat-

ment used so frequently by the

Romans. In its highest type, the

rounded edge of the sill was orna-

mented with a bead motive, the

background of the sinkage being

decorated with carvings.

In the earlier periods the sills and

even the trim around the entrance-

doors were often ornamented with in-

scriptions (Fig. 14). These related the

name of the builder and his wife,

the date of the construction, the cir-

cumstances incident with its erection

— and were carved in verse or pro.se,

sometimes in German, sometimes in

Latin, and sometimes even in Greek

script

!

The consoles, or brackets, which

served both a constructive and an aes-

thetic purpose, were also subjected

to a decorative development. In the

Gothic ])eriod they were mostly square

or octagonal in section. The outer

face was hollowed and filled with

carved figures, usually of saints or

,-|Ti1i"WffWi il

.11 11^

Fig .23. 14 Lichtengraben, Halberstadt, 16th Century.

Ms:!. 24. Katswaije, Wernigerode, End nUir\

.

haiic, 13 Rannische .^^ril^^e.

16th Century.

Old Testament characters. In the

Renaissance the figure-work was
gradually replaced by molded and
carved forms continued throughout

the console, while the sides were
occasionally decorated with rosettes.

In later times, as the projection of

the upper stories w-as reduced,

these consoles, with their accom-

l)anying ornament, gradually dis-

appeared.

The diagonal braces also assumed
new forms in the later periods. At
first they were used only in the spaces

beneath windows, at the foot of the

studs. Gradually this paneling extend-

ed over the building's surface. These
members, instead of being straight , were

curved and modeled in various ways.

In the province of Saxony there rose,

about 1540, the rosette motive which

we find so often decorating the cross-

ing of these members. As it developed

it assumed new forms, sometimes ap-

pearing as rays streaming from a cen-

tral point, sometimes as a cross, some-

times fan-shaped (Fig. 28). These

ornaments gradually increased in num-
ber, even overlapping (Fig. 21).

Fig. 25. Farmhouse in ljloci< Framing,

Liebschiitz, 18th Century.

Fig. 2b. Reichartswerben, Province of Weissenfals,

1 7th Century.

Fig. 27. 24 Neuperverstrasse i>dlzwedel,

16th Century.
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Rg. 28. House at Stolberg. 16th Century.

The development and growth of the

various tj-pcs of timber ornament

passed from the early figure-carving

to the more conventional leaf and plant forms; which arc sim-

ilar to much of the work now prevalent in modern Germany.
Door and window trims were also influenced by the decoration

of other parts of the construction. Rich molded and carved archi-

traves, ornamented doors, and decorative motives around the open-

ings were all but a part of the general elaboration given to the

whole exterior.

Fig. 29. House on the Breitenstrasse, Wernigerode, 167-1

About the beginning of the eight-

eenth century appeared the first evi-

dences of decline. Ornament vani.shed,

the projection of upper stories disappeared, and the whole wall-

surface was plastered over. From this time the study of German
half-timber loses its fascination, and there ended a type of con-

structive decoration which, in its highest development, was so

architecturally and lesthctically individual that its influence still

survives,— although present-day half-timber work is hardly to be

recognized as a lineal descendant of an ancestor so illustrious!

Fig. 33. Town Hall, Si .n , r ;, 1482.

Restored, 1600.

Fig. 3-4. HouM- in the New City, Stolberg,

16th Century.
Fig. 35. Farmhouse, Hninichen,

I7lh Century.

Jk

^ 11 IE

mm::

Fig. 36. Farmhouse near Geismar.

1709.
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131 AND 135 E. 66TH 5T.. NEW YORK CITY.

CHARLES A. PLATT. ARCHITLCT.
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LNTRANCL DETAIL, 131 L. 66TH ST.. NLW YORK CITY.

CHARLE.5 A. PLATT, ARCHITECT.
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EDWARD GOLDIE, ARCHITE.CT.
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CO'tRiq-iT, 1809, BY BATIS A GUILD CO.

5CALE. DE.TA1L5. UPPER STORIES.

BUILDING AT 131 AND 135 L. 66TH ST., NEW YORK CITY.

CHARLES A. PLAIT. ARCHITECT.
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CO^yRIOmT, ,909_ ay BATES A i

INTERIOR, LIBRARY OF CHARLLS A. PLATT, 135 E. 66TH ST., NEW YORK CITY.

CHARLL5 A. PLATT, ARCHITILCT.
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MANTLL IN LIBRARY OF CHARLL5 A. PLATf. 1.35 E. 66TH ST.. NEW YORK CITY.

CHARLES A. PLAIT, ARCHITECT.
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1 IVING-ROOM.

A HOUSE AT LAKE FOREST. ILL.

RICHARD t. SCHMIDT. GARDtN & MARTIN. ARCHITECTS.

I
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DLTAIL OF PORCH.

A HOUSL AT LAKL FOREST, ILL.

RICHARD E.. SCHMIDT, GARDEN & MARTIN, ARCHITECTS.
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A
SHORT year ago we delivered ourselves, in these columns,

of a definition of the artistic temperament that we believed

at the time to be as clear an analysis of that somewhat baf-

fling quantity as it was possible to give. In the light of a recent

event we can realize this analysis may have been possibly over-

optimistic, as the profession has since been treated to an exhibition

showing the obverse of the shield; indicating how a spirit of ego-

tism may feed on self-esteem until it has malformed all channels of

outlook upon the world, and of communion with one's fellow-

men. We still opine this not to be the case with a great artist,

"such an one can never forget his gift is God-given. It dowers him
within sight without his conscious volition, and — as' the momen-
tary possessor of a priceless gift— he is properly humble and
thankful for being selected as a medium for the benefit and in-

spiration of his less-favored fellows. He never requires the plaudits

of the crowd so long as his art meets with his own approbation;

though his outlook is too broad for him ever to make the initial

error of looking down upon his associates, or of regarding himself

:is better than they.

The little master is an artist of more human mold! His feet,

it least, are clay. He murmurs and repines at restrictions that

liis master welcomes as the final inspiration that will add a higher

ndividualism to even his most personal ideas. He is always in-

venting excuses to palliate his defects; or demanding his art-

iroduct be seen — as did Richard Wagner! — only under impos-
ible conditions or among physically unobtainable surroundings.

The true master of his art is also the master of its limitations. His
;cnius suffices to surpass all. His works make for great results;

ind these results he obtains by first accepting those conventions
hat are held by the greater part of humanity, and then — by these

ame very means— he so surpasses their limitation of vision—
'•'hile still keeping in touch with their imagination — that they are

)ound to realize some part of the ideals he establishes for them.

THERE can be no doubt whatsoever that we are doomed to

go through in this country a certain period of experiment in

the attem])t to utilize architectural forms and motives that

ill be borrowed from the so-called "Art Nouveau" schools of

'Urope. Since the beginning of architectural history in America
'e have always been influenced —a few years after— by the

passing "styles" in design fashionably current across the water;
and there is little likelihood, In this instance, of history failing to
repeat itself. Already the first evidences are indeed beginning to
appear amongst us in a few stray examples that have crept into the
margins of our city streets. It is to be regretted that this invasion
threatens at a time when we are experimenting throughout the
country in the u.se of fluid concrete as a building-material, inas-

much as many of these perpetrations will inevitably take form in

this easily modeled, yet time-resisting, material, so earning a lien

upon perpetuity that would not have been othcrwi.se granted them.
It seems impcssible to prevent by any mere argument this

threatened inundation,— rather, as heretofore, we will probably
have to "grin and bear it,"— and we may be certain that there will

be examples sure to arou.se our levity. It is a foregone conclusion
that at least ninety-five one-hundredths of the work that will be
produced under this influence will be bad, and an equal projKJr-

tion of that amount irredeemably so; for it will appeal from its

very appearance of facility to many designers who.se training and
education have not permitted them succes.sfully to cope with the
more easily comprehended styles that have been reduced to rules

and formulae by long years of u.se. How much the less able will

they be to apprehend the .subtler refinements and unconventional
treatments of a style that raises the merit of simplicity to the Nth
degree and that is based upon the most subtile refinements of

Greek and Gothic architectural precedent!

So, too, from long accustomed disuse, we are little able to appre-
ciate architectural treatments that do not deal with the conven-
tional A B C's of architectural forms and moldings that our
draughtsmen unthinkingly perpetuate day after day over the office

drawing-board. Sweep out of their hands these cut-and-dried

conventional forms, and how many architectural designers are

there with sufficient facility in their fingers and inventiveness and
inspiration in their minds to conceive and bring into being sub-

stitutes such as will merit execution in such enduring materials as

stone and concrete?

R
UINED and stricken Reggio is to rebuild itself," was the

announcement recently published in the American press.

This head-line conveys a different idea to the initiate than

many will gather from its simple statement of fact. Reggio unll

rebuild — and it will be her endeavor and her pride to have the

reconstructed city based as closely as possible upon the picturesque

architectural lines of the old city that was lost!

The Campanile of St. Mark that fell is rising again upon the

identical lines and of, indeed, the identical materials in which it

was previously constructed. Possibly the Campanile will be bet-

ter built — at least that will be the intention of its builders— and
probably the buildings of the new Reggio will be more convenient

and sanitary than of yore; but that an endeavor will be made to

retain their original beauty and picturesqueness, no person un-

derstanding the Italian temperament can doubt. Indeed, the

"foreigner," with a canny eye for profit that the self-satisfied

American business man doth lack, realizes the money value of

architectural beauty, and does not scorn to make appeal to the eye

in a way that the more practical and up-to-date (?) civilizations

continue to overlook. Many cities of Europe, Chester-within-the-

Gates as an example —-even in "commercial" Germany! — in-

clude regulations in their building laws requiring new buildings to

be built upon the architectural lines of the old, that are as strin-

gent as any portion dealing with construction; with sanitation;

or with the prevention of fire! One conjures in his mind's eye

a vision of future tourists visiting .America and ])eering round

amongst an artistically desert city of tablets and of stones in-

scribed with sentences, evermore beginning, "Here once stood

this— or that— memorial of American liberty and history," and

"This square contained a structure emblematic of American

architecture; torn down in the year 190- to make place for this

brewery — or this office building." Truly, an interesting tourist

pilgrimage! Let us imagine him — returned to his homeland —
descanting daily on the wonders of American architecture, so that

succeeding generations of friends and neighbors will be moved to

yearly travel and study in this same man'elous and beautiful (?)

land!
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(From "The Amerkon Architect/') (From "The American Architect
'

Current Perio(dicals

A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Arctiitectural Publications

( From " The American Architect.")

Lntrance Loggia. J. Pierpont Morgan 1 ibrary.

McKim. Mead & White, Architects.

Liiiui] ^Inliun, i\e>v Orleans, La.

D. H. liurnham & Co.. Architects.

(From "Architecture.")

Architect

igog withTHE American

starts the year

the announcement that in

its issue for January 6 "is

merged The Inland Architect."

So far as appears in this month's

numbers, The Inland Architect

has been entirely SMftmerged.

This same issue gives very inad-

equate reproductions of interior

views of Mr. McKim's private

library building on East 36th St.,

New York, for Mr. Morgan,
probably the most beautiful and
refined bit of classic architec-

ture in that city. A bare and dis-

appointing brick church at An-
dover is illustrated in the same
number. In this pagan age we
would suggest it is more neces-

sary for the Church to call to its

aid what attraction may exist in

beauty of form, color, light,

music, and art; rather than re-

vert to the Puritan spirit and re-

pudiate such aid as these influ-

ences can lend! From the issue

of January 13 we reprint D. H.

-Bumham's new Union Station at

New Orleans, one of the best

and most virile expressions of the

problem that we ever remember
to have seen.

The issues of January 20 and 27

Accepted Design for ipringlield Municipal Buildings,
Pell & Corbett, Architects.

(From "Architecture.")

entirely

given to reproduction of the working drawings for

the new Union Theological Seminary, New York
City— but confirm an opinion we have long since

held, that drawings showing pseudo -Goih'ic archi-

tecture of rock-face stone (sic) and thoroughly

conventional repetition of detail— which is never,

(From " The American ArcNtect.")

House at Lawrence Park, Bronxville, N.
Squires & Wynl<oop, Architects.

(From "Architecture.")

Y.

-"PP

A .Night ihfclttr.

M. Kelott. Student, Society of Beaux-Arts Architects.

Mantel, Last Room, i. |J|t-ipoiii iNuiydu Ljiirnr'

McKim, Mead & White. Architects.

by any chance, to be found ii

work containing the true Gothii

spirit — are of no practical valui

to the profession. As we havt

occasionally carped at the print

ing of Beaux-Arts student draw

ings, we take pains to note tha

the last issue of the month con

tains two remarkably intercstinj

solutions of a Beaux-Arts Societ;

problem for a "night .shelter.'

These designs are reasonable

practicable, and modern, botl

in plan and elevation, and wouk
be effective in the material .sug

gested for their construction.

The text-pages of all the num
bers for the month contain vari

ous portions of the proceeding

of the American Institute at it,

last convention, along with .somt

of the reports there made.

The Western Architect — U

which both the western am
northwestern fields havt* nov

been abandoned — starts the nev

year with laudable — if poorl;

realized — intentions, whercb;
the magazine evidently desire:

to enlarge its field and increasi

its interest for its subscribers bj

giving a number of plates t<

Eastern work. It is therefori

doubly to be regretted that the editors unfor

tunately chose, for the first effort, four alread;

well-published views of Mr. Murchison's .statioi

at Scranton and Mr. Freedlander's mongrel de

sign for the Importers' and Traders' Nationa

Hank! The remainder of the is.sue reproduce:

hou.ses at La Crosse, Duluth, and Detroit, th(

From "The American Architect.")

National City Bank, New York.
McKim, Mead & White, Architects.

A Night .Shelter.

W. L. Westgate, Student, Society of Beaux-Arls Architects.
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House at New London, Conn
Charles A. Plait, Architect.

lalter by an Ea.stcrn architect, of
which the first named is considerably
the more interesting and picturesque,
•despite various minor defects in detail.

Archilccture for January contains an
interesting department entitled "Archi-
tectural Criticism," in which the de-
signers of the Home Club, the Pitts-

burg Synagogue, and the Palisades
Trust Company all criticize their own
designs! The result is .so amusing and
instructive that we hope this feature
will be continued in future issues. We

I

reprint Pcll&; Corbett's successful de-
sign for the Municipal buildings at
Springfield; and a sketch by Birch
Burdett Long of the alteration of the
Old Custom-hou.se into the National
City Bank, of which we spoke in
a recent number. The remainder of
the i.ssue contains .several banks, gov-
|ernmental buildings, and "studio
apartments," and, among the dwell-
ings, the extremely attractive countr)-
house by Squires & Wynkoop that
we reprint. This is one of those rare
exceptions where a design executed in
shingles is yet sutliciently original and
forceful to even surjjass what it might
have been in plaster! We believe, in
this instance, the effect is largelv ob-
tained by the peculiarly appropriate
use made of the material.

In the January Brickbuilder the
second article on "The Denomina-
tional Church " continues to show illus-

trations f|uite as interesting as the first

installment, u])on which we have al-
ready remarked. They include a num-
ber of churches quite above the average,
land valuajjle plans. The same i.ssue
.gives further information as to "The
Financing of Apartment-houses;" and
the actions of the Institute at the con-
\ention arc briefly described. The
I'lates publish a number of Western
Houses, as well as some drawings of
I'iilmer&Hornbosters Western Uni-
'rsity buildings. Of the houses, eer-
ily the mo.st jjicturesque is Mr.

McLeod's house for him.self at St.
Paul; Mr. Piatt's house at New Lon-
don being a dwelling of more dignified
'type. We also note a reserved Georgian

(From "The Architectural Record.")

Liciiik u[ Moiitreai, Montreal, Can.
McKim, Mead & White. Architects.

(From "Tho Now York Architect.")

Connecticut 5aving.s Bank, New Haven, Conn.
Gordon, Tracv & Swartwout, Architects.

(From "The Architectural Review." London.)

Belmont, Chesterfield, Garden Side.
C. H. Reillv. Architect.

House at 51. Paul, Minn.
James Alan MacLeod, Architect.

dwelling in Philadelphia by Messrs.
Ncuman & Harris, and a somewhat
overpowering and futile arch motive in
brick, dwarfing the remainder of a
railroad-.station at Chattanooga, Tenn.
We notice, rather regretfully, that

both The Brickbuilder and The Amer-
ican Architect start the new year with
frontispieces of somewhat dubious
architectural interest. The Brick-
builder announces a series of Piranesi's
engravings, of which much of the
charm cannot fail but be lost in their
line-plate engraving and printing, in
cold black-and-white, on modern coated
paper. The American Architect, "the
newspaper of the profession," shows
a tcndenc}- to publish old European
building.s, whereas we believe that
this publication would better serve the
j)ublic by restricting itself - so far as
plate illustrations, at least, arc con-
cerned — to recent, and not to historic
architecture.

The January Architectural Record is

entitled "A Bank Number," and repro-
duces, as might be expected, a number
of buildings with which architects
would be fairly familiar through earlier
printings. We do not recall, however,
that McKim, Mead & White's altera-
tions for the Bank of Montreal have
before appeared in an .American maga-
zine. Certainly the front, which re-
tains intact the old and familiar portico,
is an extremely successful bit of re-

construction, while the new rear
fafadc is equally dignified, if simpler;
and the interior far more impressi\'e
than one would realize from the illus-

trations. A number of buildings, such
as the Girard Trust Company in Phila-
delphia, the Suffolk Bank in Boston,
the Farmers' N-ational Bank at Owa-
tonna, the Union Trust and Savings
and the National Metropolitan Banks
in Washington, are already familiar to
the subscribers of the architectural
magazines. Mr. Freedlander's omni-
present Importers' and Traders' Bank
(for its fjth recent publication!) again
"bobs up serenely" in this company.
Among a, great number, one especially
notices the New England Trust Build-
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(From "The BuBdor." London.) (From "The Builder," London.) (From "The Architect.")

House at Shorne, near Rochester.

The Late A. H. Shipworth, Architect.

(From "The Builder," London.)

liie Armenian Church, Paris.

M. Guilbert. Architect.

ing in Boston as a structure of less blatant

advertising and pretension than the ma-
jority of those others illustrated. We also

commend the buildings of the Second Na-
tional Bank in New York and the Savings

Bank of Baltimore for their successful

and simple treatments. On the whole,

one rather wonders that the artistic aver-

age of these banks is not higher, until a

closer scrutiny discloses the fact that

there are included a great number of such

uninteresting buildings as those for the

Dime Savings and Trust Company of

Peoria, 111., and the Cleveland Trust Com-
pany, which much reduce the average.

The New York Architect for December inaugurates an an-

nounced policy of reproducing in each issue a number of plates of

contemporaneous foreign — which in this case means "French"

—

architecture. The Palace Hotel in the Champs-Elys^es starts the

series in quite the sort of conventional pastry-shop rococo that we
rather expect of modern French architecture. The remainder of

the number is given to the work of Gordon, Tracy & Swartwout,

including their very excellent Home Club, several Bank buildings,

and other somewhat less interesting and older works. The Con-
necticut Savings Bank at New Haven, which we reprint, illustrates

how undesirable it is to attempt to reproduce " Erechtheums

"

and "Parthenons" in modern America. When commercial busi-

ness backgrounds are substituted for the magnificent locations

and beautiful natural sites so lov-

ingly selected by the Greek builders,

no matter how carefully proportion

and detail may be studied, the effect of

these buildings can never be anything

else but disappointing.

The English Architectural Review

St. Luke's Church, Edinburgh.
P. MacGreSor Chalmers, Architect.

Inplydi, kenMiiylon Cllurch.

The Late G. F. Bodley, R.A., Architect.

(From "The Architectural Re-
view," London.)

has been somewhat lacking in intere;

now for several months, probably froj

the saving up of material for the numb(
on "Country Houses." "Architecture i

the United States" still deals with con

mercial buildings, though now containin

some more modern examples, such as th

Frick Building at Pittsburg and the Mi
tual Life at Newark. We reprint an a

tractive plaster-house alteration at Che;

terfieldjthe interiors'being evidently base

on American Colonial forms, or their in

mediate English precedents. We cannt

refrain from harping on an old text an

reprinting a modern English idea of
" Business Premises "

! The name of the architect we carefully su|

press. Certainly everything that ought not to be done in cil

architecture is— in this design — most painstakingly expressed,

The Architect contains a number of street facades and one or tw

attractive houses; as well as a very severe and dignified Norma
church at Edinburgh by P. MacGregpr Chalmers.

The Builder pyblishes, January 2, M. Guilbert's new Armenia
church in Paris, located on the same street as his well-know

Commemorative Chapel; also the rather atavistic design for schoo!

at Middleton and, for contrast in period and style, an Art Noi
veau house. January 23 is printed a Triptych for Kensingto

Church, by the late Mr. Bodley. Our readers should be glad t

know it is proposed to erect this reredos as a memorial to th

designer. (From

The Builder's Journal publishes

nothing we feel called upon to reprint;

and La Construction Moderne pro-

vides us only with an appealing

though flamboyant design by that

versatile artist, Mr. Willy Bock.

' La Construction Mo-
derne.")

(From "The Builder," London.)

Royal Insurance BIdgs.,

6t. James M. FJevation.

Borough of Middleton Elementary Schools.
Ldgar Wood & J. Henry Sellers, Architects.

\ill., „ CoMentz.
M. Willy Bock, Architect,
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The Passage Kaufhaus, Berlin

By Julius Grundmann

THKRL has recently been completed in the German capital a
buildmg that, from the standpoint of the architect the
shopper, or the business man, is unlike anything else either

at home or abroad. This structure, known as the Passage Kauf-
haus, was originally intended as an ordinary business arcade
connecting two principal streets, and providing space for a large
restaurant, caffe, offices, and shops. Through the influence of
a clever and clear-headed
Berlin manufacturer this

I)lan was finally abandoned
and a new kind of store was
built, which has met with
so much success as to sug-
gest it may mark the begin-
ning of a new era of retail

business cooperation. To
be brief, the Passage as car-

ried out is not a department-
store and not a special re-

tail-shop, but an exhibition
and sales building for an
organization of about sixty

retail merchants, placed
under one roof, taking ad-
vantage of all the best fea-

tures of a department-store,
and yet being entirely inde-

pendent as regards selling

goods and making profits!

A central office, main-
tained at the expense of
all the retailers occupying
space in the building,under-
takes the delivery of mer-
chandise, cashing and col-
lecting money, advertising
generally and for special
events, providing floor-

space for special sales and
exhibitions, and also takes
charge of the heating, light-
ing, insurance, cleaning, etc.
It is clear that, by under-
taking these portions of the
business on a scale such as
this, considerable savings
would be made, and each
individual shopkeeper has
to contribute only one six-
tieth of the total cost of
conducting these depart-
ments, which is much less
than it would cost him to
do all the above services
himself. In addition, he
obtains the best imaginable

Main Front on the Friedrich Strasse.

Copyright, igoQ, by Bates &= Guild Company

service as each different line of business is conducted by a trained
staff of experts. The public also derives an equal profit and ad-
vantage, for It can buy every conceivable article in this single
building, enjoy all the advantages of a big store, and have the use
ot parlors, restaurants, reading-room, and other conveniences. At
hrst sight this scheme may not appear to possess any advantages
over the ordinary department-store; but a second thought will

make it apparent that each
establishment, maintaining
its own individuality as it

does, is more likely to attain
a higher level of excellence.

The location is one of
the best in Berlin, a few
minutes o|nly from the
principal railway-station;

the two ends of the arcade,
and the building fronts,

facing along crowded
and much traveled streets.

These two streets for a long
distance had no connec-
tion, and the arcade con-
tained in the Passage
Kaufhaus will shorten the-

way for many a person.
This, of course, at the same
time draws buyers to the
store. The structure itself

covers about 93,548 square
feet, seven city houses
having to be pulled down
to obtain the necessarj- area;
requiring an outlay of eight
million marks (about

$2,340,000), while the
building itself cost another
eight and one-half millions.

This new and unusual
business scheme has re-

sulted in a design almost
as novel and bold for this

immense building. In the
structure itself reinforced

concrete has been used
wherever practicable. This
material is noted for its

durability and fire-proof

qualities,— both essentials

of European construction,
— and made it possible to

complete this immense
building within a rather
short period. Foundations,
pillars, ceilings and roofs,

including the immense cu-
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Detail of Carving, Circular Court.

pola, which has a diameter of 98

feet and a height of 148 feet, are

made of reinforced concrete. The

concrete ceilings were an interesting

exijeriment. The building depart-

ment, being in doubt respecting

plaster ceilings on concrete, re-

quired a guaranty that the plastering

should not fall off. In this build-

ing all the ceilings are therefore left

without any plaster covering, being

treated direcdy by the painter with

a certain preparation, and after-

wards painted over with a coating

that is not affected by vibrations,

moisture, and heat— the whole

treatment also resulting in a con-

siderable saving of time.

Inside, as well as out, some en-

tirely novel methods have been fol-

lowed. New methods of design re-

quired new architectural forms. The

mechanical production of details by

stamping or casting in moulds rather

restricts the use of projecting mem-

bers or overhanging cornices. It

might seem as if the elimination of

projecting moldings and ornaments

might limit the inventive power of

an architect. On the contrary, the

difficulties inherent in the material

offer in themselves a considerable

attraction for the artist. When deal-

ing with this form of construction,

so massive and yet so plastic,

one soon finds that many and

efifective means of handling it

are at his disposal; — the tech-

nical resources of the stone-cutter,

the painter, the bronze and mo-

saic workers, are all appropriate

and available for its architectural

treatment.

A great deal could be written

about the many interesting de-

Uils of this store, but a brief

description will show in what

ways it is different from the

u.sual types. Along the Friedrich

Strasse, which is probably the

most important business street in

Berlin, this store has a frontage of

Entrance Feature on the Oranienburger Strasse.

Plan of the Passage Kaufhaus.

Parcel Conveyers and Rotating Table in Basement.

Cash-system tubes are to be seen hung from the ceiling above.

Detail of Carving, Circular Court.

187 feet; the other front, on the

Oranienburgcr Strasse, being 285

feet long. These two streets arc

connected through the middle of the

store by the arcade, a glass-covered

walk 43 feet wide and nearly 492

feet long. Both entrances are im-

mense portals, two stories high. The

arcade is not straight, but forms an

angle near the center, and it is here

surmounted by a tremendous cu-

pola. The whole building is con-

structed of only the best and most

durable materials, limestone and

marble being chiefly used. The ma-

jolica works belonging to the Em-

peror furnished a considerable part

of the decoration of the building;

and statues and ornaments of stone

and bronze, designed by well-known

German artists, are to be found

everywhere.

An unique feature, which does not

exist in any other city of Europe, is

the railway-station contained with-

in the store. In the city of Ber-

lin there is being built an under-

ground line from North to South,

cutting through the central portion

of the city; and, upon request, a

station— abeady completed,though

not yet in use—was provided under-

neath this store. We therefore find

in the cellar a waiting-room, with

ticket-ofhce, toilets, etc., and ele-

vators going directly down to this

platform; so that a customer can

go in town by train, shoj), lunch,

and return directly home again,

all without leaving cover—

a

system that will be welcomed by

everybody, especially during wet

weather!

The arcade, or passageway, it-

self, is lined with about sixty

show-windows, to one of which

each retail concern is entitled.

These show-cases are all made of

glass and bronze. Several doors

open from the arcade to those

salesrooms on the ground floor;

while several monumental stair-
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Detail of Restaurant.

ways, conveniently located, lead to the second story. To reach the
shops on other floors one can use the numerous stairways contained
within the store itself— or any one of the twenty-three elevators.
At certain places the arcade is spanned by bridges connecting the
different levels, some of them as high as the fifth floor, and here
the band plays every afternoon, furnishing a concert which seems
to come from the sky.

The stairways are made
of artificial stone, richly

ornamented, with railings

of heavy forged iron, inlaid

with porcelain. The stair-

ways inside the enclosure

and in the salesrooms are of

steel and polished marble,
and the treads are of tal-

lowwood and oak or mar-
ble. There are ten princi-

pal staircases in the build-

ing, going through all the

stories, and nine more in-

side the salesrooms. In
addition, eleven elevators

help to carry the public up
and down, while ten special

lifts, varying in size, are

provided for freight; and
six spiral chutes care for

all smaller articles. The
largest elevator occupies a
floor-si^acc of 325J square
feet and can lift 5,500
pounds. It will be used for

pianos, safes, motor-cars,
etc. The doors separating
the elevator-shafts from the
floors are constructed after

the latest fire regulations,

being absolutely fire-]jroof

and, contrary to American
practice, having no open-
ings. From the outside,

those for passengers are
masterpieces of art, show-
ing a rich inlay of colors,

glass and bronze.

When a customer walks
through the big building he Portals Leading to "The Blue Salon."

"The Yellow Salon," Designed for the Jewelry Store.

goes from one novelty to another. The long flight of salesrooms is

sometimes interrupted by large halls, each carried out in a difTer-
ent style. For instance, one is built like a Turkish chapel, and
here oriental rugs, etc., are sold. The so-called "Blue Salon" has
the lower part of the walls and the counter covered with blue vel-

vet fastened with bronze strips, and there are colored glass windows.
Equally wonderful is the

oval-shaped " Yellow Sa-
lon." There the pillars are

of magnificent Sienna mar-
ble, ornamented with
bronze. The electric lights

are hung in garlands sug-

gesting rows of pearls, and
are especially beautiful and
appropriate, as this room-
serves for exhibiting jew-

elry. There is also a " Red
Salon," which is impres-

sive by its architectural fin-

ish alone, the walls being

paneled to a height of 25
feet with mahogany inlaid

with bronze strips, while a
gallery of the same costly

wood is carried around the

upper part of the walls.

Very practical and yet at-

tractive are the rooms on

the sixth floor for selling

eatables. Germany has a

well-established reputation

for the care given to all san-

itary problems, and this

fact is well shown in these

rooms. The walls and floors

are of white tiles that not

only look, but are, perfectly

clean. .A large system of

pipes from the ice-machines

in the cellar go up through

this floor, so that meat,

cheese, butter, etc., can be
kept fresh for many days,

even during the hottest

weather. The restaurants,

cafes, wine-room, and
kitchens are all equally
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well-arranged, mod-
cm, sanitary, and up-

to-date.

In the cellar all the

most modern ma-
chines have been in-

stalled: such as a vac-

uum apparatus for

cleaning the whole

building; several ex-

hausters for the pneu-

matic cash system,

which contains 150

cash stations; an ice-

machine, as men-
tioned before; and

last, but not least, a

conveying arrange-

ment for parcels,

which, so far as is

known, cannot be
found in any other

store in the world.

When a customer has

made a purchase the

parcel is placed on

spiral chutes which have openings conveniently located on each

floor. It slides down through these tubes and falls out upon a con-

tinuously moving endless belt in the cellar, which carries it to the

central room beneath the cupola. Here the parcel drops upon a

rotating table, around which several men are sitting, which car-

ries it at last in front of the man having in charge the c*tain de-

livery district of Berlin to which the parcel is addressed, and he

distributes the ])ackages among the wagons, which make deliveries

View within the Outside Corridors, Showing Stairways and Llevator Enclosures

four times a day,
within his district. If

the articles are des-

tined for customers

outside of Berlin, the

delivery is made di-

rect to the railway-

stations.

Of the whole area

acquired, only seven-

tenths were allowed

to be built upon, and
it was a special favor

of the Berlin police

that caused the arcade

and rotunda beneath

the cupola to be re-

garded as "unoccu-

pied space." The re-

maining three-tenths

are formed by these

areas and the nine

courtyards that fur-

nish light and air to

the various upper of-

fices. The construc-

tion of the building itself was extraordinarily difficult, especially in

such a crowded neighborhood; and no less than 3,500 team-loads

of waste material from the old houses pulled down had to be carted

away. The adjoining very old buildings had also to be carefully

timbered and braced. Yet this building, a master product of Ger-

man architecture, engineering, and business sense, has been com-

pleted and opened to the public within a year and a quarter of the

time when the work of demolition was begun!

Looking from the Arcade into the Court under the Central Cupola. One of the Double-storied "Venetian" Bridges across the Passageway.
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Hanna Mausoleum, Lake View Cemetery, Cleveland, Ohio.

Henry bacon, Architect.
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Mcxlel, End of Sarcophagus.

t.i

Detail of Cornice. Detail of Frieze.

Inferior.

Hanna Mausoleum, Lake View Cemetery, Cleveland, Ohio.

Henry; Bacon. Architect.
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SECTIONS THROUGH CATACOMBS, HANNA MAUSOLEUM, LAKE VIEW CEMETERY. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

HENRY BACON, ARCHITECT.
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MORNING CHAPLL. CHURCH OF ST. COLUMBA, WANSTLAD SLIP. STRATFORD, E.. ENGLAND.

HOWARD P. WARRE.N. ARCHITECT.
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House for William K. Payne, Esq., Auburn, N. Y.

H. Van Buren MaSonigle, Architect.
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House for William K. Payne, Lsq., Auburn, N. Y.

H. Van Buren IMa^oniSle. Architect.
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Detail of Entrance, Field Memorial Library, Con-
way, Mass. (Photographic View)—Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge,
Architects.

Plates XXII-XXVI.—The Hanna Mausoleum, Lake View Cem-
etery, Cleveland, Ohio (Plans, Elevations, and Sections)—
Henry Bacon, Architect.

'late XXVII.—Residence at Auburn, N. Y. (Plans and Eleva-
tions)—H. Van Buren Magonigle, Architect.

'late XXVIII.—Administration Building, Harvard Medical
School, Boston, Mass. (Photographic View)—Shepley, Rutan
& Coolidge, Architects.

CERTAINLY the times have become ripe for systematizing

— in some way— the conduct of competitions. Some com-
petitions recently held have been decided in such ways as to

eave both architects and public excessiv^ely dissatisfied with the

esults, while one or two have achieved to a newspaper notoriety

luch to be regretted. In the conduct of the competition for the

\ew York State Prison, for instance, it would appear that the Com-
lission did not consider itself in any way held by the requirements

I't down in that law by which alone they were in existence! In

nother recent instance, it happened that the personal leaning of a

ulge for one type of solution threw out, in a preliminary competi-

on, all those arrangements differing from his preconception of the

xoblem. This resulted much to the detriment of their authors, as

ppeared when the final competition was settled, when it was found
nat the design awarded first place (submitted by one of the new
bmpetitors) had the same parti as those systematically discarded

the first competition!

Authorities do not even agree among themselves! Despite any
iiount of talk upon the subject, architects have not yet formu-
ted any set of rules to which they would subscribe when com-
:'ting — or acting as judges for competitions. Two individuals

uch in demand as expert judges were recently overheard in a

cly discussion as to whether a competition was held for the pur-

)se of selecting a plan or an architect! and whether, in a scheme
::cessitating some minutiae of detail, it would be most expedient for

e winning design to express a thorough grasp and comprehension
these complex individual parts, or merely to show " a large concep-
n" of the general layout and handling of the problem; believing

;at the person with this grand concept would be able afterward to

(corporate those technical details most requisite for the business

induct of the institution for which the comjjctition was being held!

It even frecjuently ha])pens that an architect submitting a design

plating stringent regulations laid down in the program may be
fc successful competitor in preference to others who have kept
tese requirements strictly in mind. Of course, in the matter of

wregard of expense, this is common; — a disregard, by the way,
(inerally traceable to the program, which customarily demands
|)re than can possibly be obtained within the amount stipulated.

Iirtherf however, when limitations are set by the program as to

rimber of drawings, size or style of rendering, or of the arrange-

ment of plans and drawings, it is to be supposed that there may
exist some reason for these stipulations being made; and yet it fre-

quently happens that an architect taking the risk of disregarding
these demands is awarded the prize; — often perhaps largely be-
cause by this very disregard he has been able to prepare his draw-
ings in a more effective or taking manner! Surely, when doctors
disagree— even in this profession — it is to be expected that those
with less understanding of the complications of the situation should
fail in the acceptance of a common point of view.

Possibly it will help the cause for us to once again formulate the

ideals that we believe would make for the best presentation of a
competitive program. First, that no great amount of intricate

details of arrangement be required of the competitors. Provided
the general scheme they submit is acceptable, they will be able,

without much trouble, afterwards to inculcate these desired pecu-
liarities of arrangement into their general design. Second, that the

matter not be complicated by too minute specifications of the way
in which drawings shall be presented. As a rule, these details

might be much better left to a general agreement among the archi-

tects competing. Third, that the program entail the least possible

amount of work and expense upon the contestants. It is obvious
that the best members of the profession are prevented from going
into competitions because of the great detailed labor and study

required of them— that, they only too well know, is likely to be
largely if not entirely thrown away.

Aside from the improvements necessary in the preparation of

the program, the most important essential would seem to be the

systematizing of those points upon which a program is to be
judged. While it is evident that these might vary somewhat with

different types of competitions, it should yet be possible to formu-

late a general and a specific set of conditions upon which the judges

should be required to base their awards, in strict accordance with

the completeness with which these stipulations were met by the

competitors. A set of stringent general conditions could probably

be made to apply to nearly all competitions, while a few specific

requirements should be made mandatory and binding upon both

competitor and judge.

It does not seem to us that the double competition should be

encouraged as an improvement upon the old form. It is cumber-

some and slow in employment, and generally gives cause for dis-

satisfaction by its preventing certain of the competitors from being

considered in the final award. Provided only that the competition

be made simple enough, it would seem to be much more valuable

to occasionally substitute, in cases of extreme doubt or difficulty,

a secondary set of studies, in which those architects who had first

produced the most interesting or suggestive plans might be given

opportunity to further elaborate or work out their ideas.

IN
an editorial note accompanying Volume II. of "American

Competitions," we find the editors to have arrived independently

at conclusions much the same as we have stated above. Their

suggestion for nullifying personal leanings on the part of an ex-

pert is to require three such judges or experts. They also advise

the publication by the judges of their reasons for making the

awards, believing this would enhance the educational value of the

competition for those entering it for that purpose, as well as add

increased interest to their decisions, and, incidentally, result in

the drawing of better considered programs and the making of more

careful awards. They also suggest that the judges state distinctly

in the program which conditions are obligatory and which ojv

tional; and that the awards be required to be made strictly in ac-

cord with the more stringent set of conditions!

It seems to us that if the competition— undignified, disadvan-

tageous, and economically unproductive of desired results as it is!^

is to be longer officially countenanced by the Institute and repu-

table architects of these United States, it is time to stop argument

and theoretical discussion and "get down to bases;" to determine

once and for all such general conditions as are to govern the com-

petitor (and govern the expert judge in deciding among such com-

petitors!), so that a competition, instead of being a matter of good

luck and chance — as is now confessed largely to be the case —
would become a matter of absolute mathematics, determined

strictly on merit and craftsmanship.
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Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From "Architecture.")

(From "Architeclufe.")

5t Mary's R. C C hiirch, McKeesport, Pa.
John T. Comes, Architect.

WE are glad to find the Feb-
ruary number of Archi-
tecture continues its inter-

esting columns on "Architectural
Criticism;" this month with screeds
by Messrs. Murchison, Newman,
Morris, and Hill, dealing respec
lively with the same architects' Ho-
boken Terminal, Hoyt House at
Stamford, Hartford State Bank, and
German-American Insurance build-
ings, A Babylonian design for a
New York Court-house, expressing
on a city block the "pyramidic"
type of construction that has been
recently much advocated in the pub-
lic press, is probably the most inter- '

esting single plate in the issue; War-
ren & Wetmore's Court-house at Hudson,
N. Y., the most disappointing; princi-
pally, we would say, from the quite im-
possible central feature— exactly the
sort of splash one rnight expect from a
classically untrained designer, but not
from so erudite an office as this. The
School of Applied Design for Women
strikes one as a drastically modern use
of Greek forms that might be more pleas-
ing were it not for the entablature broken
over the columns, with what would ap-
pear to be — from this view-point— ag-
gravating obstreperosity! Mowbray &
Uffinger's Dime Savings Bank, Brooklyn,
carries an effective colonnade, and pro-
vides a good interior; while Janssen &
Abbott's Pittsburg Athletic Asso-
ciation is another of those ItaU
ianate designs that are, appar-
ently, to be the architectural
"fashion" for the coming sea-
son! Other plates show two es-
says in Gothic, the last preceding
mode— ont by Edward Pearce
Casey for a house in New York
City, the other by C. C, Haight
for the Second Battery Armory,
the latter conforming rather bet-
ter than the former to the Me-
dieval limitations of the style.

We note with regret that the
publishers of Architecture per-

5tudy for Court-house on a Single Block,
Howells & Stokes, Architects.

(From "Architecture.")

New York City

I'ptctI 1.. .

' < sign, 2d Battery Armory, N. Y.
C. C. Haight, Architect.

(From "Architecture.")

City.

Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mowbray & Uffinger, Architects.

(From "Architecture.")

Proposed Building. Pittsburg Athletic Association, Pittsburg,
Janssen & Ablxjfl, Architects.

Pa

School ol Applied Design for Wor
New York City. Pell & Corbett. Arch

sist in their undignified poli^

perverting their magazine ir

building trades journal by i

porating advertising amonj
plate-titles in more and mort
grant undisguise,— some o
plates in the February issue c

ing three and four announcer
advertising materials used in

illustrated buildings.

The Western Architect publ
several buildings in Detroit,

eluding Donaldson & Mei
Y. M. C. A.; a new school; a
rather florid terra-cotta office b
ing for the Detroit Gas Comf
that is nevertheless one more e;

iment in the expression of the
"

frame type " of modern skyscraper. C
plates show some Chicago park ref(

ries and bath-houses, a picture
house at La Crosse, and a thorou
charming and attractive house and st

at Barrington, 111., by Marshall & :

the architects of the Maxine El
Theater. We reprint a general view,
detail, of as simple and attractive

American dwelling as we have seei

the architectural magazines for si

months.

The February Brickbuilder's lea(

article is on "Gymnasiums," whil
travel article by Mr. Reed contains sc

attractive illustrations of architecture

Western France. We reproduce a v

of Mr. Comes' Roman Cath
Church at McKeesport, Pei

illustrated in this issue, and r

two attractive houses — at Ca
bridge by Richard Arnold Fisl

and in Rochester by Claude Br
don — and an estate at Ken:
bunkport, Me., by Green
Wicks, from which we rep

duce the Gardener's Cotta
The interesting brickwork of J

Donn Barber's Lotus Club pro

attractive in its details; andi

house at Lenox, by Hoppin, K(j

and Huntington, is rather m
dignified than their two or th
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^g-room, House on West 75tli 5t., New York City.

J. H. Freedlander. Architect.

i r-known houses at Newport.

sJ^'.he New York Architect for January appeared—
--'ate for review last month— with more illus-

ins of the Palace Hotel in the Champs-
! us; which include, this month, the exterior—

,

: ily wonderful and horrible design that would
r"- X aot have been divulged at all! Mr. Brun-
*

""' conservative classic Federal Building at

•
"* eland is shown in this issue, al-

™S gh we rather doubt the titling on
^"^ plates showing the sculptures—
"' e Mr. Brunner still alone receives
-"' ^ edit! The same designer's School™ lines at Columbia, and Mount

'" Hospital Buildings, along with in-

•s of the Lewissohn house in New
?™

, complete the issue.
eaut,

,g February Architectural Record
^"' m article on "Sicilian Gardens,"

'^''^ rated by sketches and snap-shot
ffictti )graphs; another dealing with
f""? Crete" construction in the Forum;
wa

I third, illustrating the Chateau of
^^'

tresor, that is hardly as cha-

F-? sque as Mr. Charles C. Boldt's
'^^ ler home in the Thousand Is-

[tictim I The rest of the number, except
ta tory at Cleveland by R. D. Kohn
'^^ distinctively interesting and
^^ ;htaway piece of brickwork—
int I re or less given to short and flip-

ilw, feuilletons.

W* e American Architect passes this

iffi « h _ undisputed — to the foot of

jmtssdti^ a^

New Lotus Club, New York City.

Bonn Barber, Architect.

(From "The Brickbuilder.")

Entrance, House at Lenox, Mass.
Hoppin, Keen & HuntinSton. Architects.

Living-room, House in Last I91h St., New York City.

P. J. Sterner, Architect

the class by publishing little work of architectural

value. On February 3, a gross city dwelling jostles

shoulders with Maxine Elliott's delicately refined

new playhouse. This bijou littleJheater (it be-
comes absolutely necessary, in describing its archi-

tecture, to revert to its native language!), despite
its somewhat modest location, is noticeable— in

New York— largely because of the "prettiness"
and charm of its dainty detail and
somewhat effeminate elegance. In-

side it impresses one rather as an en-

larged drawing-room than a theater;

and outside it might be, as well, a
fashionable ballroom or restaurant

entrance. We do not know whether it

be necessary to go as far afield as

Chicago to find architects capable of

designing in this sort of taste, but cer-

tainly no other theater in New York ex-

teriorly possesses any claims to good
breeding; and — with the possible ex-

ception of the Hudson — the same is

equally, if not even more noticeably,

true of their interiors.

We believe we have— in recent

numbers— devoted perhaps over-

much of this space to calling attention

to what we believe to be a regrettable

tendency toward the mongrelizing of

modern French architectural formsnow
in process of accomplishment in the city

of New York, until we hesitate to make
further reference to examples testifying

the fact. Otherwise we would have to

(From "The NewYork Architect.")

t iistom-house, and Court-house, Cleveland, O.
Arnold W. Brunner, Architect.
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(From "The Western ArchKecl.") (From "The Brickbuilder.") I (From "The Western Architec

Residence, La Crosse, Wis.

HarKlv & Cadv. Aichilects.

revert to the same adjectives for

even a guarded and reserved ex-

pression of our feelings when this

same style is applied to a private

residence! Failing in language,

we are content to depend upon a

reproduction of contrasting ex-

pressions of quite different ideals

of "homeliness," believing that

the sane common sense of Amer-

icans can be depended upon to

choose properly between them.

For February lo the plates are

Warren & Wetmore's Fort Gary
Terminal; while Ho wells &
Stokes' house for Mark Twain,

and the New York Architec-
tural League exhibition, are de-

scribed and illustrated in the text.

The issue of February 17 con-

tains a number of plates of houses

by Messrs. Green & Wicks, of

which two most attract our at-

tention. February 24 is printed

the first article on "Old EngUsh
Mansions," with illustrations in

part taken from Mr. Batsford's

new book on "The Tudor Pe-

riod." One of the most individ-

ual city houses we have seen in

some time is Mr. Stemer's house

at 139 East 19th Street, the

interiors being thoroughly delight-

ful and livable, yet simple.

The English Architectural Re-

view shows a church at West

(From "The Builder.")

Gardener's Cottage, House at Kennebunkport, Me.
Green & Wicks, Architects

(From "The Western Architect.")

North Front. Residence, Barrington, III.

Marshall & Fox, Architects.

(From "The Architect."}

DRILL VSKD KLPATKW
First Premiated Design for Glamorgan County Hall, Cardiff.

E.. Vincent Harris & T. A. Moodie. Architects.

(From "The Architectural Review." London.)

Detail. Residence, Barringt

Marshall & Fox, Architects

Ealing and two private s

the first following a publ

second a more residentia!

Wc reproduce the memori
pit in the Congregational (

at Manchester, by J. & J

brick, as a distinctively i

use of architectural motiv

suggest somewhat the Ar
veau period in Austria.

'

tecture in the United Sta

its fourth part is still dealii

commercial buildings, but

so far as Warren & We
store for Mrs. Osborne,

Flagg's Scribner's Book
Louis Sullivan's Gage anc

anty buildings, and !^

Mead & White's Tiffai

Gorham stores.

The Builders' Journal c

chilectural EngineerJor F(

24 shows the Blackpool ]

competitive designs. The

ted for February 5 illustrati

sketches for small country

by Messrs. Ernest, Get

Peto;' and, on February

20, the Glamorgan Couni

drawings. We reprint twc

premiated elevations as r

better type of English

building than usual. In I

struction Moderne for F(

13 we find a commendabl
sian dwelling by M. H. Vi

(From "La Construction Moderne.")

United University Club, Pall Mall Last.
Re^iniiM Bk>mfiekl, A.R.A., Architect.

Ladie Memorial Pulpit, Manchester.
J. and J. Swarbrick, Architects.

Hotel Particulicr '•> ['uris.

M. H. Valette, Architect.
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Garden Design in England

By Thomas H. Mawson, Hon. A. R. I. B. A.

IN
every branch of art and in all matters of taste feuds are un-

ending. It is im])ossible to settle peacefully and limrt the re-

spective claims of the Idealists and the Realists. The former

maintain that it is the first duty of the artist, in representing scenes

or objects, to purify them from all non-essential ugliness or any-

thing that militates against the predominant characteristic or ex-

pression, and that the result must always be conventional and
decorative. The latter insist that a transcript be rendered, as all

attempts at classification and

idealization are perversions of

the truth.

Personally I am convinced

that all art is conventionalism,

cither wittingly or unwittingly,

because no man can either

portray pictorially, or tell

descriptively the real truth,

the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth. The infinity

and rapidity of change in na-

ture is beyond man's subtlest

sl^ill, or the deftness of the

most rapid impressionist.
Truth in art is constantly be-

ing preached, but we are as far

from achieving it as we ever

were. Realism precludes sym-

;
holism, whereas the first ])rin-

tiple that a designer truly

learns and the idealist believes

[is that visible things, by their

1 outward form, shape, and
semblance, have all both a

meaning and have affinities

which are to be combined or

.contrasted with similar or dif-

jfering forms or presentments,

and need behind their out-

jWard representations a mind
to interpret them to the multi-

tude, between whom and the

forms of nature the designer

occupies the intermediary
place of priest; that is, if he
rightly understands his call-

ing. In one way the designer professionally serves the public, and
takes the tone from it; but on the other hand he has, or ought, to

I
educate the public. He ought not to stand on a high, exalted ped-
estal far above their ken, and yet, on the other hand, he ought not
.0 pander to every passing whim and fashion.

Has it not occurred to every one whose soul is in any way re-

sponsive to deep emotions, perhaps in some art such as music
^supposing for the moment we are unlearned therein) , that we are

nstinctively conscious that the composer is behind the notes and
ones leafling us to indefinable, and to us inexpressible, themes —
o "heights unsearched and depths unfathomed"— which give us

oroAancTOH)

MLCVEUe^MP

Plan of the Gardens, " The Hill," Hampstead, for W. H. Lever. Esq.

both surprise and joy? Ruskin somewhere applies a similar test

to a poet where he says, " Rhythm anri rhymes are thoroughly in-

jurious where there is no mystery; when there is not some under-
meaning, some repressed feeling. In five-sixths of Scott's poetry,

as it is called, the meter is an absolute excrescence, the rhythm de-

generates into a childish jingle, and the rhyme into unseemly fet-

ters to yoke the convicted verses together. To put plain text into

rhyme and meter is easy; but not so to write a passage which every

time it is remembered shall

suggest a new train of thought.

This is the mystic secret of

beauty, which is the secrecy

of the highest art, which opens
itself only to close observa-

tion and long study."

It is claimed that this, the

indefinable and inexpressible

quality in the highest forms

of art, may appear in even

a constructive and practical

art, which has mostly to

incorporate and express prac-

tical needs, such as architec-

ture. And if it can be secured

for architecture, which is ac-

corded the place of leader in

the constructive arts, I think

it can be justly accorded to

civic design and to landscape

architecture. Most people in

England, until recendy, looked

down upon the latter two arts

as consisting merely of a few

subterfuges for rounding off

the architects' erections; but

now there is evidence, thanks

to the lead set by the American
universities, that many are

waking up to see that they

have more to do with influ-

encing the landscape than

architecture, and that to adapt

the far-reaching spurs of a city,

or the outlying wings of a

demesne, to the freer natural

features and to the surface of the landscape contour is not to be

relegated to clumsy novices and allowed to go haphazard, as it

has so often in the past.

In all arts, whether constructive or not, there must be the ob-

jective and the subjective sides, and in the constructive arts the

practical usually gains readier recognition than the imaginative or

objective view. It is not intended to set the ethical side at enmity

with the practical in designing and constructing a garden, nor is

the latter to be despised ; both parts are needed for success. It is

more a question of which should take the lead.

About this there should be no doubt! The ethical is that which

Copyright, igog, by Bates 6f* Guild Company
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Garden for W. H. Lever, E.sq. Upper Terrace Near the "China-room

breathes in the region of ro-

mance and should always be
in advance. The objective

lives in the ideal atmosphere,

and yearns for the garden

which belongs to the realm of

picture and imagination: the

cloistered place of uninter-

rupted meditation and reflec-

tion, wherein— comparatively

speaking— we are weaned
from all outside; where, in a

kind of rapture undisturbed,

we may rest deep hidden in

a\enues and glades of solitude

which lead through imaginary

gates to the pleasure-house

designed, shaped, and beauti-

fied according to the inner

consciousness. Only occasion-

ally it is given us to view in

execution our most cherished

combination of forms, features,

and images.

In contrast, the practical is

the needful department which
must be up and doing to keep
pace with nature's calls for

pruning and trimming; all the

forces arrayed against it bris-

tle with life. An overlay or a
little abstraction may cost the

practical man dearly, and re-

.sult in an increased strain of

disaster. Even in winter, the

time when the forces which de-

mand his energies are in corn- Garden (or W. H. Lever, Lsq. Fountain and Pool.

])arative rest, like a capab

general he has to be amassii

forces and stores to cope wi'

the forthcoming multituc

nous outburst of living cncrj

on all hands and sides. Fi

him there is no time for re

and reflection; it is "touc

and-go" almost the whole yei

round; if not, he wakes i

some morning to find all sea

tered, mystified, and mixc

This is what I may call ti

subjective and ])ractical sic

of gardenage, and it shou

always be subordinate to ti

objective.

One of the most foolis

things about garden literatu

is that these two sides are a

ways being arrayed antagi

nistically; whereas, each in i

])lace is as harmonious as tl

first and second fiddle — pe

haps the most appropria

simile would be as conclude

and first fiddle! Some peop

suggest merging the one im

the other. That you caniK

do. You must have both. Vc

may get a measure of bol

combined in one man, but ir

judgment is that each half

suflScient for any one indivic

ual. Certainly the latter, wit

its perennial call to activit;

leaves no time for tlie forme
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The practical may be suscepti-

ble to the romantic side, and
the romantic may appreci-

ate and, to a bmited extent,

understand the practical; but

the two are no one man's work.

I'^ach, as I said l:)efore, plays a

idilTercnt part, yet there is no
(h'scord — at any rate, there

need not be. Tiiere exist,

ihowever, many shortsighted

people who delight to set them
lin opposition, antagonizing

those who wish to study the

principles of a delightful art

profitably in quiet, and bring-

ing even tiie helpful literature

dealing with it, and which
peeks charitably to advance the

art, into disrepute.

In all art, whether pictorial,

descri]jtive, or constructive,

the true artist knows how to

reach his ideal expression by
the shortest and most direct

methods, and not by hajjhaz-

ird. He must have a logical

and coherent system of plan;

his proportion, groupings, and
(jalance must bear the stamp of

the ease of a master, and his

ietail must be well considered
ind telling in its rhythm. If

the art is not exactly a con-
structive one, there is that

|.vhich in all arts must know
how to resolve the component

Garden for W. H. Lever, Lsq. The Arbor at the End of the Greenhouse.

Garden for W. H. Lever, fLsq. A Corner of the Pergola.

parts, apportioning to each its

own desirable counterpart by
so much or by so little that

each may find its own resem-

blance or contrast, consonant

with the expression to be

reached.

There are men of cleverness,

possessed of ample natural

powers and keenly observant,

who are ade])t in all the con-

structive knowledge and skill

wiiich is one part of the making

of an artist; who gain an en-

trance into the temj)le of fame,

and would almost persuade

you that they have the secret

and mystic faculties of soul

that alone reach to the high

level of an artistic success,

which is so difficult to describe.

The two qualities, namely the

inward and indefinable and

the outward and manifest, are

to the most indistinguishable

the one from the other; and by

the multitude the latter is

higher esteemed than the

former, because it manifests

more of that which is patent

and ])alpable. The majority,

however, are capable of re-

sponse to the "fire elemental

and essential" when tempted

by rightly directed advances.

It has of late come to be rec-

ognized that certain gardens
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Garden for W. H. Lever, Lsq. Steps from Upper to Lower LeveL

have the power to stir the emotions, and that others, which have all

the well-kept qualities to commend them, fail so to do,— they lack

that indescribable something which is only to be imparted by the

soul of the designer.

In every site, no matter how unpromising, there are some sug-

gestions or hints to be gleaned as a basis for a design; and often-

times the more chaotic the better. What I find to be fatal is to

bring preconceived notions to a site— for every site suggests its

own solution. "Considerable imagination and a dash of artistic

feeling not unmixed with poetry are absolutely essential for the

success of a garden that is the least out of the common." I remem-
ber, in a certain oflBce, a form of diversion in great favor amongst
the pupils was to take the surplus colors left over on the palettes

and dash them in vigorously on to spare pieces of drawing-paj^er,

and then to pick and limn out, by the aid of the memory and the

imagination, the elements of a picture to be finished later if deemed
worthy. There was one most {promising fellow who was ever full

of fresh ideas, the fruit of an observant and imaginative mind, who
could, with the aid of his lead-pencil and colors, always fashion

into form the suggestions of architecture, foliage, and what-not,

with an atmospheric softness betimes, and a wealth of suggestive-

ness that often eludes the painstaking worker who seeks to make a
transcript from nature. Many were the pictured gems carried

away and stored as reminders of that young, brilliant mind. These
playful exercises were only an index to his abilities in his profes-

sion; but alas for the pitfalls that beset the young, and more ]jar-

ticularly the brilliant, who are too easily led. This career never
ripened according to the bud of promise, or perhaps the writer

would have had to say, as Turner, the artist, said of Girtin, "If
Tom Girtin Tiad lived I would have starved." From such acorns
great oaks grow.

A designer can never be possessed of too much knowledge in

every specific branch of his art,— but knowledge will never de-

sign. To design a garden without a knowledge of the growth an

acclimatization of trees and plants, or lacking the essentials of arch:

tecture and a knowledge of structural efficiency, and so forth, is bi

to court failure; but these adjuncts, although they may surroun

your house creditably, will never design. True design is indefiriE

able. It is easy to criticize and to find fault with parts that migt

have been done better, and it is the present-day fashion to try an

dissect the soul of the artist; but the soul-reaching quality alwa)

eludes. It is the birthright of genius, and, like the wind, the effecl

of it can be seen and experienced, but none can tell whence it comt

or whither it goes.

Photographs of a garden seldom render the designer's intentior

those representing an old garden, or even a ruined garden, niakin

the strongest appeal to the imagination when there are plenty (

lichens, when the raw edge of newness has been lost and the tree

have grown branch and branch into one another and are gnarle

and rugged; but age is no guaranty that the personal qualities (

the designer are there. The Japanese have a ready method (

at once securing the appearance of age within the garden In' bii)

ing or transporting their ancient and gnarled trees whicii the

weave into each and every design.

It is always better, from an educational standpoint, to show gai

denage by plans, clear views, and a description of one, rather tha

insert detached views of many gardens; and a plan — of itself

-

is an indeterminate way of showing a designer's intentions,

have therefore included, as an object-lesson, a plan and views of th

gardens at Hampstead Heath for Mr. W. H. I^ever. 'Hiis garde

may be classified as a typical suburban garden, being purchased, n

modeled, and equipped for residence during the parliamentary sei

sions. It comprises about three acres, and is situated near th

famous Golders Hill, now devoted to the ])urposes of a i)ublic pari

The middle part of the residence existed at the time of purchase

but the curved corridors and side pavilions were erected for the ac
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Garden lur W. H. Lever. Lsq. View Across Lower Level, with House iin Backi^round.

Garden for W. H. Lever, Esq. Terrace. Showing Pergola and Greenhouses.
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Rock Terrace and Fountain, Walnier Lodge.

coramodation of a superb collection of china and works of art, the

architect being the late E. A. Ould, of Liverpool. Later, the center

portion will assume a more regular and architectural guise by the

addition of a classical stone loggia or veranda, covering in the en-

tire house terrace. From the terrace opens out a magnificent view

across the Weald of Harrow, terminating in Harrow-on-the-Hill

Church and its shapely spire. The retention of this view, and the

necessity of a screen from the public on the adjoining common,
partly accounts for the several deep terraces and the pergola and
conservatories on the

outer fringe of the gar-

dens. Essentials set-

tled, the problem was to

give a peaceful place of

seclusion and a garden

of shade interspersed

with the gaiety of flow-

ers and noble archi-

tectural adjuncts, and
meanwhile to sustain

the classical note
throughout. Whatever

of breadth was in the

lawns, that could be

counted upon to give the

idea of expanse, was re-

tained; and the floral

effects were kept low

and grouped in their

several separate color-

ings, as is to-day usual

in formal schemes of

garden-design with those

who are strict purists in

the matter of formalism,

in contrast with the pres- 5un-dial, Walmer Lodge, for Albert Ochs, Esq.

ent-day overpopular and more heterogeneous herbaceous borders.

By way of contrast, two views of an exposed seaside garden at

Walmer Place, Kent, are inserted. In a seaside garden it is always

a more or less difficult problem to secure the necessary protection,

until by plantations or architectural screens the forces of the wind

are broken. Walmer Place is where the late Lady Curzon was

removed from the adjoining Walmer Castle during her last ill-

ness.

Another series of views represent a house built and a garden laid

out to my designs, in

- accord with lakeland

traditions, for my
brother, Mr. Robert

Mawson, at Windermere.

The tinted rough-cast,

which is a local special-

ity and has been the de-

light of Wordsworth and

Ruskin and all tlie lake-

land poets, is almost as

enduring as the rugged

stone to which it forms

so admirable a contrast.

In this district, owing to

the variety of views, it is

not often necessary to do

more than to give the

immediate presence of

the house a suitable as-

])ect of seclusion and an

interesting surround,

and to plant sparingly

and effectively. Lavish

nature herself supplies

all else needed to in-

fluence the imagination.

I
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The Rustic Pergola. Robert Mawson's House at Windermere, Lngland.

Thomas H. Mawson, Landscape Architect.
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Rock Terraces and Garden-house, Robert Mawson's House nt Windermere, Lngland.

Thomas H. Mawson, Landscape Architect.

I
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PLATE XXXIV.

C0'V«I<1»I, I,!,, „ ,„js ,

VISTA FROM STUDIO OF MR. PLATT AT CORNISH. N. H.

CHARLES A. PLATT, ARCHITECT.
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VILW FROM TERRACE. KEAR5NEY COURT. NEAR DOVER. ENGLAND.
THOMAS H. MAW50N. LANDSCAPE ARCHIltCT.
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Plate XXXI.— Terrace, House for Mr. Platt at Cornish,
N. H. (Photographic View)— Charles A. Platt, Architect.
Plates XXXII., XXXIII.— The Gardens of the Luxembourg,

Paris (Plan) — Rotch Envoi Drawing by James Ford Clapp.
Plate XXXIV.— Vista from Studio, House for Mr. Platt at

Cornish, N. H. (Photographic View) — Charles A. Platt,
.\rchitect.

Plate XXXV.— Lily Pool, "The Hill," Hampstead, England,
FOR W. H. Lever, Esq. (Photographic View) — Thomas H.
Mawson, Architect.
Plate XXXVI.— View from Terrace, Kearsney Court, Eng-

land (Photographic View) — Thomas H. Mawson, Architect.

WE recently spoke of the general disregard among archi-

tects, even those of the best standing, of taking into ac-

count the buildings that surround the sites upon which
they are to build important structures, so making our city archi-

tecture a jumble of warring and conflicting styles and scales. This
disregard is not confined to any one branch of the profession! It

crops out in all directions, and— if anything— the architect

having to do with smaller dwellings is more likely to adjust his

klesigns to meet the conditions set by the natural environment in

iwhich they are to be placed, than is the designer of more important
land expensive structures.

On the occasion of a "Garden Num-
jber" it is perhaps especially pertinent to

lagain point out how our architecture

ilacks in distinction and individuality,

'(largely because of the tendency on the

Jljart of the architect, in viewing a lot of

luneven grades and difficult of treatment,

ito solve the problem merely by " leveling

lit off!" which is undoubtedly the treat-

Irnent easiest for him — if most ex]jen-

sive for his client— and most unfortu-

nately monotonous in its final results!

!lf only he could be persuaded to acce])t

the natural outlines, the natural growths
^vith which the site is already garbed by
hature, as a part of the problem set to

pirn, these limitations would of themselves
help to point that way in which the most
puccessful solution was to be found; and
fve would, as a result, have architecture

jf individuality, architecture of pictur-

psqueness, and architecture suitable to

jhe larger aspects of the landscape in

which it is placed; and not architecture

mediocre, uninteresting, and monoto-

nous in its more intimate details, while a jarring and conflicting

element to all the rest of the landscape other than the small plot of
land upon which it happens to be forced!

A
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"SKYSCRAPER SCHOOLHOUSE" was, perhaps, some
day to be expected, but yet it can at once be seen how con-
servatives— especially with a few recent disasters vividly

before them— should hesitate at what appears, at first sight, to \)e

a somewhat startling proposition. There have been atloat now,
for some time, various and persistent rumors that in Chicago, " the
home of the skyscraper," such a building was, actually, in contem-
plation; but it has also been generally understood that this matter
was among those to which ]iublic reference would better not yet

be made. The March Archileclural Record, however, dissipates

the professional mystery in which this scheme had theretofore been
shrouded, by publishing a rather rough and unprepossessing per-

spective of the proposed building and making some comment there-

upon. In that comment most attention seemed to be directed to

the building's fire-proof qualities and to its intended use by schol-

ars in a "School of Commerce"— which, after all, hardly seems
to be adequate or sufficient reason for its being.

Our understanding is not that this skyscraper school was first sug-

gested by those in authority; but rather the outcome of an attempt to

utilize a piece of property, alieady in the possession of the school

board, in a district where it was impossible to get other land, and
where it was also impossible to dispose of this parcel (itself of very

limited area) to advantage; and therefore the necessity of adopting

an "office-building" solution — in case the property was to be put

to any use whatever— was, in a way, forced upon those having

the matter in charge.

Wt are not quite sure whether the publication of this design

means that this structure has been accepted by the Chicago Board

of Education or not, as we believe there has been considerable

opposition and criticism of the scheme in that city; but while it is

always easier to take an obstructive point of view on any novel or

unusual idea, it might also be well to remember that not only is it

necessary, for the safety of its pupils, for the school structure to be

most absolutely indestructible; but that even this is not, in itself,

enough! It is quite as essential that all abutting and surrounding

buildings be equally incombustible; and certainly, in a case like

this, the ordinary slovenly misuse of the word "fire-proof" is not

to be taken as sufficient warranty for the crowding of a number

of children into a building of such unusual height. By " fire-proof"

should be meant an absolutely imburnable structure; and that term

should be most rigidly interpreted, not only for the building itself,

but for all those structures that at present do— or in the future

may— surround it

!

NENT the statements made last

month in these columns on the revi-

sion of competitions and comf)eti-

tive programs, we show— subjoined below

— an incidental document received by one

of our subscribers and intended as a fur-

ther exhibit in this same case! This " pro-

gram and conditions" we have reproduced

in facsimile, save that we have ventured to

direct especial attention by the marginal

brackets to the more remarkable stipula-

tions. While brevity is acknowledgedly

the soul of wit, we doubt if this extreme

is any more to be desired than such anoth-

er one, for instance, as the encyclopaedic

document issued for the New York State

Prison competition.

For full, exact, and definite information;

discriminating, sententious, and compre-

hensive terminology; the exquisite care

and judgment displayed in the selection

of competitors and judges; and a full-

hearted and judicial commitment to a

method of judgment and an adoption of a

design, when judged, the accompanying
" program '

' is certainly a model of its kind

!

laBtpra Star Jalr ABBoriation ™£»";"— A"

' rill le »ory otr»fulljr i

I orVir* »^^ r
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(From "The New >ork AnihitecL") (From "The New York Architect.")

Current Periodicals

A Review of the Recent American
And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From "The New '^ork Architect.")

View of Southeast Alcove. National City
Bank of New York.

^kKim. Mead & White. Anhitects.

View of Main Entrance. National City lianl

of New York.

McKim. Mead & White. Architects.

IF
these columns possess any virtue

at all. it is that they suggest, almost

everj' month, numerous texts pertinent to the gradual de-

velopment of our American architecture, as it flows slowly and
often somewhat deviously along before us. Often, too, a month's
magazines' illustrations do not bring forth anything of vital in-

terest. In such a month's review we should be excused for paus-

ing for retrospect or comment on some transient thought brought
to us on the passing current; and that thought is this month sup-

plied by a drawing appearing in the first issue of The American
Architect for March.
The question of adapting or borrowing of motives in architec-

tural design is one that is always with us. Frequently we find that

men have borrowed from others ideas that they have then better

developed themselves— in which case it would seem that such
adaptation is excusable as performing its oflice in the development
of an architectural style in America. .When such borrowed mo-
tive is used with less success it becomes
less justifiable, from any ethical ])oint

of view. There can, of course, be less

criticism when a man borrows merely

from him.self, and rejjeats in new de-

signs motives or details that he has pre-

viously used in others. The danger to

his reputation then consists in that

only he may be accused of lack of in-

vention and paucity of idea. This is es-

pecially true when this repetition of

motive applies to decorative details, as

is the case with certain ornament used
on the Y. M. C. A. building published

in the magazine referred to above,
where we find the same identical de-

tail earlier employed by the same ar-

chitects on the Union Trust Co.'s build-

ing in Washington— shown
by us last May.
The use, on the latter

building, of a similar arch

and panel treatment— now
employed as the principal

unit of the fajade's design,

and somewhat more than
suggesting a repetition of

the arch motive of the first

story of the Washington
Bank — is {>erhaps less to

t>e criticized. It may be
that the designer would
feel he had not [xirfcctly ex-

pressed in the earlier com-
position the best use of

Banking-room, National City Bank of New York.

McKim, Mead & While. Architects.

Union Trust Company's Building, Washington. D. C.

fFrom "The lirickbuilder.".*

I'lirMfi'l (

a motive such as was there employee

for the base story. It may be that i

was essential for his own satisfaction and development for him t(

try this same feature more importantly, and with a similar accom
panying first-story arched 0])ening, on a building with a wall brokei

only by fenestration, instead of by the articulation of a classic orde
— as was the case with the middle stories of the earlier design. O
it may even be taken as a definite indication that, so far as his owi

development is concerned, that designer has ceased further to pro

gress; and that he has by this means expressed the best of whicl

he is capab'e in the solution of a building problem demandinj

height as a principal dimension.

The moral is, after all, only that one is his own worst enemy —
either in reproducing himself, or the work of other people. Such i

mechanical imitative repetition is not essential to express individ

uality, and in fact never will be found to obtain that result. Orig

inality is the expression of an inventive and creative personality

that would naturally balk at conven

tional repetition of motive or idea ir

the creation of an art-design!

Undoubtedly the principal architec

tural exhibit in last month's magazine;

is the interior of the National Cil}

Bank— McKim, Mead & White's now

somewhat well-known alteration fron

the old Custom House in New York

We have earlier spoken of the exterioi

of this building, but have not before

attempted to show the majestic interioi

banking-rooms. The New York Archi-

tect for February gives us, however,

the best idea that has yet appeared ol

this portion of the structure,— prob-

ably largely by the means of the great

number of plate illustrations of in-

terior views reproduced,—

and we have made from

these a selection that will.

we hope, render some ade-

quate idea of this very beau-

tiful and monumental room.

Of course, no impression of

its charm of color is yet con-

veyed, which is much to be

regretted, as this interior is

effective largely because of

the simplicity and unity re-

sulting from restricting the

interior walls to practically

one marble and color tone—

a lesson the success of which

we hope will have its etTect
l)inini^-Hall, Lake Forest University, Lake Forest,

lluwdrd Van Doren -Shaw. Architect.
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(From "The Western Architect.")
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(From; "Architecture.") (From "ArchHeclure.")

JiJI
Residence of F. W. Sutton, Kenilworth, III.

George W. Maher, Architect. Ctiica^o.

upon those other practitioners who often try

to obtain richness of resuU by the mere noise

and bhister of marljle contrasts. The same

magazine also shows several interiors of the

Hotel Meurice, Paris— a much more refined

and commendable use of French classic

decoration than is generally to be

found in recent work in that cap-

ital of Euro])e.

The American Architect for

March 3 contains, besides the

two sets of competitive drawings

for the Norfolk Y. M. C. A. that

furnished the text for this month's

pening ])aragraphs, several

jplates of Beaux-.Arts student
ork, along with Part II. of the

rticle on "English Mansions"
entioned in our last issue; which

concluded in the number for

arch 10— of which the plates

ihow several public buildings

,nd houses at Pittsburg by
.den & Harlow. March 17

is published a school near

lontreal by Ross & McFarlane,

Universalist church in Water-

own, N. Y., by Horace B. Up-
ohn, and several plates of stu-

ent work. An article entitled

Notes from Europe" illustrates

me interesting recent English

s, of which several were

ided in the special issue of

English Architectural Review
hat we reviewed in our last

sue. The i)lates for April 24

re given to publishing Mr. Donn
arber's Lotus Club, both exte-

ior and interior, of which the

brmcr, another essay in the in-

oduction of variety in texture

to brickwork, was reproduced

these columns last month
utside of Mr. Boyd's house in

ennsyhania,— another instance

f the typical use of the distinct-

e kind of ledge stone that this

icality is so fortunate in posses-

:,— the number for March 31

t of any es]>ecial value. The
lonth's frontispieces illustrate

uropean and English work, old

nd new, the former predomina-
ing. The dey)artment of " Archi-

L'ctural Criticism" in Archilec-

ure for March treats of the Hen-
Irick Hudson Aj)artments, the

ndianapolis Post-Office, the in-

eresting Bronx Church house by

3 t».^-J

Residence, E.. S. Harkness, 5lh Ave., N. Y.

Hale & Rogers, Architects,

(From "The Builder," London.)

Chancel Furniture and Decoration, Essex Clnurch, Notting Hill Gate.
Ronald P. Jones. Architect.

(From "The American Architect.")

Llevation, Pri^e-winning Design, Y. M. e. A. Building, Norfolk, Va.

Wood. Donn & Deming, Architects. Rossel Ldward Mitchell. Associate.

Country Hou&e, (.reuige O. benjamin. Far Rockaway.
Ldward I. Shire. Architect.

Bosworth & Holdcn, and two New York
buildings by C. P. Huntington. The plates
include a plan and |)crspective by Howclls &
Stokes for the develoi)ment iil a certain .sec-

tion of Seattle; two designs for the Elks
Club, New York City; several views of

Gordon, Tracy & Swartwout's

Connecticut Savings Bank, which
we illustrated in these pages last

month; and the rather dry and
elaborate residence on Fifth .Ave-

nue and 75th Street, New York,
by Hale & Rogers. \ very in-

effective picture of Delano &
Aldrich's notable Walters Art

Gallery in Baltimore is shown;
and a brilliantly sim])le little

country house at Far Rockaway,
one view of which we reproduce.

\ brick dwelling by Charles

Volz at Riverdale, N. Y., nearly

escapes complete success. One
is rather inclined to regard the

tile adopted for the roof as a

principal reason for its failure,

as both in scale and texture it

appears somewhat obtrusive;

which defect, taken with the

grouj)ing of windows and the

rather un])leasant height and

l)roportions of the gables, pre-

vents the building from being as

successful a solution of directness

in American house design as one

would wish of so nearly com-
mendable an effort.

The March Brickbuilder con-

tains a further .section of the

articles on "Gymnasiums;" and
another on "Specifications."

The plates show a dignified

house at Lawrence, L. L, by
William .\dams; the rather start-

ling and unpleasing interior of a

Natatorium at Pittsburg (which

is also shown in this month's Ar-

chitecture); and Howard Shaw's

dining-hall for Lake Forest Uni-

versity. Two i)lates of drawings

by Mr. Magonigle for a Brooklyn

Gas Company Meter House are

careful studies in the variation

of texture in brickwork, while

one of the views, showing the

garden end of a brick house by

Mr. Piatt at Katonah, is so at-

tractive we can hardly forbear

reproducing it. Interesting as is

thej brick texture adopted for

portions of Mr. Schweinfurth's
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(From "Th^ BuiW<>r "
! on.t.in 1 (From "The Architect.")

mnro

Messrs. Debenham & Freebody's Premises, Wigmore Street.

W. Wallace and James S. Cittson. F.R.I.B.A., Architects.

Briggs House at Cleveland when studied in detail, the composition

as a whole is so bare and forbidding that it unfortunately suggests

a fortress rather than a dwelling. Two or three other residences of

less interest are shown, along with some Western brick factory

buildings and other structures of minor importance.

The Western Architect publishes a number of plates of a new hotel

at Toledo, O. ; views of the Indianapolis Post-Office, a commend-

able instance of government architecture, but one that has been

known to the profession now for a number of years; and several

photographs, that are somewhat too vague to reproduce, of a house

by Rutan & Russell at Cobourg, Ontario. We have therefore

selected an attractive little picture of a plaster house by Mr.

Maher, whose later manner we find distinctly more attractive than

some of his more extreme and earlier styles. The present design

is, however, marred by an extremely eccentric window, of that

kind generally labeled on "archytects"' plans as "Art Glass!"

The Architectural Record, after taking official note of the re-

gretted death of Mr. Russell Sturgis, gives considerable space

to the description and illustra-

tion of the three important New
York bridges recently construct-

ed,— the Queensboro, Williams-

burg, and Manhattan structures,

— and to the old Flast River

bridge. An article on "Con-
temporary Swedish Architec-

ture," and several others dealing

with historic architecture and
furnishings, complete the issue.

Of the English magazines.

The Architectural Revieti' prints

an engaging scheme for an im-

provement of the Horse Guards
Parade, London, two articles

dealing with the public buildings

of Sicily, and an old Scotch pre-

Reformation church. The article

on ".Architecture in the United

States" treats in this issue of a
number of recent banking insti-

tutions; while a large country

house and an extension for the

Chelsea Town Hall, both by
Leonard Stokes, represent the

section given to recent archi-

tecture.

The Architect publishes plates

of several "Business Premises,"
only one of which, occupying the

site of the late Crosby Hall, is to

be remarked as above the general

British average. The study for a

from "The Builder," London.)

Detail of Chancel Decoration, Lssex Church, Netting Hill

RonaldlP. Jones, Architect.

Premiated Design, Primitive Methodist Church and Hall, Cousett, Durhan
J. W. F. Phillipson, Architect.

Church and Hall on adjoining locations, and a couple of church
by J. W. F. Phillipson, from the issues of March 5 and 19, a

noted as being commendable among the plates printed t\

month.

We reprint from The Builder for March 6 the altar and puif

of a church at Netting Hill Gate. From the issue of March
we show a scheme for a Business Premises, illustrating in tl

same design both extremes of restful and restless composition

classic elements, neither conformable with the other.

The Builders' Journal prints, as usual, a number of small

cottage schemes, including part of the new "Garden City"

Finchley; the drawings other than these being given mostly

work of historic rather than of modern interest, the exceptic

proving to be the number for March 25, where there are repr

duced a number of student designs from the Architectural Scho

of Liverpool University. As these students have but two yeai

study outside of public schools, the designs shown as represent

five of the general average of work compare more than favoral)!

both in draughtsmanship ar

composition, with the more m
ture student work with which v

are familiar in this country. It

noticeable that most of these st^

dents' designs employ the simpl'

classic orders rather after tl

colder, more reserved fashioi

found in the work of the earlii

Italian Renaissance.

The last number of The BiiiL

crs' Journal for March tells of

Los Angeles theater building i

reinforced concrete, and ali

gives some information as to tl

new chair of civic design tin

has been recently founded in Li'

erpool University, which has ju

been taken by Mr. Stank

.Adshead.

La Construction Modernc

March 6 reproduces a number (

drawings and photograi)hs i

Government Buildings at Wasl

ington, including the office buik

ing for the Houses of Congres

the Capitol, White House, Treai

ury, Library, and Departmer

of Agriculture, along with sora

rather amusing and character!;

tically Gallic comments on tli

same; while the following nun

ber shows the Stadium at Syr;

cuse, U. S. A.
Gate.
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An Open-Air Lxhibition of American Sculpture

By Jens Jensen

JNDER the auspices of the Municipal

Art League, and with the assistance of

the West Chicago Park Commissioners,

lie was held last year in Chicago an exhibi-

)n that was, in its way, absolutely unique in

pcing plastic art in harmonious relation to

j^al out-of-door surroundings.

The purpose of the exhibit was to educate

public to the proper use of sculpture in

.iicrican parks. Due allowance must be

gen to the impossibility of selecting the ideal

k,d of sculpture for such exhibits; and from

th view alone is a just criticism fairly possible.

Tose familiar with the careless selection and

uitudied distribution of sculpture in many of

01 city parks will realize the great importance

oflhis public exhibit, and help to promote sim-
'" exhibits in other cities. There is still room

( ul])ture in our parks; but it must be ap-

riate. Certainly a war hero in fighting

ion is not the kind of sculpture to place on

>toral meadow, or burst upon in a wood-
I path where soul and heart have finally

: 1 rest and proclaimed peace and good will

I men! Neither does the usual portrait

'ument placed directly in the center of the

drive add to the effect of the landscape. Fountain by Mr. Crunelle, Humboldt
Park, Chicago.

On wandering along the rippling brook into a
dark and shadowy cove where every nook teems
with the mysticism of the forest, here certainly

is not the place for the commemoration of he-

roic deeds! Or in a mirroring lake, where re-

flections suggesting mystic depths are cast from
woodland groves— not here the bearded fig-

ure of Neptune! No; but where park and city

meet— where the city extends into the park,

and the park into the city, " the clasping

hand"— there we may find a place for plastic

forms. Or where formal lines dominate the

landscape, and precision in line is the rule—
there is the natural place for an appropriate

group.

The park has been established in the city

to represent and recall the absent country. It

is the country, with its groves, meadows, brooks,

and lakes, that we need ; and whatever intrudes

upon or disturbs the quiet and peace of the

country-recalling park is out of place. The right

relations between the sculpture and its sur-

roundings must be studied as conscientiously as

harmony in an opera. Sculpture lends beauty

and charm to the land.scape in which it be-

longs, and the effect of plastic forms is en-

hanced .by being placed in the right surround-

Entrance to Rose-garden, Humboldt Park, Showing Groups by French and Potter from Iho ChKa§o \s orld's Fair.

Copyright, igog, by Bales &» Guild Company
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RusUc Figure, by Mr. Crunelle, Humboldt Park.
^Snergola. Kose-garden. Humboldt Hark. Chicago.

.,U Groups before the Shelter in Rose-garden, Humboldt Park.

inETs Therefore, we find both sculpture and landsca^

beautifiVd by bei^g brought into proper contrast and re!

'%^::^;^, photographs of this e^h^it a.

^tructive on these principles to as great an extent as wo

be po sille with aiy sho'wing where the Burround^gs.

not especially made for each separate piece Part o

Sa dens used are of a formal nature, and part are natu

fstcThs permitted a greater variety of sculpture at,,

betters ttngfor the individual pieces than otherwise wc 1

hfve been pos-ble- In this way Crundk;s fou^^^^^^^^^

ceived a charming setting, and Miss Walker s GneJ

ffreatlv emphasized by its surroundings. Ihe bul

French a^Potter stood out well in silhouette aga.ns.

red light of the western sky as day turned into night

thP forms above the garden terrace, well backed b> .

.roit™ woodland pfantation, assured one of outline, d

fdded dttTnction to the gardens; while the sma ler gr

in the pergolas filled a perceptible vacancy, and add.

terest to the pergolas themselves.

Rose-garden . Humboldt Park. Chicago, Looking toward Park Shelter.
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Shelter and Pool, Humboldt Park, Chicago, Looking from Entrance.

Mulligan's Lincoln brought us back to the woodland,
where he belongs. He stood where park and garden meet,
and in this location served two purposes: the motive to
what was soon to be seen, and the linking together of nat-
ural woodland and formal work. Other groups were used
in a similar manner to tie the entire exhibit into an har-
monious whole.

Mr. Taft's groups, a charming theme for garden work,
although their relationship to the Park Shelter in the rose-
garden was of an harmonious nature, yet, of course, best
realized their purpose in their permanent location. Here,
grouped by luxurious palms flanking a vista into the depth
of the conservatory,— or, more correctly, the pillars of the
gateway to the indoor gardens,— they are rightly at home.
These two groups, perhaps better than any other, empha-
size the great want of the right kind of sculpture in our
gardens. In their present location they must impress more
or less any one entering the building; and it is hoped they
will become valuable adjuncts in educating the public to
the right appreciation of plastic art.

Afterward," by Nellie V. Walker, Humboldt Pack.

Figures around Border of Rose-garden, Humboldt Park, Chicago.

Rose-garden, Humboldt Park, Chicago, Looking toward Entrance.
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^aa^ffQfCompefifiofl

BOSTON COLLLGL COMPLTITION.

FIRST AND THIRD PRIZE. DESIGN.

MAGINNIS Si WALSH. ARCHITE.CTS.
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BOSTON COLLLGL COMPETITION.

SECOND PRrZE DESIGN.

EDWARD T. P. GRAHAM. ARCHITECT. WARREN H. MANNING, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.
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BOSTON COLLLGE COMPETITION.

ALLtN & COLLE.NS AND JAME5 W. O'CONNOR, A5SOCIATL ARCHITECTS.
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BOSTON COLLEGE COMPETITION
fcMJMtuj.I&l^Jl-J*<if

BOSTON COLLLGL COMPLTITION.

PtABODY & 5TE.ARN5. ARCHITECTS.
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'iky POSTON - COLLEGE - COMPETITION -

CENERAL- PLAN • OF- BUILDINC ^

."lit .V -a
'A' Inch equau Ifb^

o

J
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RESIDENCE FOR H. L. PRATT, ESQ.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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IT THEN the ethics of competitions come finally to be de-

/\ / termined, it would be well for those having the matter

I' V in hand to attempt at the same term to "lay" the archi-

t^ural "Ghost;" as it is high time that this very ubiquitous char-

a(er be eliminated from gentlemen's society. Possibly there may
b some members of the profession who do not realize how often,

n' in what high architectural circles, this designing skeleton

sbs from his closet and takes charge of competitions! If so, they

sluld make it their business to immediately inform themselves,

a;we believe this canker lies near the very heart of professional

h'lesty and business repute. It is, of course, sometimes difficult

tobtain absolute evidence of this custom. It is known, neverthe-

le., that many of the designs submitted by competitors in several

rent important competitions were done either partially or wholly

oteide of their oftices and draughting-rooms. The competitor

lited, under the Tarnsey Act, to compete for a small post-ofiice

•i'pd a flood of letters from gentlemen desirous of making his

Mr him. It was said that in one Government Competition

he eight sets of plans submitted were worked up by persons

: iiian the reputed designers, and that of these six, five were
(ice by one concern; and it is a fact that there is ohe large office

coducted entirely on work of this sort, picked up from all over
lb country!

Grub Street" no longer exists in literature, while there is no
(k bt whatsoever of public sentiment in regard to those who
Wuld^to-day pass off as their own work a book that had been
w;;ten by another. We see absolutely no difTerence between this

sfce of affairs and its architectural parallel, whereby an architect

wuld submit in a competition, under his own name, a design that

hi been worked up by another individual, and yet for which he
di ms entire credit— and receives the advertising— in case the

CO [petition is awarded him upon that design!

We confess to wonder" at a state of affairs that allows of an
oterwise reputable firm having their (?) competitive designs and
'livings made entire by a brother architect; or even— as has been
thcase in several recent competitions—"made to order," and im-
pc edjdirect from Paris! If the architectural competition has any
reion for being at all, it is certainly to obtain work different from
thiconventional in type; but when so many men of high profes-

siCal standing and reputation are content to let their competitive
(legns be worked up outside their own offices, sometimes by peo-

t

pie who do nothing else but make a business of this sort of work,
it would ai)pear that nothing else than a species of fraud was be-
ing perpetrated upon the public. While if, as so many people
claim and believe, the competition is held to select an archilul
rather than a plan, the "Ghost" system becomes even more in-

defensible— if not criminal — in its results.

IT
seems remarkable, with the expenditure of energy and thought

that has been given the problem of filing in a readily available
form the many publications that should be of interest to archi-

tects and the building-trades, that no one has yet thought of ex-
tending the "vertical file" system to include this class of published
matter. To be sure, it would require a certain amount of coopera-
tion on the part of the various manufacturers. They would have
to publish their catalogs and other information in a shape that

would allow them to be included in such a collection; but once the
idea was adopted by a few of the leading manufacturers, there
is no question but that the rest would have to come to issuing their

publications in a .similar form, or be placed at a great disadvantage
in reaching the trade. Book publishers have already adopted a
uniform size of catalog publications which, at the end of the year,

are gathered together and bound in a tremendously bulky volume,
that by the aid of a cross-index gives a complete publishers' trade-

list of the books published that season. In the building- trades,

where the amount of money every year invested in publishing val-

uable trade information is very large, this obvious solution never
has been attempted. Its advantages are many. Each publisher is

enabled to get out his catalog at as great length as he may desire.

It is only necessary for him to conform, in the size of the page and—
to a limited extent— in the surface of the paper, to general specifi-

cations which need not be onerous nor stringent. Once issued, it is

possible to file his catalog and the extra j^ages occasionally required

for corrections or additions — whether consisting of few sheets or

many— in exactly that section where it is most easily referred to in

the especial office to which it is sent. It may be arranged under an
alphabetical classification, or by any subdivision of kinds of mate-
rial or trades that may better suit the customs or the convenience

of the persons to whom it is delivered. It can be adapted with

equal facility to a vertical file system, or for the shelves of a library,

or kept within covers or letter-files— in any way whatsoever, so

long as it answers the needs of the recipients; and by so doing it

best suits the purposes for which it was issued by the advertiser!

WE regretfully note that the standard of the dollar-sign in

architecture has again been adopted, and this time by so

important a publication as Colliers^ Weekly. For years,

throughout the country, the architectural profession, the building-

trades and the intending home-builder have suffered from widely

published misrepresentations as to the costs of house-building, for

which the popular magazines— and especially The Ladies^ Home
Journal — have been solely responsible. Year after year this

journal persists in publishing house designs that cost two and three

times the sums they claim. No person with knowledge of the

situation but would instantly agree that The Ladies' Home Jour-

nal has done more to permanently injure the development of do-

mestic architecture in America than any other single influence that

has been exerted upon its progress.

It was with considerable trepidation that we read the announce-

ment of Collier's intention to take up, in the section of their mag-

azine entitled "Outdoor America," the subject of "Home Building

and Furnishing;" especially when it appeared that this depart-

ment was not under the control of a person of any knowledge what-

soever in this important and specialized field, but merely of a

"Sporting Editor!" It hardly seems dignified or just for a maga-

zine of this reputed standard to treat a profession of the importance

of architecture so slightingly; but we confess to much greater disap-

pointment at finding, as the first sample of their intentions, an

article— entitled "The Economical Cottage; What We Can Do
with $2,500" {sic!)— purporting to deal with homes for people who
cannot afford servants and do their household work themselves,

containing poetic references to silver candlesticks and tea-services,

as well as such strength-producing viands as " Finnan-Haddie'fl

la Newburg!" This is out-Boking Mister Bok with a vengeance!
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(From "The American Architect") (From "Architecture.")

Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From "The Western Architect.")

The Cokimbia Theater. N.in I [ .ik

Bliss & Faville. Architects.

Cal.

THE architectural magazines for

April are rather notably lacking in

material of value to the profession,

the single important published design be-

ing Lord & Hewlett's Brooklyn Masonic
Temple, which further serves as another

example of the distinctive modern use of

Greek architectural forms that we have

recently remarked. Even as shown in the single view published in

The Western Architect, it must be regarded as a building of un-

doubted monumental intent. In the same April magazine are sev-

eral dwellings, among them Albert Kahn's Walker residence at

Walkerville, Ontario; which is by now sufficiently familiar to the

profession not to require re-

reproduction here. Of the

other houses, but one demands
mention: an attractive "bun-

galow"— of which our only

criticism would be confined to

the title !
— by Green & Green

at Pasadena. From a text-

page we cull a dwelling that,

while ocularly a cement house,

we are assured, in the accom-

panying context, is of tile. As it

expresses considerable varia-

tion from the usual type, we re-

Masonic Temple, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Lord & Hewlett, Architects.

(From "The Western Architect.")

House for Felix Peano at 5anta Monica, Cal.

The LIks Ckil), \\ ci,sliiiv:;ton, D. C.

B. Stanley Simmons, Architect.

produce it here without further comment
Architecture for April prints Marshall i*

Fox's Miller house at Barringtop, 111

(which we reproduced here month befor

last) ; B. Stanley Simmons's design for th

Elks Club at Wa.^hington, that we reprint

and a number of views of Mr. Piatt'

formal garden on the Larz Anderson e?

tate in Brookline, a garden that— already rather too much con

fused, especially in the planting— apparently has been still fur

ther elaborated since it was last illustrated. We believe the en

trance-structure and pergolas— architecturally, the most inter

esting features of the garden— have not before been as well show:

as in these illustrations, Ther

can be no doubt but that tii;

most interesting dwellin
shown in this month's maga

zines is that by Bosworth i;

Holden. If we are not mi;

taken, this is one of the be;

country houses of the class; f

type so far achieved in Ame:^

ica. We certainly reproduce

nothing better this month tha

the view of this design. T\v

details of Palmer & Hon
bostel's Education Buiidi

(From "Architecture.") (From "The American Architect.")

Lntrance Front, Country House. L. D. Godfrey, Oceanic, tS. J.

Bosworth & Holden, Architects.

Stable for Cliarles 5. Brown, Esq., Mt. K1M.0,

Albro & Lindeberg, Architects.
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(From "The Brickbuilder.") (From "The BrkkbuBder")

BuilcUng for the Women's Baptist Home Mission Society, Chicago, III.

Pond & Pond, Architects.

Dining-hall, Wheaton Seminary, Norton, Mass.
Riplev & Russell, Architects.

; Albany show a somewhat surprising

laracter of ornament for a structure of

|ie design expressed in the original draw-

gs. One rather wonders, from these

Kuments, if the entire scheme has not

;en considerably modified from the win-

ni; competitive design. The gigantic

"lumns and order there employed could

't sanely be carried out in the terra-

tta details here shown. By themselves
'\- are, nevertheless, extremely interest-

cords, illustrating a considerable fer-

:\ in the rather profuse use of orna-

!:! of a distinctively original architec-

type. Other illustrations show the architectural sections of

leensboro bridge, by the same designers, including the charm-
brilliant little subway stp,tion of brick and terra-cotta re-

,
lUcd from the magazine's text-pages— which should certainly

1 placed third in interest among the architecture illustrated this

! inih, as one of the most appropriate, original, and satisfying de-
^ n< yet produced by so modern a problem.

/ /;< American Architect for April 7 contains another instalment
' the distinctive work of Albro & Lindeberg, showing a pictur-

' i';i' stone and half-timber house at Mt. Kisco, with its interiors,

iie drawings for a New Jersey version of the Mt. Vernon type

idence by the same designers. For April 14 both leading
I and plates illustrate a concrete dam and power-house by

liovvbridge& Ackerman; and the completed Chicago University
Oib — a perspective of which we printed in these columns in May,

- is shown in a couple of photographs. April 21 the T-
e exhibition is reviewed, and the plates reproduce some stu-

work, the old Germantown house "Stenton," and Bliss &
I'lville's completed St.

Pmcis Hotel, Union
! Co., and the Co-
'a Theater at San
isco, from among

I we reprint the

c of the latter. .A.pril

le plates show two
ns for a monument
-lajor I'Enfant, an

building at At-

and a church at

n, Ga., both of

1 indicate that in

localities of the

1 most commend-
architectural stand-

ixist.

|i.he .\pril Brick-

(From "Architecture.")

6ubway Ljilraiice, CJueensboro Bridge.

Palmer & Hornbostel, Archilect.s.

(From "The Builder's Journal ")

The Facade at Pall Mall.

Mewes & Davis and E.. Keynes Purchase, Associate Architects.

builder has a Piranesi frontispiece of Ro-
man architectural details, and well-illus-

trated articles dealing with the housing

problem and the plan and equipment of

gymnasiums. The plates show Ripley &
Russell's new buildings at Wheaton Sem-
inary, of which we reprint the dining-hall,

Stratton & Baldwin's Orphans' Home at

Detroit, and another building in Pond &
Pond's characteristic style, which may be

seen in the view we reprint. Pell &
Corbett'$ School of Applied Design for

Women, printed last month in these col-

umns, is illustrated in this same magazine;

and a High School at Madison, Wis., is surprisingly similar to

Parker & Thomas's John Greenlcaf Whittier School for the city

of Boston, the principal difference being in the addition of a third

story, which was evidently required in the Western problem.

The Architectural Record publishes with its first article a num-
ber of houses illustrating some quite remarkable architectural

mwuses of the so-called "mission style." The illustrated article

on New Rochelle is, with the exception of two or three instances,

disappointing; but the article showing by illustrations and text a

parallel between Mr. Piatt's Palmer house and Westover is worthy

of some note. We have only to regret that these— along with the

other illustrations of the number — are so indistinct that it is quite

impossible to reproduce from them here. Other articles of historic

or more general interest that do not require specific mention in

these columns are contained within the number.

The New York Architect for March prints additional illustra-

tions of the Hotel Meurice, the remainder of the number being

given up to Donn Barber's now familiar Lotus Club,— the prin-

cipal interest lying in

the details of exterior

brick texture provided

by the line plates,— and

a very beautifully ren-

dered drawing adver-

tising the "furnishers"

of the Club-house!

Before turning to the

English magazines we
pause to call attention to

the interesting inter-

change of thought now
in process between the

domestic architecture of

England and of Amer-
ica. In this country we
have now for some years

been utilizing modem
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(From "The Builder," London.)

Messrs. SelfridSe's Premises, Oxford Street.

Mr. R. Frank Atkinson, F.R.I.B.A., Architect

I he Vktoriti Station, 5. L. & C. Railway.

Principal Frontage, Facing Forecourt.

English domestic architectural

forms, modifying their detailed

members often but very slightly.

Now England has begun to

take her revenge; and there has

recently arisen in that country a

notable and distinctly evident

tendency on the part of the

younger men to derive detail —
and, somewhat rarely, composi-

tion— from the American Colo-

nial period. This evidences rath-

er an interesting reversal to type,

and, as proof that such a move-

ment has actually already ex-

pressed itself, we call attention to

the interior details of Mr. C. H.

Reilly's house in the January Eng-

lish Architectural Review (Teierred

to in these columns in the Feb-

ruary issue), as well as to various

other work reproduced in current English architectural magazines.

It is, in a way, typical of English country-house design that they

have found only Colonial details worthy of borrowing. The classic

composition, and repetition and balance of feature so noticeable in

Colonial work, does not appeal to the English designer. He has

passed through that stage of development, basing his work upon
his own earlier and
sturdier Georgian prece-

dent, which he has mod-
ified by introducing
Gothic — or, more
strictly speaking, Eliza-

bethan — detail forms.

He has since, by using

the larger Elizabethan

or Gothic motives, and
grafting upon them de-

tail of a distinctly Co-
lonial type, progressed

a further step! The re-

sult is always interesting,

although somewhat in-

clined rather to effem-

inacy (as was also true

of much Colonial work,

where the material had
over-much influenced the

modifications of classic

detail that took place in

(From "The Architectural Review," London.)

Dodford Church, Worcestershire, from the Southwest.
Arthur Bartlett, Architect.

the endeavor to adapt distincti\

stone-designed forms to wood).

Of the English magazine
The Architectural Review star

the first of what is apparently (

be a series of articles on Can
bridge College, that we hope wi

make these somewhat little-r

garded buildings better know
to the profession. For currei

architecture, a new library

somewhat extravagant Englis

architectural type, and a churc

in Worcestershire, carried oi

apparently in slap-dash wii

stone trimmings, are of princip

interest. We reproduce one

the illustrations of the buildir

last mentioned. We note th

this number contains a sectif

dealing with "Current Perio

icals, a Review of Some Recent Publications" evidendy to be

department similar to this that we have run in this paper for no

a dozen or more years. We are pleased that Mr. Ross's Columbi

Library, published in our last November issue, is appreciat

by the English at somewhat more nearly its true value than w

the case with some of our American contemporaries!

The Architect
(From "The Builder." London.)

The Queen Victoria Memorial Hall, Calcutta.

Sir William E.merson, F. R. I. B.A., Architect.

April 9 contains a vil

of Victoria StatioJ

Southeastern and Chi

ham Railway, that

show in a reproducti|

of the main fapade.

The Builder's Jour.\

publishes, on April

buildings from tl

Alaska-Yukon ExpoJ
tion— that have not

received recognition

the American magaziij

From the same pajjen

reprint the Royal All

mobile Club; and bl

The Builder for April

two imposing fonn

structures—Mes
Selfridge's Premise? '

the Queen Victoria

morial Hall at Calm

I
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The Berlin "Underground"

By Julius Grundmann

AGAIN a new stretch of the

ever-extending net of ele-

L vatecl and (even more up-

to-date!) underground railways

has been comj)leted in the Ger-

man capital. In 1902 the first

line was built to connect the ex-

treme eastern part of the city with

the most densely jjopulated sec-

tion, around the Leipziger Platz.

But as Berlin had not as yet a di-

rect line running north and south,

a branch from this central point,

the Leipziger Platz, to the most

northern section of the State

steam railway was also started.

This new line has at last been

completed, after more than two

years of hard work; and as it is

by far the most important, inter-

esting, and difficult section of the

general scheme for intramural

transportation, some data may
now— since the scope of the

architect has been widened to in-

clude problems of city planning

and details of "Subway" and

"L" stations and ironwork —
not be out of place.

The course follows, generally,

the existing surface streets, as the

tunnel is built just beneath the

pavement; — not as in London,
where one has to go down several

Ironwork of Typical Station Entrance.

stories, and where, of course, the

tunnel can proceed beneath
houses and streets without much
regard being paid to either. At
one section of the work, the pres-

ent terminal,— which is lighted

from openings placed in the stone

river-embankment,— the line

runs along beside the River
Spree, and here considerable pre-

caution had to be taken to keep
back the underwater. A contin-

uous sheet piling was put into the

river-bed, and a space about one
yard wide by nine yards deep
filled with waterproofing. And
finally, for the protection of sev-

eral large adjacent business build-

ings, which might otherwise have
sunk or settled, another sheet

piling, consisting of heavy steel

girders, was put in parallel to the

other formation.

As is usual in the German em-
pire, arrangements for the public

safety were exceptionally well de-

signed and executed, and in this

respect the new stretch of railway

compares more than favorably

with foreign roads,— especially

those in the United States,

—

where human life is cheap and
accidents are likely to be more
frequent than elsewhere.

Plan Showing Location of New Section of Berlin Underground Railway and of Stations.

Copyright, IQOQ, by Bates &" Guild Company
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Typical Station Treatment of Supports.

The electric current for

lighting has been arranged

entirely independent from

that for the train service, so

that the stations and shaft

will be lighted even if any-

thing goes wrong with the

power-stations, or with the

trains. The stations and

street-entrances are real

masterpieces of artistic de-

sign; and the wonderfully

well-executed portals of

forged iron, the stairways

leading to the streets and
their monumental adorn-

ments, are really beautifying

the streets and squares in

which they occur— which

is certainly not the case in

many other foreign cities!

The walls of the stations are

entirely of well-patterned

mosaics, with light colors

always predominating, white tiles being mostly used, sometimes

with trimmings or panels of marble or majolica. Great precau-

tions were also taken to ensure a constant supply of fresh air by

means of a very complete ventilating-plant and the windows
overlooking the river, opening along the Spree embankment.

Windows Along the Spree Lmbanlcment, from WItliout

Station Underneatfn Spree EmbankcmeiU.

A special feature of the

whole line is that it cuts

through the most ancient

part of Berlin, where there

are many narrow and
sharply curving streets. At

three points buildings had
to be undermined just be-

neath the pavement, which

of course presented far

greater difficulties than
were encountered in Lon-
don, where the tunnel runs

a number of feet below

the street-levels. In these

places it was necessary to

put in new pillars, and

greatly to enlarge the old

foundations; while the tun-

nel was so laid that it did

not come into contact with

any important part of the

house standing above. Ow-
ing to the very unfavorable

soil, the undermining of some houses, and the fact that the line cuts

through the principal business section of the city, the expenses were

very high; and although this stretch of road is only two thousand

meters long (6,562 feet— about a mile and a quarter), it has cost

about two million marks (about $480,000) to build!

Offices for Ticket Sellers and Collectors.

m: .'. • •-' '.all ^.* *.' •

lile Wall Treatment Along Station Plcitt
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The Residence of Bertram G. Goodhue
New York City

Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson, Architects

rHE dwelling of an architect is always more or less to be taken

as expressive of the man's individuality or personal leanings.

Oftentimes, it is true, such a dwelling may express — more
laii anything else— a rebound from the ordinary every-day
job" of building what other people want — even to the extent of

li-iusing the structure to exhibit a number of "freak" ideas!

i- was more likely to be the case some years ago than to-day,

.11 architecture in America has reached more of a normal plane,

ml its practitioners —-more skilled

• (straint — also realize that, if any-

re, the taste that is within their

rope should be in evidence in the one
uilding wlierc they cannot shelter

nselves behind the oft-repeated ex-

< , "My clients insisted upon this"

>r that
—

"eccentricity of design!"

All architects who have had to do
ith the problem will agree that any
tat individuality in plan or arrange-

itnt is almost impossible in an East-

n city dwelling. The variations al-

wed within the restricted area of the

nail city lot are so slight that, to ob-

in those necessary requirements of

it and air, without restricting or in-

ling upon one's neighbors, a "type
an" is literally forced upon one.

!n the case of the house illustrated,

plan was even more definitely de-

rmined, inasmuch as the building—
!• so many other New York dwell-

> — is an alteration of an existing

se, where the new owner's ideas

only to be expressed on the front

lade; on such important interior

ments as stairways and mantels;

"1 what else may largely be classed

umg the "decorative portions" of

structure. These limitations once
lerstood, the real individuality of

dwelling is better realized. Cer-
ily the owner has practised what
'<t architects preach, in striking this

If immediately upon entering the

nt door. The hall is, in itself, one
the simplest, yet most novel por-
is of the dwelling. The floor, of old

lowish-stained marble, with little

are bluish-white "Persepolis" tiles

: their corner intersections, and one
aire wall a warm anrl vibrant mosaic
< Mercer tile, strike at once the dom-
i iting tone of the dwelling. The stair-

Vy and hall are perhaps in design the

-t "modern" part of the building.

ouch of "L'Art Nouveau" is to be
crned in the tapering column-shafts
their simple decorative touches of

ifay and color ornament. The stair-
' and balusters, too, recall a similar

I. Other than this, the house is

ic suggestive of the artistic lean-

- of a travelled individual of culture
n of an active practitioner of the
'icssion of architecture! The libra-

also the living-room, with its Eng- Residence of Bertram G.
!
bay with leaded casements, its Oom. Goodhue &

fm

bookcased walls with central mantel bearing the single picture in
its old Spanish color-tones, the tile facing painted by the owner
in the style of some of the old Hispano-Moresque designs; and
even the .simple dining-room, with its predominating coloring of
Spanish leather, the simple, heavy chairs that wholly escape the pre-
vailing fashionable crudity of "Craftsman" (?) furniture, while ex-
pressing the same modern tendency of which this style has become
a popular excrescence; — all, in greater or less degree, represent

the same dominating personality.

Another quaintly personal room is to

be found in the nursery, of which the

photograph of the mantelpiece gives a
po.ssible hint that — along with all

these other illustrations— unfortu-

nately fails in giving any idea of that

charm in color that is, throughout, so

harmonious a part of the dwelling.

But most personal of all is the re-

tired workroom (please note it is neither

"studio" nor "den") perched up over
the bay in the attic. Attractive such
rooms always are— attractive merely
because of their informality, their

"sketchy" qualities! Here, a perfectly

tremendous facing of Mercer tile, set

without jointing of any kind, is per-

haps the most important single feature;

save possibly the big painting — found
in an old Spanish-American church —
that decorates the opposite wall. Be-

fore the open fireplace, with cupboard
doors coming in unexpected angles of

the room, glimpsing cherished plunder

of even more eclectic appeal, one ob-

tains a more illuminating idea of the

dwelling artist's personality than is to

be gathered from all the rest of the

house.

Even in New York, that modem
caravanserai, one cannot hope but that

a note as individual and well-consid-

ered as this will have something of an
effect upon the passing dwelling fash-

ion. Modest, instead of being preten-

tious; restrained in color and ornament,

instead of being flamboyant ; unassert-

ive in swelling bay or glare of plate-

glass windows, it is perhaps almost the

antithesis of the swaggering fashion-

able New York residence. All this is

no more than should be expected of

the home of a person of discrimination

and refinement; but somewhat less

than might have been done by so ex-

pert a Gothicist! Its saving trait is,

throughout, to be found in that touch

of modernity, testifying an alertness

of perception that allows itself to be

influenced by modern product and ex-

perience, while yet retaining a selective

right that permits the use of only those

best suggestions produced by modem
architectural and decorative experi-

ment,— all these combine to render it

perhaps the most intimate, attractive,

Goodhue. New York City.
and personal dweUing in a modem

Ferguson. Architecu. architectural Babylou!
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ENTRANCE HALLWAY, GROUND FLOOR.

LIBRARY.

RE5IDLNCL OF BLRTRAM G. GOODHUE, NLW YORK CITY. CRAM, GOODHUL & FLRGU50N, ARCHITECTS.
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HALL. LOOKING TOWARD DINING-ROOM. DETAIL OF E.NTRANCE GATES.
RE.5IDLNCL OF BERTRAM G. GOODHUE, NEW YORK CITY. CRAM, GOODHUE & FERGUSON, ARCHITECTS.
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BATES & GUILD COMPANY, Publishers
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SPLATE5
Plate XLV.— Y. M C. A. Building, White Plains, N. Y. (Ele-

vations, Plan, and Section)— Albro & Lindeberg, Architects.

I'l ATES XLVI.— LI.— Residence, 844 Fifth Avenue, New York
City (Elevation and Interior Finish Details)— Charles A.

Platt, Architect.

Plate LII.— Y. M. C. A. Building, White Plains, N. Y. (Floor
Plans) — Albro & Lindeberg, Architects.

BY right of the first President of the United States having

Ijcen a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, Wash-
ington's Birthday is observed in that institution as "Uni-

rrsity Day," and it is the custom each year then to confer an hon-

iry degree upon a few distinguished individuals. On Feb. 22,

(oc;, there were selected to receive this distinction a Professor

if Literature, a Doctor, and an Architect. The latter was Mr.
'. F. McKim, who was in such poor health at the time, that he

\as able to appear for only a few moments and was forced to leave

nimediately after he had received his degree of LL.D. in person.

The University of Pennsylvania rendered something more than

mere mark of respect to individual merit in thus ])ublicly recog-

li/.ing, and for the first time, the architectural profession. May it

Kit quite rightly be taken to indicate a considerable and growing
r-pect on the part of the public for the profession of architecture

n .America? If so, a long-hoped-for and deeply cherished dream
'11 the [)art of a few — including among the first of them, Mr. Mc-
sira himself, — is that much the nearer to being realized!

In conferring this honorary degree, the highest that Mr. McKim
as received, Prof. Warren Powers Laird, in his address of presen-

jation, a])tly expressed some part of both the professional and
Hiblic feeling for its recipient when he said: "During your career

vrrhitecture has advanced in this country from obscurity to its

iiihtful ])osition as the Master Art. In this development, sir, your
itluence has been supreme, by reason of a noble purity of style,

xalted professional ideals, and passionate devotion to the cause of

iucation. Therefore, by request of the Trustees, I have the honor
) ask the Provost to confer upon you, Charles Follen McKim,
alive of Pennsylvania and foremost American architect, the hon-
rary degree of Doctor of Laws."

THAT we cannot have good architecture in this country until

the general public acquire an understanding of and appre-
ciation for what is best in the work given them by the pro-

^sion is a fact that is slow in being generally recognized. It is

a- more encouraging, then, to find a client of Mr. Root's stand-

':-; so enlightened as to take the point of view adopted by him in

le statement quoted below, from The Washington Star of April

3 last. It ha])pened, in working out the Bureau of American Re-
ublics in Washington, that some of the sculiJtural adornments
n>ved, when well along toward completion, to be below the

standard that the architects and the Government were desirous
should prevail in this building, intended for the exercise of the
country's hosi)itaIity to her sister republics on this continent. In
this dilemma Mr. Root, desirous to obtain the very best results
possible, did not hesitate to abandon models and work already
well advanced, and to authorize the additional expenditures neces-
sary to replace it.

It should be a signal of hope and encouragement to ail sincere
members of the profession that Mr. Root, him.self one of the
rarely few men in public life of suflFicicnt education to realize, and
of artistic feeling enough to appreciate and understand, something
of the artistic side of architecture, is quoted as .saying, " .^n archi-
tect who does not change and improve his design as it is being ex-
ecuted, and who does not ask for extras [when necessary to be ex-
pended for that purpose], must be dead."

It is unfortunate for the general public, as well as for the prog-
ress of the profession and the advancement of the art of archi-
tecture, that this breadth of view-point belongs only to an individ-
ual representing the still infrequent jjioneer in artistic flevclojjment.
When the greater proportion of .\merican clients have attained an
equal amount of enlightenment our architecture will have adopted
a much higher standard than is possible at [)resent. In working
under such appreciative conditions the individual designer is \Kr-
force put to his best endeavors and, in case the result is not in

every way unimpeachably satisfactory, he cannot then blame any
part of his failure upon his client!

THE architect should have enough interest in many of the
items in the tariff schedule now being discussed at Washing-
ton to concern himself rather more importantly than he does

with the actions there being taken by his mwrepresentatives. While
many of the profession will regard the advanced price of lumber
likely to result from the proposed increase of the tariff as not an
unmixed blessing, inasmuch as it will bring that much the nearer

the arrival of the day when fire-proof materials will be used uni-

versally — instead of only occasionally, as is at present the case —
yet, if the increases contemplated are effected, it will undoubtedly
mean much less activity in building-operations for the next year
or two, so immediately and substantially affecting the incomes of

the contractor and the architect.

Many other even more important building-trade products, such
as iron and glass, are also under discussion. For years the price-

list of the plate-glass salespeople has been a most farcical exposi-

tion of the absurdities of "protecting" a trust of this proportion

under the all-embracing cloak of an "infant industry"! The tariff

stipulates definite advances, based upon the areas of sheets of glass,

which has resulted in the price-lists following these advances so

closely as to jump the price of a sheet of glass from $3.15 for a light

60 inches long to $6.20 for a light one inch longer! A light ift x 44
inches costs $7.35; one i6 x 45 inches, $12.30! A light 18 x 80
inches costs $24.00 and one 18 x 81 inches $33.30!

If it were not for our "protective" tariff, one rather wonders if

we would have to pay an extra eight or ten dollars for a piece of

glass a jew inches more than another sheet in area!

WE are creditably informed that a number of well-known

universities, abroad and at home, are establishing de-

partments in Aerial Architecture. We have already de-

partments of architecture devoted to the science of building on

land and on the water; and now comes aerial architecture, devoted

to "Aereostatics," the science of building in the sky. Certainly,

other times, other customs!

Not only has a new departmental name been created, but a new
science as well. The building of houses was an accomplished fact

long before the builders discovered they were doing "architec-

ture;" of transport on the seas, before the makers of boats labeled

the trade of their design as "marine architecture;" the .study of

natural land contours a practised trade long before these simple

gardeners suspected they had created a new profession in "land-

scape architecture;" but now we discover that we can navigate

the air,— and we must therefore have, almost simultaneously, an

architecture of "aereonautics" ! So much as eNidence of the rapid

progress of the Anglo-Saxon Yankee

!
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(From "The American Architect.")

Country House. Peapack. N. J.

Ldwwd 5. Hewitt, Architect.

THE May architectural magazines

have begun to evidence their an

nually recurring attack of "tliat

spring feeling." Their thoughts would ap-

pear to have quite completely turned to

some other domain than architecture.

Among such a poor field the "one best

bet" for the month is easily placed on a

rather infrequent favorite, The New
York Architect, which, for April, illus-

trates work by Mr. Magonigle, beginning

— and somewhat prematurely — with his

McKinley Memorial; as, when the sur-

roundings of that impressive monument
have had opportunity to grow up, it should

appear to far better advantage. The
selections made from the magnificent

working drawings for this structure but

whet the appetite for more, although, if

we are not mistaken, one or two of these

documents have been previously pub-

lished. Other illustrated work by the

same architect includes the cast bronze

A. P. C. A. fountain, the Piccirilli Studio

Building, Miss Dow's School at Briar-

cliff Manor, the very simple, yet sturdy

design for the Gates Avenue Court-house

at Brooklyn, and a very elaborately de-

signed and decorated private music-room,

of which we reproduce one view that gives

a general idea of its treatment and deco-

ration.

While there may be some who will be

inclined to cavil at decorative architecture

as elaborate as this, yet, once granting its

necessity — or, rather, its inevitability !
—

one cannot but acknowledge that the

architectural handling of the decorative

treatment given this room is much more
to be desired than results obtained by

other and less restrained means.

We can easily recall a number of

interiors where the decorator has

been given as unlimited a hand,

with results far more to be re-

gretted; or still other instances

where architects, offered the same
opportunity, have plunged into

the most abysmal de|)ths of mod-
em French extravagances, pro-

ducing interiors of a bombast of

scale and vulgarity of decoration

such as were much more to be
condemned. If clients wUl insist

upon rooms intended principally

for "show," it undoubtedly pre-

sents an interesting problem to

the architect to give them the de-

sired results, while still remaining

within the vicarious boundaries

Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From "The New York Architect.")

The McKinley National Memorial, Canton, Ohio.
H. Van Buren MagbniSle, Architect.

(From "The New York Architect.")

(^ijteb .Avenue Court-house, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. Van Buren Magonigle, Wilkinson & Magonigle, Architects.

(From " The New York Architect

Music-room.

tt. Van Buren Magonigle, Architect.

Country House, Cynwyd, Pa.

Mellor & Meigs, Architects.

of good taste. It remains, of course, doubl

ful if such an interior could ever really b
considered "livable," either from its ovei

strong ornament or color, or— as we fet

to be the case in the present instanc

— from its somewhat over-formal arch

tectural balance and arrangement, a di

feet that must be conceded as probab'

inseparable from an apartment as "set

and stately as this.

"Second place" can be given to tl

month's Architectural Record. All t

half-dozen articles of this issue present d

ferent aspects of the Permanent Dwellir

dealing with the history of earlier concn
buildings, the construction of dwellir

built of terracotta and of concrete, a

the architectural development of tht

types of design. This issuo ought to h(

toward popularizing " the fire-proof hous
— the more general use of which we
lieve should bring an era of public a

building prosperity to America,

articles are the more definitely valual

from being accompanied by many
amples of attractive dwellings built in

constructions described, including seve

houses by Louis Boynton and Robert

Gardner— with the work of the latter

whom the profession is already well

quainted — and a number of pictures(>

house-designs by Squires & Wynkoop.
is unfortunate that these latter

mostly had to be pictured by sketches,

stead of the much more convincing ph
graphs showing the executed wo
Among the houses illustrated are d^

ings for Mr. Matthew Sullivan, for

William Borland (illustrated in our

August number), and some of the bu
ings by Fernekes & Cramer
the Pabst Farm near Milwaiu

The Western A rchitect for I

prints a number of text cuts

the recently held Minneai

Architectural Club Exhibfi

The plates give, for the first t

a New York residence by

.'\llen Jacobs, the recently c'

])leted Plymouth'Church in 1

ncapolis, and a number of h
designs; from among whic

note Howard Shaw's Ve
House, Chicago, a residem

Los Angeles by Hudson & I

sell, with a rather novel gable t

ment and a "concrctish" bi

low at Dallas, Tex. The firs

last named of these we reproi

We find in Architecture a
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(From "The Brkkbuilder.") (From "The Western Architect.") (Fiom "The Western Architect.")

f.xcelsior Club-house, Cleveland,

Lehman & Schmitt, Architects.

Ohi<

I live cottage at Peaj^ack, N. J,, by E. S. Hewitt,

1 a selection of the designs submitted in com-
, tition for the Denver Post-office and Court-

louse, including those by Tracy, Swartwout &
Ij'tchfield, given first place, H. Van B. Magonigle,

111(1 Arnold W. Brunner. We omit the facade of

1 rowbridge & Livingston's design, as it is so

uarly like the elevation accepted in another re-

nt competition that it does not seem necessary to

Lin reproduce it here. Those who so desire may
iiid its substantial equivalent in these columns in

>iir issue for June last.

Tlw Brkkbuilder for May prints

ither plate of Roman details

Piranesi, further instalments

I the articles dealing with Gym-
lasiums, the Housing Problem,

ind the first of a series on Warm-
ng and Ventilation. The plates

llustrate a club-house at Cleve-

1, that we reprint; a Toledo
icl (and, by the way, our

\nierican hotels seem to be ap-

>;iching in conventionality to

uniformity of the now estab-

i-d post-office type); the work-

drawings of an exceedingly

il-considered and dignified
urch at Chattanooga by

^l(Kim, Mead & White; and a

! pie of residences— one in Mil-

iLikee, another in Los Angeles.

rhe American Architect for the

month has illustrated articles

ilealing with the Portland Archi-

tectural Exhibition (May 5), the

klinneapolis Architectural Exhi-
liiion (May 12), notes from
Kurope (May 19), and (in the

Wimber of May 26) an article on

Residence, C. 5. Guggenheim, N. Y.

Harry Allen Jacobs, Architect.

(From "Architecture.")

Accepted Design, U. 5. Post-office and Court-house, Denver, Col.
Tracv, Swartwout & Litchfield, Architects.

(From "Architecture.")

Competitive Design, U. 5. Post-office and Court-house, Denver, Cot
Arnold W. Brunner, Architect.

(From "Architecture.")

Competitive Design, U. 5. Post-office and Court-house, Denver, Col
H. Van Buren Magonigle. Architect.

Residence, Henry Veeder, Chicago, III.

Howard Van Doren Shaw, Arctiitect.

Augusta, Ga. The frontisj)ieces are— with a

single exception — reproductic^ns of foreign archi-

tectural subjects.

Among the plates of current American work, the

only things of especial note are a country house of

excellent and simple proportions at Cynwyd,
Penn., by Mellor & Meigs (May 12); the same
drawings of McKim, Mead & White's church at

Chattanooga (May 19) as were published in The
Brickbuilder for this same month ; and a couple of

individual houses at Summerville, Ga., by Kemp &
Wendell (May 26), from which
we reproduce a view of one. We
regret that the photographs of the

other house were taken at a time

when the surroundings— land-

scape and gardening -— were so

raw that it would do only extreme

ill-justice to that dwelling to re-

print them here.

Of the English magazines, The
Architectural Review publishes

an article on Constantinople

Mosques, with some photographs

and unusually crisp and decisive

pencil-drawings showing the

"soap-bubble architecture" that

these domical structures always

recall. Part the Sixth of the arti-

cles on American Architecture

— still dealing with " Commercial
Buildings," and in this issue

specializing on banks— includes

much material known to the pro-

fession in America, and ends

with two notably modern designs:

one— built only last year— be-

ing Mr. Sullivan's Owatonna
Bank, and the other a design,

sufficiently old to appear abso-

(From"The Western Architect.") (From "The American Arctiitect.")

Residence, Colonel J. T. Trezevant, Dallas, Tex.
E-dward Oveibeck & George Willis, Architects.

House for George R. Stearns, Summerville, Ga.

Kemp Si Wendell, Architects.
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(From "The BuBdct." • it, n.i (From "The Builder's Journal.") (From " The Builder," London.)

Entrance Portico, ChSteau de Rochfort-en-Voelins.
I

Charles F. Mewes. Architect.

(From "The Builder," London.^

Prudential Assurance Co. Offices, Aberdeen.
Paul Wslerhouse, F. R. I. B. A., Architect.

lutely new, for a projected but un-
executed building for a Minneapolis
bank that nevertheless appears,

—

in a drawing done by Harvey Ellis

a dozen or more years ago,— equally
with Mr. Sullivan's design, modern.
The section dealing with Current .'Vrchitec-

ture reproduces some views of the recently
fitted interior of Dunkeld Cathedral by
W. Dunn & R. Watson, and a single view of
Mr. John Belcher's completed Ashton Me-
morial at Lancaster.

The Builder's Journal and Architectural
Engineer prints (May 5) some photographs
showing the still incomplete Cha-
teau de Rochfort-en-Voelins, by
Charles F. Mewes, that, as a
frankly modem reworking of so
well-known a model as the Hotel
de Salm on the Seine at Paris—
better known as " The Legion of
Honor Building"— is so good as
to instantly recall the original at
the same time that it must be
recognized as more than equaling
it in many details. The owner
and the architect are both to be
congratulated at securing so dis-

tinguished a design. The inte-

riors for the Steamship Kauserin
A ugusle- Victoria of the Hamburg-
American line, by the same archi-
tect, are notably refined and at-
tractive; while doubly welcome as
testifying that a new period in
the treatment of steamship archi-
tecture is at hand

!

Two other issues provide un-
usually well-rendered perspec-
tives, one (on May 12) of a dwell-
ing by Guy Dawber; the other
(May 26) a sketch, almost as in-
teresting, of a group of hotlses at
Hampstead, by Geoffry Lucas.

The Architect for May 14 illus-

trates .some rather nervous and
unpleasing new buildings at Cam-
bridge by T. G. Jackson, a rather
astonishing design for a building
in London City for the Govem-

Design for Glamorgan Count\
A. Gilbert Scolt. Arcliitecl.

(From "The Builder," London.)

Cotlayo at Week St. Mary. North Cornwall.
Vv. Curtis Green, Architect.

(From "The Builder's Journal.")

-j;3 ^ii^^m-m.mm
Nether Swell Manor, Gloucestershire.

L. Guv Dawber, Architect.

(From "The Builder's Journal.")

J^i^XT,

Courtyard, House Group, Hampstead, N.
Geoffry Lucas, Architect.

London Offices, Government of Victori
Alfred Burr. F. R. I. B. A.. Architect.

ment of Victoria, Australia, and !•

Ashton Webb's Italianate offices f

the Grand Trunk Railway, \mni
several months ago in these columi

The Builder publishes, May
some very charming cottages by l

Curtis Green; May 8, a laboratory for
ford, by Mr. T. G. Jackson, that is ev^

somewhat less interesting than the same ,-

chitect's designs for the Cambridge buildin
just mentioned above; again reproduced
as is also the Victorian Government Buildi— in another view in this magazine. (

May 22 we note a factory building of sii

plicity and inherent "style"
construction, and from the last

sue for the month we reprint

!

Paul Waterhouse's design for

Prudential Insurance Offices

Aberdeen.

A perspective of A. Gilb
Scott's remarkable and astoun
ing design for Glamorgan Com
Hall is reprinted from
Builder for its architectu
moral in contrast with 'N.

Mewes' columnar portico tra

ment in the Chateau de Rochfc
en-Voelins. We regret that I

Mewes' exce])tionally happy
of the order cannot be considel

as always typical of modi
French practice! A recollecti

of the current architecture p
lished in that country's magazi
recalls it to be far and away
rare exception! Neither do
quite dare to state that the F
lish treatment is reprcsenta[e

of the use of the order in ill

country! — as the column Is

sometimes employed wlh

Renaissance effectiveness.

La Construction Modernc \
>

lishes(May 15) a private" Ho ;"

that is about the best design )r

a fafade for a moving-pic re

theater (American archittjts

plea.se take notice!) that wcic-

member to have seen recentl
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Amusement Architecture

By Frederic Thompson

Founder and Designer of the New York Hippodrome, Founder, Designer, and Proprietor of

Luna Park, "the Heart of Coney Island"

ALL of the usual and most of the unusual architecture is con-

\cnli()nal. l*>verytliing pertaining to the carnival s])irit must

L be unconventional, because of this indisputable fact every

architect who religiously adheres to his Vignola is, and will con-

tinue to be, unsuccessful in designing buildings intended to amuse

the pul)lic. This has been demonstrated repeatedly in expositions.

riic occasion of every great American fair has been that of a cele-

Iitation, but the majority of our architects have designed structures

~ seriously as if theirs was

I tie business of providing a

Suite ca])itol or a tem])le of

law, wliicli in itself should

-iiggest all seriousness,

r\ery suggestion of which

mst ])C absent from a com-
lisition designed for the

iiis|)iration of the carnival

-pirit.

In building for a festive

occasion tiiere should be an

absolute departure from all

-et forms of architecture.

The design must not take

the form of the residential,

for that suggests c(uietness;

nor of the commercial, for

that suggests work; nor of

the ecclesiastical, which sug-

,!^csts religious devotion. It

iiuist not Ijc on the pattern

of law, government, or edu-

ration, for they are all

things indicative of serious Lntrdnce to the "Dragon's Gorge," Luna Park.

One of Itie best " fronts " on ttie island, and stiowing Itie scale of the arctuteclure.

thought; and if these more serious forms of architecture are not
subservient on a carnival occasion the crowds will be absent. If

you accept my premise you mu.st agree that an architect who en-

gages in the^business of providing temples of amusement for a
pleasure-loving, midsummer pojjulace should depart from all set

rules of architecture except those which have to do with propor-

tion and good taste. The schemes of such a man mu.st be fantas-

tical, even sometimes to an extreme; for his is more the undertaking

of an artist with imagina-

tion than of a craftsman

whose efficiency is restricted

by his subservience to a
triangle and a T-square.

He must dare to deco-

rate a minaret with Re-

naissance detail or to jum-
ble Romanesque with Part

nouveau, always with the

idea of keeping his line

constantly varied, broken,

and moving, so that it may
lead gracefully into the

towers and minarets of a

festive sky-line. His task

is a matter of solving the

])roblem of a large picture

composition; not of remem-
bering and practising the

set formula; of correct archi-

tecture. He must learn to

use the same license as

does the scenic arti.st who
])aints the background for

An Larly Morning View in Luna Park, looking from Entrance toward Japanese Tea Garden.

Copyright, igoQ, by Bales i^ Guild Company
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Main Dining-room, Murray's Restaurant, New York City

a fantastic spectacle with the very

implements which have invested

pro[)erly the forum scene in "Julius

Caesar." The work of an architect

should, by its proper variations, in-

fluence the mood of the public —
just as does that of an artist; and
the difference between an amuse-
ment design and a more conven-

tional problem should be as notice-

able as that between Dora's illus-

trations to Dante's "Inferno" and
to the "Paradise Regained."

I have been both criticized and
complimented on the pictorial im-

pression made by Luna Park, as

well as by the many buildings which
I have designed for some of the

chief American Expositions within

the last ten years. Most of the criti-

cisms came from peoplewho asserted

that my output was not architec-

ture, and all of the jirofessional ap-

preciation came from celebrated

architects who weighed the value of

a final effect. At the criticisms I

have learned to smile, and I now ac-

cept them as emanating from noth-
ing more potent than a T-square
architect — a man who, if he is ever
to be successful in this line of ac-

The Hippodrome, looking across Auditorium at the Box Tiers.

Thompson & Dundy. DesiSners.

Fountain in Main Dining-room, Murray's Restaurant, New York City.

tivity, must first learn the lesson

which I have been taught by expe-

rience: to throw away the Vignola,

to trust to his own sense of form for

his pro]jortions, and to gather his

ideas of the beautiful from his own
good taste.

Too much of our architecture is

Ijcing produced by the T-square-

Irianglc fellow. Generally sj)eaking,

this man does not recognize the

reason or the intent of the thing he

is doing. The fact that the Flatiron

Ikiilding is an exceedingly cffccti\

piece of New York architecture

not only effective, but, in its en-

1

vironment, beautiful — docs not

carry with it the suggestion that ;i

similar structure would be simiiarh

effective or similarly beautiful amon^
the Berkshire Hills or in a bayou

village of Louisiana. Any architect

knows this, and yet nine out of ten

of them put Flatiron buildings in

the Berkshires whenever they start

to design edifices intended to liar

monize with the spirit of frolic.

When I built Luna Park I did not

seek to create a thirty-eight-acrc

architectural enclosure which might

be visited with pleasure by peo|)k'

'Curves and Circles," the "Heller Skelter"

at Luna Park.

J ^^"'I^HI l/.^
)im^Ml

Ik «:;&ilS
•-.^;

... - w"-"

"Electric Architecture." Sky-line and Towers around
Central Court at Luna Park at Night.

Towers, Miiiiir<-ls. Rides, Slides, etc.,

at Luna Park.
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M^H^^S' M *'

M

Detail, Terrace Gardens, Murray's

Restaurant. New York City.

who oljlain enjoyment from s])enfl-

ing an entire afternoon in admiring

chaste h'ncs and correctly conven-

tional decorations. My idea was

tiiat of every showman — to erect a

|)ark where people would laugh, en-

joy tliemselves, and would spend

money while being amused. 1

knew that no one had ever

laughed at a l)eautifully con-

\entional architectural design!

1 had never heard of a man
who felt like a spendthrift as a

result of gazing at a magnifi-

cent home of Justice! I could

not remember of ever hearing

T seeing any evidence of hilar-

v as a result of admiring a

athedral! So I decided to

Hminate these and other seri-

ous forms from Luna; and by

a negative process of reasoning

I arrived at the conclusion that,

if conventional lines interfered

with my purpose, I must fall

hack on the M?!conventional,

which should assist it!

I threw away my Vignola

and all my architectural hand-

1 looks because they interfered

with the working out of this

scheme, and I accepted in

> -.?;it>"'Hi'5ir-
', ;ii."',ir >:

Side o( Auditorium, Old Grand Opera-House, Minneapolis.

John 5. Bradstreet. Decorator.

Interior of Auditorium, New Amsterdam Theater, New York City.

Herts & Tallant. Arcliitects.

Detail of Decoration, Peacock Room,
Murray's Restaurant, New York City.

their i)lace ideas which I believed

would foster rather than hinder the

growth of the thing I was Ijending

every effort to develo]) — the world's

greatest carnival-place; which could

succeed only when inhabited by

men and things which did not inter-

fere with the carnival .spirit.

I remember well the days

when 1 followed from a tracer

up to a draughtsman, and I

am duly acquainted with the

im])ortance of an adherence to

the mathematical details of

set rules, which is infinitely

better than the inde])endent

meandering of the untrained

man who builds monstrosities.

An architect, no matter what
his field may be, should have a

thorough command of clas-

sical detail; but he should also

be given the license of the

trained artist to make full use

of his conception of the mis-

sion of the particular building

he is designing. .And he must

also understand that no struc-

ture which jars on its neighbors

realizes completely its mission.

He must have an eye for the

pictorial as well as for the cor-

Interior o( the Hippodrome. A De
tail in ttie Foyer.

More "Curves and Circles," the Walk between (he Ballroom and the

Lagoon at Luna Park.

Detail of lioxes. Old Grand Opera-

House, Minneapolis.
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rectly architectural. A
great deal of human
pleasure arrives at the

seat of our intelligence

through the eye, and if

the things we see do not

fit their surroundings and

qualif)- with the general

raison d'etre of the whole

picture, they do not

please as they should;

therefore they fail in

their mission. That is

the reason why Luna
Park does not look like

the average exposition

or world's fair. It is also one of

the chief reasons why it is more

successful than any other amuse-

ment-place in history. But I am
getting away beyond my field.

The ideas which 1 am attempting

to set down here are only those

which pertain to the carnival

spirit in architecture. Before

returning to my argument, let me
say that I would like to see a

competition on any given archi-

tectural subject, arranged with

the idea of showing the value of

artistic rather than mechanical

equipment and endeavor.

What architect de-

signed the buildings of

Fairjland — of Picture-

Book Land ? None. He
was an artist who knew
nothing of T-squares and

triangles, or one who
cleverly disguised his

knowledge. Amusement-
parks and expositions

are nothing more than

Fairy Picture-Books —
Toy-Lands elaborated
by adult hands; which

statement brings me to

the very pith and meat
of my short excursion

into architectural liter-

ature.

Dance-Hall in Amusement Park, Munich. Franz Zell, Architect.

> Large Restaurant in AniuseiiK'nt Park, Munich.

Franz Zell, Otio Dietrich & Orlando Kurz, Arctiilecls.

Theatrically speaking,

architecture is nothing

more nor less than sce-

nery. If you were a ])ro-

duccr of plays it would
never occur to you to in-

vest "The Pirates of

Penzance" with tliu

scenic background of a

Western mining-camp,

nor would you present

"King Lear" with "Un-
cle Tom's Cabin" set-

tings. Still, equally

ridiculous misfits arc con-

stantly being made by
carefully trained architects who
endeavor to make triangles and
T-s(|uares do the work of brains

and imagination. These disciples

of convention do not grasp the

idea that straight lines are as

hard and serious as baccalaureatt

sermons. They fail to see thai

buildings can laugh quite a;

loudly as human beings, and tha'

a beautiful but excited sky-line i;

more important in an expositior

than the correct demonstration o

any man's recollection of the lini

})oints in Sir Christopher Wren';

handiwork! If the car

nival spirit is a necessit)

in an amusement-park
why not make ever\

thing promote ratln

than retard its develo]i

ment? In the shov

business "bally hoos'

are a considerable mean
to success, and there ar

various usual and un

usual "bally hoos.

Every one, I take i'

knows that a " bally hoo

is a device calculated t

attract the attention i

people and to guide thei

into a show— a briv

band, an automaton,

lightning calculator.

Turin Lxposition, 1902. Automobile Building. Raim. d'Aronco, Architect. Turin Lxposition, 1902. Principal Building. Raim. d'Aronco, Architect
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ihincing dervish; any-

thing which can collect a

crowd and hold it until

the "bari<er" can get in

^ fine work. All show-

,,icn use them, but I

think I am one of a very

kw who have ventured

1(1 make architecture

-liout my wares. 1 have

tried hard to make it as

much a part of the car-

nival spirit as the bands,

flags, rides, and lights. 1

have tried to keep it ac-

tive, mobile, free, grace-

ful, and attractive; and I

always preferred the remarks.

Entrance Arcade from E.xposition Hall to Theater Cafe, Munich.

have

me by insisting that the

Pan-American Exposi-

tion was a colossal edu-
cational institution, in-

structive of the best in all

the arts and trades and
.sciences.

"Hut what's the use of

a college if there are no
students?" I asked.
" Before we talk of edu-
cational benefits let's get

a crowd to educate!"

Then I told them that

an exjjosition was a cele-

bration, a festival, a ear-

that • or "Why ISWhat IS

that?" to "Is n't that a beautiful

huilding?"

A correct conception of the

mission of a prospective archi-

tectural work should be a basic

stock in trade of every architect;

and I think it is possessed and

utilized in nearly every line of

work except the one which has to

do with outdoor amusements. A
dramatist and a writer of fiction

must have a plot and a purpose before he starts any
effective literary or dramatic work, and the same truth

tains in art and architecture. At the Pan-American
.position in Buffalo, I, with my late partner, Elmer
Dundy, had the illusion show "A Trip to the Moon"

.:- a principal attraction on the so-called Midway. The
exposition started unsuccessfully, and was not placed on
a paying basis until August, when, through a plan of

which I happened to be the author, enough of the car-

nival spirit was injected into the mass of severely beau-

tiful architecture, praiseworthy sculpture, and well-

arranged landscapes to make it inviting to the crowds,

rhe story of this sudden and rather spectacular change
has been told several times, and has no place in this

article. However, one detail of my interview with the

j

Hoard of Directors, when the plan was first broached,

illustrates the above statement regarding the value of a

mission. My plan was to create a "Midway Day," on
which nothing but fun and frolic should exist throughout
'the open spaces of the exposition; and in proposing it I

!d the distinguished committee that they were unsuc-

>sful becau.se there was not a showman in the lot.

1 told them about the carnival spirit, and I explained
to them the value of a laugh. They came back at

Main Entrance, Dresden Exposition.

Example of " Popular"

Tfieater Architecture!

Wilhelm Bertsch, Archf.

nival; and 1 explained my reasons
for believing it would fail so long
as jjeople came only to admire
the buildings and went away
without having laughed until

their sides ached. I thought then,

and I think now, that even the

Pan-.American had too much
architecture— architecture which
did not fulfil its mission — and
too little of what makes for

gaiety and good nature. The
same thing is true of amusement-

Oswin Hempel. Architect. parks. There are some of the

latter in the eastern United States which, so far as con-
ventional lines, surfaces, and layouts arc concerned,
have Luna Park easily beaten. But they are financial

failures. Luna Park is not. Design sweetly beautiful

buildings for a popular amusement-place if you will,

— but do not let them be conventional!

The very word "amusement" should bring up
ideas that are unconventional! The toys of our child-

hood were exaggerated, so far as lines and proportions

were concerned; but they will ever be beautiful, al-

though they were not architecturally designed. Gro-
tesquely delightful, the picture-book buildings of the

Golden Yesterday have become the amusement edi-

fices of Iron Gray To-day. They were things of imagi-

nation, and so are the successful carnival spots which
cater to our midsummer populaces. Only by making
grown-ups children again (and they are really only

boys and girls grown tall!) can an amusement-park
be successful. To do this a spirit of frolic must be

manufactured, and it cannot dwell where straight lines,

dignified columns, and conventional forms predominate.

Just as men and women are only elongated youngsters,

so amusement-parks are only adult toy-shops!

And who e\er heard of T-squares in a toy-shop

?

First Exposition Hall, Munich
Wilhelm Berlsch. Architect.

Artist Theater, Munich.
Max Liltmann, Architect.

Restaurant in Munich Exposition Park.
Lmanuel Von 5eidl. Architect.
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Front and Side Llevations of Theater.

Kiosk.

*«Si

J:.KS^«SS5«?

Cross Section through Court, showing-

Bridges and Canals.

^xmx^2m-r^^
j^

Bandstand.

'liKf

*- * -
'•- "-

^4_^^

./C VjiiSBii^ ?^f"CT»«?l
g^i^j jjj j-jj^j^j g^j Building for Naval Show.

ORIGINAL SKLlLllli FOR BUILDINGS IN " ISLAND CITY," AN AMUSEMENT PARK NEAR PHILADL I I IIIA, i'A.

LOUIS H. SULLIVAN, ARCHITE.CT.





MODE.RN LNGLI5H CHURCHES

'^IheTc^
internal VILW of chancel, church of ST. COLUMBA, WAN5TEAD SLIP. STRATFORD, E., ENGLAND.

KjRCHIlECJURAlj tDWARD p. WARRE.N, ARCHITLCT.

PLATE XIII.
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INTERIOR DETAILS, SHOWING PILASTERS, ROCHESTER TRUST AND SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

YORK & SAWYtR. ARCHITE.CTS. v
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CO^Y«ia«T, >t09, IV tATIS 4 OUILO CO.

FLOOR AND CLILING DETAILS, ROCHL5TLR TRUST AND SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

YORK & SAWYER, ARCHITECTS.
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YORK & SAWYE.R. ARCHITtCTS.
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APARTMENT BUILDING, 925 PARK AVENUE., NEW YORK CITY. DELANO & ALDRICH, ARCHITECTS.

For typical floor plans see next pa$e.
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(From "The BtkkbuBder.") ( From " The American Architect.")

Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From "The Western Architect.")

S' V . I > iirdi. .Somerville, Mass.

Maginnb, Wdsh & 6uUivan, Architects.

THE month of June will long be remem-
bered in architectural circles as having

witnes.sed the .\merican publication of

thcchoicest candidates that have yet appeared

for our architectural " Chamber of Horrors."

Where we have generally to go abroad to

find really satisfying illustrations of what
twi to do in architecture, we can now point

with a thrill of patriotic pride to these two
examples of the real home-grown product.

The first of these " Architectural Marvels

of the New World " is, unfortunately, prom-
inently located upon an open square in New
York City, where its incrustated stalactical

fafade— yclept a "Studio Building," but

that might be, as well, a Brobdingnagian

reredos— would, we are sure, appear as

amazing and exuberant to the builder's of

Canterbury, of Amiens, or of Cologne and
Milan, as it does to us of these degenerate

days. It is, of course, possible that some
])urists would prefer a return to conventional

mediocrity and classic precedent rather than

mediaeval and unconventional originality

such as this! The remainder of the June
issue of Architecture falls into com-
parative insignificance. We do
recall, however, a rather crude

apiKsaring Y. M. C. A. building

at Stamford, Conn., and Walker
& Gillette's accepted design for

the Golf Clubat Greenwich, Conn.,

which we reproduce, along with

the beautifully comj)Osed and ren-

dered Knvoi of the McKim Fellow-

ship for "A Proposed School of

Art and Archx-ology in Rome."
With considerable regret we

find that the department of " Ar-

chitectural Criticism," which
started out so well in this same
magazine a few months ago, has

untimely fallen into the mediocre
anrl conventional hands of a fully

accredited, or common, " critic."

No longer do the architects of the

illu.strated buildings criticize their

own work, and the unnamed indi-

vidual now [performing that labor

jK'rforce sees the problem not from

Rosita Villa. Seattle, Wash.
Harlan Thomas, Architect.

(From "Architecture.")

'Studio Building," 44 E. 77th St., New York City.

(From "The Brickbuilder.")

I

Inside View," Pavilion l^r An
William .Steele & 5ons Co.,

r- r,.,Scl„,IK lui,. l'llil,Hk.||.|li.,, I

Architects and Builders.

First Congregational Church, Danbui\,

Howells & Stokes, Architects.

within, but from without. We can easily fc

see this column next deteriorating into

merest journalistic " puffs " of the buildi:

and architects concerned.

The Brickbuilder fathers the other ;

ning exam]:)le,— a really illuminating arc

tectural dramatization of our native Am
can phrase of " putting up a front"!

the Baseball Park building that we refer

sliown in two views on this page, Philat

l)hia can now boast of a truly amazing an

tectural illustration of the word " shair

We digress to recall an historic incid

occurring in a Massachusetts Town Meet

when, in a di.scussion of the town's atten:

at municipal architecture, a citizen ai

and characterized two of Brookline's %

known architectural experiments as bt

in the one case (the Town Hall) " all fi

and no shirt " and in the other (a P
School) " all shirt and no front! " '

Ijuilding just referred to belongs undoubted

to the former of these two classifications!

The articles on "Gymnasiums," an-

"The Warming and Heating of Hos|)i;

continue. The plates illustrate— as it sec

us rather inadequately— Magii

Walsh & Sullivan's very not

Church of St. Catherine at So

ville. We reproduce a view

our readers may compare wiii

working drawings ])ublishcii

our issue for April, 1908. Ccr

of the designs re])roduccci ii.

" Tcrra-Cotta House to cost $1 >

Competition " (to whicli tin

mainder of the number is de\

'

are artistically interesting, if

'

sionally somewhat " mannn
Two— or possibly three

the houses printed mif^ht be

for upwards of $15,000.

remainder are residences in

sibleof construction by this mt

except at varying costs 11

1

Wj^./ $100,000. .Apparently few con

W^ itors had even a bowing ac-qn

ance with this type of [iroljleni

opine it is hardly dignified, in a

petition conducted in an arcl
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(From " The American Architect.") (From " ArchHeclute.")

' House at Hiiiiiiir-;!i,iiii.

' Warren & Wclloii. Archil<

i':il mat;azine, to award ])rizes or men-
to designs so outrageously violating

acondition that, if established at all,

Muld be su]jposed to receive at least a

jssing moment's consideration at the

Inds of contestants a«(/ judges!

Modestly hidden away on the last page
iiis same issue may be discovered a

I cut of an attracti\'e schoolliouse in

Jinois by Jenney, Mundie & Jensen —
rxt to the Somerville church, the best

I of architecture illustrated.

'/(' Arcliiteclural Record seems to

rifting from the field of architec-

magazines and giving its attention

nore poinilar (and, probably, more re-

rative) field. The June number con-

articles of such general interest as

, Selection of a Suburban Home
' "F"amous Chateaux of the Sarthe,"

unity's Architecture" — this latter

I ':,ht, too, have been architecturally intcr-

tjing if the ])hot()graphs had been repro-

fred at a less diminutive size! — and
roduction and criticism, as another
lir series of " Architectural Aberra-
.' of the same New York Studio

I| ilding we have just been admiring. An
:i i( le on the Boston

')politan Park Sys-

in fails to receive the

ijlice it deserves from
t: miniature size of the

aompanying illustra-

tns, a])parently of a

rjniber of ])ictures(|ue

attractive buildings

bridges built for

\j-ious park jnir]XKes.

le former, particu-

Ijly, by Stickney &
stin, are certainly

(From "The New Yori< Architect

Al,..

cl.s.

Accepted Design, Fairfield County GoK Club, Greenwich. Conn.
,„ .„. , .

Walker & Gillette. Archilecls.
(From The American Architect. )

deserving of better consideration in an
architectural magazine. Mr. Claude
Ikagdon's scries on "Architecture in the

United States" is represented by " The
Hirth of Taste," and again the context

suffers from the inadequate size and re-

production of the illustrations.

I'lie American Architect during June
still lingers southward, showing, June
2, a number of attractive cottages, in-

cluding a charming house at Columbia,
S. C, by P.dwards & Walter; June 9, illus-

trating several more houses and an at-

tractive and informal design by Warren &
Welton, that we reproduce; on June 19, a
number of schoolhou.ses in .Atlanta and
South Carolina, and several jjlates of

Heaux-.\rts student work; June 23, a new
church at Danbury, Conn., by Howclls &
Stokes is illustrated, and, further, described

under the somewhat ostentatious caption,

"The Development of the Mee ting-

House." A comparison with " the real

thing " in Colonial churches thus being

invited, we feel no compunctions in criti-

cizing, in this design, such jarring anach-

ronisms as the French Renaissance inte-

rior treatment, the rock-face ashlar under-

pinning, the low and nar-

row course of marble at

the s])ring of the window-
arches, and (most of all

to be regretted) the over-

tall and " spindly " col-

umns under the portico,

the more notable by
contrast with the t0|O

sturdy shafts upon the

stories of the spire— all

defects not to be found

in good English Georgian

or Colonial precedent!

The New York Architect.*')

Entrance in Courlyarcl, Ponce de Leon, St. Augustine.
Carrere & Hastin$.s, Architects.

(From "The New York Architect.";

Residence of Robert K. Cassatt, Rosetnont, Pa.
Cope & Stewardson, Architects.

(From

(

J

Residence at Germantown, l^a.

Thomas, Churchman & Molilor, Architects.

Residence at Chestnut Hill, Pa.
Charles Barion Keen. Architect
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(From " The BuJder." London.) (Prom "The Architect." London.) (From "The Builder," London

House at Bromley, k> i.l

T. P. FiMis. F.R.I.B.A.. Architect " Dormers," Bovingdon. Walter L. Hewitt, Architect.

House at bromley. Ken
T. P. FiSgis, F. R. L B. A., Arch

June 30, a New York City house alteration with some rather pain-

fully stiff Italianate interiors is illustrated. The frontispiece for

June 9 shows a detail of Carrere & Hastings's Hotel Ponce de Leon
at St. Augustine, that, seen in the company of its European asso-

ciates, might easily pass as a real view in Granada— an illusion

that the careless profusion of foliage growth helps to confirm.

The series of " Notes from Eurojje " — seemingly now become
a monthly department in this magazine— occurs on June 16.

The Western Architect

publishes views of a dig-

nified Court-house at

White Plains, N. Y., by
Lord & Hewlett; Pea-

body & Stearns' Union
Trust Bank at Spring-

field, Mass.; the Senate

Office Building at

Washington, and some
Washington and Seattle

houses. From these we
select a rather unusual

type of apartment-
house at Seattle.

Is it only a coinci-

dence or an expression

of the workings of

the Law of Average
that sees the publication of the Baseball Pavilion just men-
tioned (again reviving Philadelphia's re])utation for having the

ugliest architecture in the world !) and, in the same month, the

number of The New York Architect— dated May — devoted to

suburban residences of that same city? They include four indi-

vidually successful— if somewhat over-familiar— houses by Wilson
Eyre, Frank Miles Day, Charles Barton Keen, and Field & Medary.
Less well known are houses by Thomas, Churchman & Molitor,

Horace Wells Seller, and last— but certainly not least— Cope &
(From "The Architect." London.)

fFrom "Architecture.")

Sctiool of Art at Rome (Envoi of thie McKim Fellowship)

Lucian L.Smith. Holder. 1905-07.

Stewardson's house for Mr. Cassatt at Rosemont. The latt

along with Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson's John Nicolas B
house at Newj)ort — is the best French Mansart Chaleaucsqu

sign we know. All in all, this issue is doubly welcome a?

pul>lication's first declaration for American ideals in archite(

The English Architectural Review prints the new Self

"American Department Store " in London— exteriorly shov

these columns in May— and an attractive group of cottag(

Silcock & Reay, thai

gests one means of

viding for working

that might ])e adven

in semi-suburban

tions in .America.

The Builder's Jo

l)rints some of the

])ortions (recently

veiled) of the (,

Victoria Memorial*

(on July 9), at a

scale, drawings o.

Middleborough Pi'

Schools compel

This magazine, as

as The Builder, :

duces various attr

cottage sketches, an

latter some of the plans for the National Library of Wales

on June 12 a notable drawing of "a bridge for a commercial

The Architect for June 4 prints a competitive design fi

Cornwall Country Offices, several buildings at Khartoum

the very attractive perspective of Walter E. Hewitt's " Dor
that we reprint. On June 18 appear some individual studr

houses in the Hami)stcad Garden Suburb by different well-1

English architects; and (on June 12) La Construction Mode*

prints some Bourneville cottages.

(From "The Architectural Review," London.)

House at Chalfont, St. Giles.

Forbes Si Tale, Architects.

Quadrangle, Churchill Cottage Homes, Somerset.

Silcock & Reay, Architects.

1
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itudy lur Coykendall Mausoleum.

well l)e bettered or improved
upon. The plan is invariably

a.s thoroughly studied as the

fajade; and so it always ac-

cords with the architectural

expression of the structure

rising above it. Always it is

simple, always it is direct;

ilvvays, too, it offers effective

opportunity to realize the spa-
ciousness and architectural

scale of the interior. The two
or three President's and Di-
rectors' rooms illustrated are
quite as dignified in scale, and
quite as reserved and simple in

expression, as the more im-
portant public portions of these
same banking institutions.

The Riggs Bani^ in Wash-
ington we published some time
ago, and therefore show it onlv

^^.'^^^^

•\

^^b

iludy lor Coykendall Mausoleum.

%•

tt. !>->..« • .-.j-U. iiir- ;,w<-

m
'^If^t'-hf^s for Candelabra.

mamam

99

Mr-rsZT-

I

Sketch (or Office BIdg.. Buffalo. N.Y.

in its newer relation to the
American Security and Trust
Building,— perhaps the best

expressed banking structure in

America,— to which, having
been already partially illus-

trated, we do not give the space
it otherwise worthily deserves.

Besides those banks where
the order has been used with
a magnificence truly Roman,
and with a restraint as truly

Greek, the sturdy simplicity of
such brick buildings as the
Settlement House and the New
York Juvenile School are even
more widely interesting for

their fresh and individual use
of a material that has become,
merely by its universal em-
ployment, banal and common-
place.

J-n

j-a_i_i:ir-—

m
T' n

L _ J

Sketch Elevation for Bank, Babylon, L. I. Sketch for a Garage, Babylon, L. I.
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«

Study for the National Commercial Bank, Albany, N. Y. Study for the National Commercial Bank, Albany, N. Y.

-!v

"•'K'

7 -^ ^;^ 1-^ J - O ; ; i • g?1- /-. TWO S TOK'r BANJC .BV ILDlNG * SVGGESTIQN FOR. A TITK^EE STDTSy BANfC BVJLDLNu

study for a Two-story Bank Building. Study for a Three-story Bank Building.
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PLATE LX.

'NTERIOR V,.W PROM BLH.ND REC.PTION-ROOM 5CR.EN. ROCHESTER TRU5T AND SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY
YORK & SAWYER, ARCHITECTS.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Preliminary Sketch for Broadw.iv ,Sii\ings Bank. Perspective View, Office BIdg. for General Electric Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

T
i

1

f
J.

7

LvyM-Ksros-'. Hiz- jiU-.vAarK3M ON riFiv-PiPTH sr

>j^ix:y,6.N^;;r~T^H B^.B!E5 HOSPITAL OP NEW YORK ^^^jHSnS--
T^: fiL

Preliminary Llevation, The Babies' Hospital of New York.

T SKETCH CF - :--JP^

LA.EDVvlilL ilj'J^

Study for a New York House.
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_ .^ .o .^o u R „ .„ MH National Commercial Bank, Albany. N.Y.
Provident Savings Dank, Baltimore. Md.

BRONZL LAMP STANDARDS. YORK & SAWYE.R. ARCHITLCTS.
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Detail of Lntrance, National Commercial Bank, Albany, N. Y Detail of Entrance, Provident Savings Bank, Baltimore,

l>oorway ,n Screen, Roctiester Savings Bank, Roctiesler, N. Y. Entrance Grille, Broadway Savings Bank, New York City.

BRONZE DOORS AND DOORWAYS, YORK & SAWYER, ARCHITECTS.
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Rear View.

CATHEDRAL SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D. C. YORK & SAWYLR, ARCHITECTS.
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IJi-l.nl .)i 1 JltrViIKi-.

srHoni ciiiirMK,^ Detail of End Gable.5CHOOL BUILDING. N. Y. JUVLN.LL ASYLUM. DOBB5 FLRRY. N. Y. YORK & SAWYER. ARCHITECTS.
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zortw^, !»•, tr ••'! • ouita c«.

SCA.. Da,W,NO, CORNta.^V. AFRICAN S.CUR.TV A.D TRUST CO«PA„V. VASH.HCTON, D. C.

YORK & SAWYE.R, ARCHlTtCTS.
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PLATt ;lxvi. '

COfYHQHT, 1909, BY g^^lS A OWlD CO.

SCALE DRAWING. CENTER BAYS, AMERICAN SECURITY AND TRUST COMPANY, WASHINGTON, D. C
YORK & SAWYER, ARCHITECTS.
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PLATE LXVM.

vi-tfjinr A17 x-»-.ife»x-*T njr-MH:BrwB

E^£3GSI:E^;FI)ETAII^G5i^TNTE5JDT257^^^3HEET T^OI

•:Tra3MEME©e3Eajffl1^.^ANDrTOU3TZ£:0MPANY

COPTRlOHT, 1909, iT BATtJ 4 GUILD CO. %
V

5CALL DRAWING, INTERIOR DETAILS, AMERICAN SECURITY ANp TRUST COMPANY, WASHINGTON, P. C.

YORK Si 5AWYLR. ARCHITECTS.
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THL ARCHITECTURAL RLVIEW
PLATL LXVIII.

COfrtiOHT, 11(1, %y .UTtJ > ouiio co.

INTLRIOR DLTAIL5. SCALE DRAWIN'G OF END, AMERICAN SECURITY AND TRUST COMPANY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

YORK & SAWYER, ARCHITECTS.
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DETAIL, END PAVILION AND ORDER, AMERICAN SECURITY AND TRUST COMPANY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

YORK & SAWYER. ARCHITECTS.
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PROVIDLNT SAVINGS BANK, BALTIMORE, MD.

YORK & 5AWYE.R AND JOSEPH EVANS SPERRY. ASSOCIATE ARCHITtCTS.

1-
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INTF.RIOR. LOOKING TOWARD LNTRANCE. OF SAFL DEPOSIT VAULTS, AMERICAN SECURITY

AND TRUST COMPANY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

YORK & SAWYf.R, ARCHITECTS.
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INTLRIOR, NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK, ALBANY, N. Y.

YORK & SAWYER. ARCHITtCTS.
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I

SLTTLLMLNT HOU5L, TLNTH AVE. AND FIITILTH ST., NEW YORK CITY.

YORK & SAWYER. ARCHITLCT5.
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I
PLATE.5

'1 M'K LXl.— FACAnic OF The National Commercial Bank,
Albany, N. Y. (Rendering in Color by P. J. Rocker)— York
& Sawyer, Architects.

LATE LXII.— Mausoleum for S. D. Coykendall, Esq., Rondout,
v. Y. (Plans and Elev.«tons) — York & Sawyer, Architects.

1 MES LXIII.-LXVIII.— Building for the American Security
\ Trust Company, Washington, D. C. (Elevations, Sections
\\d Details) — York & Sawyer, Architects.
\ie LXIX.— The Provident Savings Bank, Baltimore, Md.

I Details, Interior and Ceiling) — York & Sawyer, and Joseph
Kx'ans Sperry, Associate Architects.

I ME LXX.— The National Commercial Bank, Albany, N. Y.
1'hotographic View) — York & Sawyer, Architects.

, T 7 HAT 'S in a name, indeed ? Even the prehistoric genius

W\ / who first invented this conundrum might have had cause
V V to wonder had he been in attendance at the last conven-
)n of tiie Architectural League in Detroit; where many, many
irds were given to a discussion as to whether or no the League

' mid accept the "atelier system," in conjunction with the Beaux-
I problems, for its educational work. Pray, why all this waste

I energy and time? Of what, in its essentials, does the "atelier

-I em" consist? Merely in the .study of .similar problems, by be-

ners as well as by men advanced in design, working side by
in groups or studios— neither more nor less than this! Cer-

tnly, these requirements are all met by the conditions that ac-

tilly exist in the office of any architect of importance. If a lack of

J^Tiosphere, of prestige, or of precedent is still to be bewailed, this,

t >. can be provided in notable and individual instances.

ii. H. Richard.son, for examjjle, had an office where many
1 ure architects were bred and schooled, chief among them being
C F. McKim arid Stanford White, who in their turn have con-

id an "atelier" where further scores of architects have been
I are being taught and schooled; for, lo, these many years.

I day the office of McKim, Mead & White, for instanct^", would
Pi)vide all the above necessary acce.s.sories; with the addition of a
rtctical experience in schooling in the handling and solution of
nierican problems that could never be obtained in years of resi-

dice and study abroad. Already the best recognized architects
Pj.ctising throughout the country are proud to claim any atlilia-

tiji with this American "atelier"! If it is the name rather than
t^ method that offends our loyal western-Americans, they have

!o suggest an acceptable Anglican .synonym. Cannot the exist-
'i, .system, practi.scd under anv other name, be made to sound as
sV:et?

I^ROBABLY neither of the two principal factions who have
carried on so long the merry war of words in regard to the
advantages of the various methods of architectural instruc-

ts is destined to achieve an immediate victory; yet of the many
mividuals arguing pro and con, how many stop to realize the

radical differences in the conditions existing in France and in

America? In France it is practically impossible to obtain any
recognized architectural education save at the one Government
School. Graduates of this school, as they enter into the practice
of the profession, do .so under customs diametrically different from
tho.sc cu.stomary in England, and from tho.se that have become
established in America. The })ractice of the French architect, no
matter how distinguished he may be, is restricted to a few buildings,
and he has under way at the same time probably only one or, at
the mo.st, two im[)ortant .structures.

There is no op])ortunity in France for an untrained draughts-
man to oijtain a good jjo.sition in an architect's office of established
reputation, and learn by practical experience the practice of the
lirofession. There is no office in France - or for that matter in

England — of the size of any one of a .score of firms that could be
named in this country who, probably any one of them, carr)' out in

a year an amount of work that would suffice to last their continental
colleague for the space of his business life.

The American School of Architecture, as such, does not exist.

Nor do the numerous colleges where the art of the designing of
buildings may be formally studied as a part of the regular curric-

ulum in any sense take the place of the French School of Fine
Arts, although such is their evident ambition and intent. The
American .school for the study of architecture has been, and doubt-
less long will remain, in those architectural offices throughout the
United States where the practice of building-design is regarded
as an art rather than a mere business.

An architect has to be born; he cannot be manufactured by any
machinery yet known. But any method of .study — called by
whatever name — tending to develop a latent artistic .sense will

be the more valuable to the student and the more successful by its

teachers the nearer it parallels the conditions existing (or the ideal

conditions that may exist) and the methods employed in the offices

of the best architects of the country. This fact is so obvious that

the Architectural League would better "get together" on practical

ways and means, instead of fighting windmills and bogies that do
not exist out.side their excited and supersensitive imaginations!

IT
is possibly one of the defects of architectural schooling, as

current in this country and abroad, that a perhaps too exclusive

attention is given to educating the eye at the expense of the

mind, to acquiring a merely manual dexterity instead of an ability

to analyze clearly and comprehensively from the real basic facts of

a problem. One result is to be noted in the architect depending
almost altogether on the pictures in the current professional maga-
zines, rather than bothering to read thoroughly the accompanying
text.

It is useless to make a flippant and utterly obvious retort. The
fact remains that, from constant custom, the architect has adopted

the standpoint of the child, and prefers a "picture-book" to almost

any other toy. One evidence is in their preference for studying

the elevation rather than the plan — the one being a merely pic-

torial presentation, the other exprcs.sing the very ba.scs and ground-

work of the entire problem and the means of its solution. While

that purely practical sense that is fortunately lacking in few of

.'\nglo-Saxon heritage has so far prevented our architecture from

going far astray, yet it is an undoubted danger in the practice of

the profession to disregard practical considerations and too ex-

clusively consider everything from a purely a^.sthetic point of view.

This is as short-sighted as it is injurious to constant growth and

development. Progress in the study of plan arrangements, definite

advance in the knowledge of practical accessories, are disregarded

for the study of what are, after all, but transitory and passing

decorative fads. Ornamental moldings and other purely decora-

tive non-essentials are rapidly assimilated into our local architec-

ture throughout the country, while more [jractical improvements re-

main disregarded, or are passed by un.seen. Instead of the architect

being first a well-developed and thoroughly balanced individual of

culture, he is more likely to be an unbalanced eccentric whose per-

sonality has been developed in one direction at the expense of that

sanity of view-point that has become most essential to the right solu-

tion of the purely commercial problems that are ye'arly assuming

more importance in the architectural growth of America.
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(From " The Amefkan AreWtecl.")

Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From "The American Architect.")

Slalford Utile Hall, Princeton University.

Cope & 5lewardM>n, Architects.

View down the Proposed Campus Axis, Princeton University.

Ralph Adams Cram. SupervisinS Architect.

(From "The American Architect.")

Seventy-Nine Dormitory, Princeton Univ.

Cram. Goodhue & Ferguson, Architects,

THE American Architect, dean of tlie

.American architectural magazines, antl

conducted for years with an inde-

pendent and definite editorial policy, has

fallen at last into the innocuous desuetude

of that sincerest flattery— imitation of these

poor columns; hitherto, at least, all our

own! The Architectural Review inau-

gurated its department of " Current Period-

icals" twelve years ago this month. Last

October we were flattered — somewhat

measurably ! — to find this same magazine

had borrowed from us that part of these

columns given to the review of the foreign

architectural magazines. Not satisfied to

stop there, this imitation has now been

extended to include the remainder of this

department; and — in the issue for July 7— it has gone to such heights of sincerity as

attempting employment of the identical

and characteristic vocabularyhere familiar to

our readers. But even this was not enough!

Not only were we complimented by imitation;

but we were also, and in this very same
issue, damned by misrepresentation; — our

name being misplaced (with the most care-

ful assumption of carelessness imaginable!)

under one of The Architectural Record's Governor's Room, New York City Hall

typical Illustrations. This final straw breaks
Restoration by Crosvenor Atterburv. Architect,

not our back, but our silence; until we protest, ^^'""^ "^^^ New York Architect.")

with Marc Antony, " This was the most unkindest

cutoia.m"
Besides " borrowing the ' Knocker Department

'

of The Review," as one architect in writing us

has phrased it. The American Architect for

(From "The American ArchHect.")

Building for Hon. Hoko Smith, Atlanta, Ga.
Haov Leslie Walker, Architect.

July 7 illustrates the restored Governor's

room in the New York City Hall, and a

number of views of St. Augustine architec-

ture by Carrere & Hastings. While the ma-

jority of this work has been illustrated many
times, it is instructive to see it once again

gathered together in this way, and to find—
now that the lapse of some years has pro-

vided the proper natural surroundings

-

how permanently effective it has become.

July 14 Mr. P. Thornton Marye's Bir-

mingham terminal station is illustrated by

working drawings and photographs. We
reprint a general view of the exterior. One

of the most interesting details of this struc-

ture is the concrete train-sheds.

July 21 appears an article on the develop-

ment of Princeton University, by Ralph

Adams Cram, supervising architect for that

institution. It appears from the photo-

graphs (from which we select a couple of

particularly interesting views for reproduc-

tion) that this University is fortunate in

having already acquired a number of build-

ings sufficiently in the same style to add a

considerable cumulative architectural effect

when viewed from the University grounds.

The plan shows the individual quadrangular

development customary in English colleges,

in place of the common campus ordinarily adopted

in American institutions.

The last issue for the month (July 28) contains

"Notes from Europe" (the review of "Foreign

Periodicals" referred to!), and the plates show

several buildings at Atlanta, Ga., from which we

(From "The American Architect.")

Milbank Bldg., New York City.

Geo. B. Post & Sons, Architects.

leriuinal ,btatioi), liirniinijliam, Ala.

P. Thornton Marye, Architect.
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(From " The Western Archilecl.")

Central Court, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Lxposition, Seattle, Wash. C< iilrc

Howard & Galloway. Architects. Olmstead Bros., Landscape Arctiitects. Howard & G&Uowav, Architects.

(From "The Western Architect.")

Court and Geyser Basin, Alaska-*) uki;ii I '..cific Lxposition.

OlmMead Bros., LaiWacape Archilacls.

! ct the design for a commercial

ilding by Harry Leslie Walker

i:hat accompanies these remarks.
' The Western Architect, appro-

itely enough, is the first archi-

. vtural paper to properly illus-

ralu the Seattle Exposition, the

Ikistrations of which it accom-

lanies by other work in the same
ily. Besides the several photo-

;raphs of exposition work, we
lote, as of particular interest, an
partment-hotel by Somervell &
'i)tC.

The July Architectural Record

liustrates the completed build-

!1,l; for the Chicago University Club by
lolabird & Roche. With the exterior

ur readers should be familiar from its

rcvious illustration (in May, 1908) in

hcse columns. The interiors are, in

iir main, more successful in such sim-

lir rooms as the library, or the second-

'lor reception and private rooms,

. licre Gothic forms have been largely

t aside, than in such other interiors as

ic lounging and main dining rooms,

here they become nervously predom-
inant. Far and away the best interior

Ihown is the rather naively titled — as

lough attempting rather to forestall criticism on the last count —
typical bedroom of the club, completely furnished"! This room,

)r restraint in treatment and furnishing, is a model for house-

iilders to study. The furniture is, throughout, commendably sim-

le, and conservatively based on English motives, while most
loroughly to be commended is the very excellent series of dec-

jrative treatments by Mr. Frederick Clay Bartlett, whose window

Manufacturers' BIdg. and Formal Garden, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition.
Howard & Galloway, Architects. Olmstead Bros., Landscape Architects.

(From "The Architectural Record.")

California Building, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition.

5ellen & Heming, California State Architects.

jesigns in the great dining-hall are particularly to be remarked.

The Seattle Exposition is again described, (From "Architecture.")

"1 illustrated (?) so inadequately that we can
ily reprint one from the number of buildings

lown. The house at Santa Monica that we
iljlished last month in these columns is de-

(From "The Western Architect.")

Agricultural BIdg., Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition.
)ward & Galloway, Archts. Graham & Myers, Associate Archts.

scribed, and its architectural

style here courageously labeled

as "the style of Felix Peano"!
Mr. Claude Bragdon's second
article on "Architecture in the

United States" deals with "The
Growth of Taste," the begin-

nings of which the author credits

to the World's Columbian Ex-
position in Chicago, in 1893. An
article on Italian Gothic in New
York lacks interest from inade-

quate illustration, and the final

paper deals with the architect

during the dark ages in history.

The July Brickbuilder contains

an interesting article by Mr. Linde-
berg, of Albro & Lindeberg, explain-

ing, by photographs and diagrams,

how the effect of a thatched roof may
be obtained in shingles. We only fear

that this exposition is too likely to be
followed by a "flood of roofs" of this

extremely picturescjue character that,

in the overwhelming majority of cases,

will be most consistently misapplied!

The articles on "Warming and Ven-
tilating of Hospitals" and "The Hous-
ing Problem" continue. The plates

illustrate Lord & Hewlett's Masonic
Temple at Brooklyn (which we reproduced in these columns from
Architecture three months ago) that here show in detail the means
by which an exceptionally effective monumental structure has been
produced. One is rather inclined to remark that, if the effect of

scale obtained by grouping the brick courses in pairs by means of

an exceptionally wide joint between' each two rows of brick was
worth while, the same treatment should have been continued—
at the cost of a little further ingenuity — in the arch courses occur-

ring over the window-openings behind the col-

onnade (we presume we should say the " fourth-

story window-openings," but the matter of

stories in this structure is so effectively ob-

scured that it is difficult to determine on what

(From "The Western Architect.")

Knickerbocker Trust Co., New York.

MclCim, Mead & White, Architects.

Oriental Bidg., Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition.

Howard & Galloway, Archts. Bebb 5: Mendel, Associate Archts.
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(From "The Builder," London.)

I
^•

floor these arches actually occur!).

The attempt by ^\'ood, Donn &
Deming at a building for simi-

lar purposes, published in the

same number, suffers by contrast.

Where the one is virile, bold, and

commanding of attention, the

other appears cold, featureless,

and conventional. None of these

latter adjectives can be truth-

fully applied to Messrs. Olds &
Puckey's Jewish Synagogue at

Wilkesbarre, Penn. Starting

with a distinctively Persian door-

way in terracotta, and the lofty

"minaret" so inseparable from East-

em religious architecture, the archi

tects have designed a building of con-

siderable originality in the handling

of brickwork that makes for \ariety

and for interest; although we feel that

the minarets are not properly in scale

with the remainder of the design, nor

are they properly joined onto or com-

bined with it. Newhail &: Blevins'

Maiden Odd Fellows Buihling has two

upper stories of such considerable in

terest that it is to be regretted that inspi-

ration did not last long enough to cause

the lower two better to conform with

them, when an unusually successful

conrunercial building might result.

Architecture for July still continues its department of "Archi-

tectural Criticism," though now fallen from its former high estate.

.\ number of attractive "bungalows" {sic!) by Aymar Embury, II;

several buildings for the Jewish Protector and Aid Society at Haw-
thorne, N. Y.; the officers' rooms and exterior of the Knicker-

bocker Trust Co., 60 Broadway, by McKim,
Mead & White, architects; Lord & Hew-
lett's Masonic Temple; and Westchester

County Court-house, White Plains, N. Y.,

Ix)th the latter of which have been published

in other magazines within the last two or

three months, are the most interesting plates

in the number. We reprint a detail of the

lower stories (or first completed portion) of

the Knickerbocker Tjust Co. The old Hun
newell Gardens at Wellesley are also shown
by several text photograjjhs.

The New York Architect (for June) pub-

lishes views of the Paris 0])era Comique,
the remainder of the numljer being given to

buiklings (both old and new) by George B.

(Fiom"The AKhitectural Review," London.)

Bank of Montreal, Montreal. Canada.
McKim, Mead & While. Architects.

(From "The Builder," London.)

.^W /.l"?N|

Mount Royal Club, Montreal, Canada.
McKim, Mead & While, Architects.

(From"The Architectural Re\ie\v." London.)

New Bank Front, Luston Road.
Prof. Beresford Pite, Architect.

(From "The Architect," London.)

Post & Sons. Of the work illus-

trated in the plates nothing now
demands reproduction here; but
from one of the advertising-pages

we reprint an attractive study for

a New York office building.

In the English Architectural

Review, the articles on "Con-
stantinople Mosques" continue.

The department of "Current
.Architecture" prints a country
house at Whitfield, Derbyshire;

and Sir Aston Webb's additions

to the Victoria and Albert Mu-
seum, of which we reproduce the

most interesting portion, the main en-

trance on Cromwell Road. We also

find room for a charming alteration to

obtain an appropriate entrance for

a small banking institution in an old

house on Euston Road. Prof. Beres-

ford Pite's attractive use of color in

this design is to be noted. It is also in

other ways an unconventionally bril-

liant little tour-de-force.

The last number of The Builder for

June prints several of the designs sub-

mitted in competition for the National

Library of Wales. July 3 it also prints

a number of views of the new Victoria

and .-Albert Musum and (on July 10)

several Montreal buildings. We reprint

McKim, Mead & White's additions to the Bank of Montreal and

the fajade for the Mount Royal Club. On July 24 appeared the

perspective for the quaint church at Lythe by Walter J. Tapper,

that we reproduce.

The Architect for July 2 and 9 also prints views of the Victoria

and Albert Museum. The latter issue con-

tains competitive designs for the Middles-

brough Public Library, which showing is

continued in the issue for July 16. H. P.

Burke Downing's Wimbledon school is illus-

trated July 16 and 23.

The Builder's Journal prints, July 7, some

views of Birmingham University, by Sir

Aston Webb and E. Ingress Bell; July

14, an article on work of Ernest Newton; and

July 30, the Victoria and Albert Museum and

designs for the National Library of Wales.

A glass marquise, by M. R. Binet, and a

"H6tel" on the Rue Raynouard, Paris, by

M. G. Bellettre, are illustrated in La Con

struction Moderne for July.

Crriini "The Guilder." I i iiiun.)

^<

Mail. . ;oria and All'' 1; 'i.^fum.

bit Alton W«>t>b. R. A., C. V,., Architect.

Pelham School, V\ iiiiijliilcui.

H. P. Burke Downing, F. R. I. B. A., Architect.

Lythe Church, Yorkshire.

Walter J. Tapper, A. R. I. B. A., Architect.
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The Hotel Meurice, Paris

By George B. Ford

THERE is one hotel in Paris which is intended exclusively

for Americans, and though it is only recently completed,

yet true to its intention, ninety-live per cent of its guests

'hus far have been Americans.

;

This hotel was built by a French architect, Monsieur Nenot,

'-)T a French company, and as such it should be interesting to see

ow a French architect would cater to American taste. We might

xpect to find a hotel which savored somewhat of the architecture

f the better known New York hotels, but when we come to ex-

mine this hotel — the Hotel Meurice on the Rue de Rivoli in

aris— we find a building v'ery distinctly French in its whole in-

•rior treatment. The exterior has, of course, to conform to the

yle set for the facades of the Rue de Rivoli, and therefore gave

iie architect no play whatsoever. In the interior, however, we
lid, as the photographs will show, a great deal of interest in the

|;corative treatment of the various rooms. The general style of

lis treatment is Louis XVI, handled in a free and large manner.

The building opens through

cm street to street, a depth

some two hundred fifteen

et, between party-walls some
indred feet apart, in a series

large salons, halls, and

1
lleries.

The two interior halls—
(le on the Rivoli side, called

|voli Hall, and the other

Jtvard the rear street, called

2 Mont-Thabor Hall — are

rhted by skylights. All the

cier rooms receive borrowed
t artificial light.

On entering from under the

he de Rivoli Arcade we find

crselves in a large octagonal

\;tibule in white limestone.

/ photograph of this shows
02 side, containing a white
n|.rble statue. The floor is

a^o of white marble, with

g.y-green strips dividing it

ih three-foot squares, all

w\ a red Verona border. In
tl center is a large yellow
all red rug. This room is

lijited by a central brass

clndelier.

("o the left we pass into

stair-hall, which, similarly

the vestibule, is in white
liestone. In the well of the
sirs is a plunger elevator

ujiolstered in gray. This is

gi ed bronze, as is also the
^t r-rail and balcony-rail on Statuette in Vestibule from Rue de Rivoli.

the Mezzanine floor above. A feature is made of potted j>alins in

the corners of the room.

A stair leads down to the American bar in the basement, this

bar being a special and popular feature of the hotel, though archi-

tecturally of no great interest.

From the stair-hall we pass directly ahead into a writing-room
which is lighted only by artificial light, or by borrowed light

coming through great windows set in brass, opening into the

Rivoli Hall. The room is treated uniformly in a Louis XVI gray,

with no gilt except on the doors and the lamps and luster. The
carpet is a light olive gray. The furniture is of cherry, and the

three decorative panels of a fete at Fontainebleau are in soft gray

blues, with a little orange. The whole tone of the room is chaste

and refined and in excellent taste.

We pass out from this into the Rivoli Hall — a room some
forty-five by forty feet. This is all in white limestone, with a ceil-

ing of sanded glass in a frame of white iron with gilded leaf orna-

ment about the border. At
many points of this, and
grouped especially in the cor-

ners and center, are small

electric lights. The floor is

of small white marble mosaic,

with a pale blue gray-green

pattern supplemented with

ocher, red, and violet mosaic

running through it. The rugs

are a soft red and yellow; the

furniture of a pale olive

brown. A fountain on the

south side is the attractive

feature of the room, especially

in the way it lends itself to the

massing of flowers and plants.

It is of white marble, beauti-

fully sculptured, against a

background of yellow Sienna

marble, about which is a nar-

row border of white marble

and then a wider border of

CipoUino. On all sides of this

room are great glass doors set

in brass.

On the Rue de Rivoli side

we pass out into the main

dining-room, the walls of

which are again of white lime-

stone, with a ceiling of plaster

of the same tone. The pilas-

ters are of the gorgeous Brfiche

d'Alep; the bases and capitals

are of brass. All of the orna-

ment over the openings, in the

cornice, in the frame of the

ceiling, etc., are of plaster

Copyright, igoQ, by Bates &= Guild Company
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gilded. The two elliptical

Boucher medallions over the

mantels and the large oval in the

ceiling were jjainted by Theodore

Poilpot. The furniture is of a

light yellowish red, with olive

leather seats and backs. The
carpet is of a similar yellowish

red. harmonizing with the

marbles and stonework. The
general impression of the room

is one of great richness, in goo<l

taste, and at the same time of

coziness, making the room what

it is intended to be, a most at-

tractive place in which to dine.

The dimensions, thirty-seven by

forty-five feet, assure ample ac-

commodations for the guests of

the hotel.

Leading off of this room at the

rear is the restaurant, which re-

ceives all its light from the large

glass openings into the Rivoli

Hall. This room is treated in a

Louis XVT gray white, against

which the ornament is picked

out in dull gold. The four wall-

paintings are in soft autumn
colors. The screen in front of

the sen'ing-door is in tones to

harmonize. The carpet is of rose

and j)ale yellow. The ceiling is

similar to the walls, except that

it is without gilt. The room is Fountain, Side of Rivoli Hall.

lif;;hte<l by three handsome Louis

X\'I lusters, with glass pendants.

We may note in passing that this

room, similar to most of the other

rooms, is heated from floor-

registers.

We may j^ass from this room

directly into the central room of

the hotel, known as the Salon.

This receives its lij;;ht from the

Rivoli Hall from one end and

from the Mont-Thabor Hall at

the other end. It is again of the

Louis XVl dral) white, with all

moldings and ornament i^ilded,

and five chandeliers are similarly

gilded and further enriched with

glass pendants. The mantel is

of a white marble, with ornament

applied in brass. In order to give

as much openness to the room a;-

])ossible, the false doors are ex

actly similar to the other doors

except that the ]mnes are o

mirror glass. The floor is o

small white marble mosaic, wit!

a blue gray-green pattern runnin
!

through it. The rug is of old ros

,

and olive green of charming dc

sign. The furniture is all Loui

XVI, with some beautiful tape?

'

try backs and seats to the cha'

added to which the many pot:

plants and flowers make this rooi

most attractive in its effect.

Small Salon, or Writing-Room, off Rivoli Hall.
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We may pass from the side of

this room into tlie gallery which
( onnects the Rivoli Hall and the

Mont-Thabor Hall. This gal-

lery is again of white limestone,

with a Hauteville base. Two
lusters in the ceiling jjrovidc for

the lighting, in addition to which
there are some beautiful Louis
\'VI wall-brackets. Large mir-
•rs divided into panels by nar

.row brass strips, similarly to the
'treatment in the Galerie de.s

daces at V'ersailles, give this

. lom the greatest of spaciousness.
I he floor is of white marble, with
,'iay marble bands, with a heavy
I'd rug in the center.

The Mont-Thabor Hall is in

vhite limestone, with a ceiling

ill of sanded glass. The floor is

)f white and sage marble blocks
overed by a sage and salmon rug.
I'he furniture is all of mahogany,
vith leather of a similar tone. In
irchitectural treatment this room
uis nothing of especial interest.

This gives us a general idea of
he interesting features of this

lotel from a decorative stand-
:)oint, the chambers and sitting-

looms in the upper floors being of
I very simple Louis XVI treat-

|aent, all in excellent taste. In
eneral we must be impressed Gallery between Rivoli and Mont-Thabor Hlalls.

with the hospitable openness of it

all, an openness obtained by the
use everywhere of great openings
of glass framed in brass; an open-
ness which cheerily invites one to
wander from room to room, yet
which does not in any sense pre-
clude privacy— a feature partic-
ularly desirable in a hotel.
As to the arrangement of the

service portions of the hotel we
probably have very little to learn,
as this same sort of thing is so
much better done with us, though
a surprising feature of this hotel,
in consideration of the French
custom, is the number of private
bathrooms connected with suites
or individual rooms.
The plans of the three princi-

pal floors reproduced upon the
next page explain themselves.
With the exception of a greater
number of flreplaces, the typical
ui)jjer-floor jjlan expresses the ar-
rangement of all the sleeping-
floors. In the main, they do not
much vary from American cus-
tom, the principal differences be-
ing found in details of the ar-
rangement of the kitchens and
working-space in the basement.
The upper parts of the two

street fronts are sloped back to
the curve necessary to make them

Restaurant beside Rivoli Hall.
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First Floor ri&n

HOTU.MCUUCZ. EMtU

conform to the French law for

streets of the respective width of

the Rue de Rivoli and Rue Mont-

Thabor.

The story heights are as fol-

lows: the ground floor, twenty

feet in the clear; the first floor,

thirteen feet in the clear; the

second floor, eleven feet six

inches; the third floor, ten feet

six inches; and those above, ten

feet in the dear. A great ma-
jority of the upper rooms have

fireplaces in them.

As we readily see, the main in-

terest of this hotel lies in the ex-

Typical Upper Floor ?\&n.

HOTLL MEURJC£ PaRU

bajemcnt Plan

HOTLL MEURlCt SARSi

treme good taste and refinement

in the handling of the decorations

— a refinement which adds im-

mensely to the pleasure and com-

fort of the guests. At the same
time, however, the treatment is

one of great richness and vari-

ety, each room being quite suit-

able to its purpose; and the ex-

cellent harmony of all the details

entering into the rooms — of fur-

niture, carpets, screens, fixtures,

and hangings — give them an air

of well-being and satisfactoriness

that could be obtained in no oth-

er way.

Grand Staircase, showing Balcony and Llevator. Mantel in Salon.
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INDIX TO MATERIAL
ESS STONE

g^g?^ CONCRETE

BSS9 WHITE MASALE
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ILLINaS iTATE MONVMENT
V1CK5BVRG NATIONAL MILITARY PARK

VICK3BVRG,MI55.

JtUHVi. C MVNOE, AECM1TECT5
CMCAGO-ILL.

(^ ^:vr-!;:-

WLRjeiWET t Wili»*»« •

M'YtlOHT, 1.09, IT lATll 1 OUILD CO.

EXTLRIOR DETAILS, ILLINOIS STATE MONUMENT, NATIONAL MILITARY PARK, VICKSBURG, MISS.

w

JLNNE.Y & MUNDIE, ARCHITECTS.
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ILLINOIS STATE MONUMENT, NATIONAL MILITARY PARK. VICKSBURG, MISS.

JtNNEY & MUNDIE., ARCHITLCT5.
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. PLATL5
I ATE LXXI. — RivoLi Hall, Hotel Mkurice, Paris (Photo-
iRAPnic View) — M. Nenot, Architect.

LATES LXXII, LXXin. — St. Paul's Church, Butler, Penn.
(Plans, Elevations, and Details) — John T. Comes, Architect.
ATES LXXIV— LXXVI.— Illinois State Monument, National
Military Park, Vicksburg, Miss. (Plans, Elevations, Sections,

AND Details) — Jenney & Mundie, Architects.

pATE LXXVn.— All Souls Church, New London, Conn. (Plans,

I Elevations, and Sections) — Edwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect.
Late LXXVIH. — General View, Main Dining-room, Hotel
Meurice, Paris (Photographic View)— M. Nenot, Architect.

rHE death, on Sept. 14, 1909, of Charles Follen McKim,
senior member of the firm of McKim, Mead & White, means
a permanent loss to the architecture of America. Although,

account of poor health, he had for some time been unable to

e an active part in the work of his office, his interest and his in-

^iration were as great as ever; and his death at the age of sixty-

to years, while not a surprise, was a shock to all who knew him.
In order to begin to estimate the effect his work and influence

had upon architecture in America, it is necessary to recall

I u, at the time he started to practise, most of the architecture as

II as the allied arts in this country were under the influence of

H. Richardson, whose distinctive style, great as it undoubtedly
\>- in the hands of its master, had greatly degenerated in the hands

- imitators. Mr. McKim was one of the first to realize this, and
asct for himself the task of discovering a type of architecture that

hi both the strength and the refinement necessary for the expres-
sid of the best American ideals. This style he found in the build-

iis of the Roman and Italian Renaissance ; and the skill with which
h expressed himself in his chosen language is amply illustrated by
h work. Few who were not personally associated with him at
tit time can appreciate the magnitude of his task. It involved
n only teaching his draughtsmen how to express themselves in a
''rent and more refined architectural language than that to

1 they had been accustomed, but the detailed training of all

•aftsmen employed in carrying out his ideas, as well. In the
iining it was difficult even to find modelers capable of produ-

ci& acceptable Renaissance ornament without betraying a touch
oihe crudity inherent in the then prevailing style.

Ir. McKim always stood uncompromisingly for the highest
idils; and to his insistence that only the best in art and archi-
teure was worthy of acceptance in this country the American
p< pie owe the great improvements that have been made in the
d« gning of our public works.

Ir. McKim's interest in architectural education was fully equal
toils devotion to his work. He endowed scholarships in the archi-
teural departments at Harvard and Columbia Colleges; and it is

owg almost alone to his earnest effort and his personal gener-
oy that the American Academy at Rome was founded and has

been maintained. The number of young men in the profession
who have been inspired by his kindly help and criticism and who
have received from him generous pecuniary assistance to enable
them to travel and study abroad will probably never be known.
Nothing gave him greater pleasure than the success of the younger
men who went out from his office, and the undying love and loyalty
of all those whose privilege it was to be brought into association
with Mr. McKim will add as much to his fame, both as artist and
man, as the public recognition and honors which, at the end of his
life, were heaped upon him.

MR. McKIM'S death makes it more or less timely at this
moment to point one direction in which his record may in-

spire the younger practitioner in his chosen profession. To
one starting the practice of architecture there inevitably occur
many trials and temptations that, if not rightly controlled, will
forever militate against his obtaining great eminence in his pro-
fession. Given great training and ability, he must nevertheless
possess integrity of character as well, in order to rise to the best
opportunities that lie latent before him. Besides talent, training,
and opportunity, absolute integrity, individual honesty, sincerity,

and enthusiasm of purpose are all required to produce lasting

and commensurate results. Any departure, however slight, from
the highest ideals not only lessens individual prestige, but renders
it the more difficult to continue to practise on that highest plane
on which alone the greatest results are to be expected. The great— and to some people sudden and inexplicable — rise to \)op-

ularity of the firm of McKim, Mead & White can be explained
only by a realization of the inherent traits composing the person-
ality of its individual members and to their continual adherence to

only the highest ideals in architecture. Their great repute came to

be accepted by the public only after it had been first freely granted
them by brother members of the profession. Where lesser concerns
have endeavored to obtain popularity by various attempts at doing
what would impress the Man-in-the-Street, they steadfastly have
adhered to doing only those things that would be of the highest ar-

tistic standard of which they were capable at the moment in which
they were brought into being, and to this end no expense or pains

were ever spared.

The Boston Library, for instance, one of the most noted monu-
ments to their genius, was worked over and over and studied and
restudied without any regard whatever to the cost to them of doing
the work; they being satisfied if only the desired results were event-

ually attained. While building — and after the entire structure

had been designed and laid out— Mr. McKim spent many addi-

tional months in Europe with one of the Trustees, working up
once again the more important and monumental interiors. As one
result, it may be stated that Bates Hall has long been known to

his intimates as one of his favorite rooms; and it remains, to-day,

unique among impressive monumental American interiors.

IN
this month's Current Periodical Columns we twice have occa-

sion to note the publication of architectural work where sculp-

ture had borne an important part in the design, and where no

credit had been given by the architect to his associate. Last

March we commented on a view of the Cleveland Federal Build-

ing, showing sculptural groups placed against plain pier faces,

where only the architect was mentioned, and no hint of the sculp-

tor's name was given. While a more flagrant instance than either

of those mentioned this month, yet, as we can recall the matter, the

occasions when such proper credit is given are few and far between.

The architect has himself such frequent occasion to complain

as to his own treatment on this very score by the public press that

he should certainly be willing to see that adequate mention is made
of his collaborating sculptors— individual creative artists, who fre-

quently add considerable distinction to an architectural design by

properly and adequately supplementing the architect's idea by

means of sculptural decorations. It becomes not only a matter of

ethics, but of honesty and fair play, for the architect to give such

credit where it belongs, instead of attempting to absorb it all for

himself, as would appear to be the case in the several instances

specifically noted.
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Fixxn The \X'estem Architect.")

Firsl National Bank. Cleveland, Ohio.
J. Milton Dyer, Architect.

ALL the August architectural maga-

/\ zines are almost equally unex-

1 Veiling, Archilecliire being the single

possible exception; as that number con-

tains a rare instance of the ai^propriate

use of some quite exceptional architec-

tural sculpture by Mr. Carl Bitter. This

occurs on J. Milton Dyer's First National

Bank at Cleveland, a building that— excel-

lent in proportion and detail, and success-

fully as it conforms to all the rules of the

conventional classic game — forces recog-

nition largely because of its unusually dis-

tinctive sculpture;. and yet no hint of the

sculptor's name is given on any of the re-

produced illustrations! The architect is to

l)e congratulated in his selection of so skilful

an associate; but he is to be the more cen-

sured for not assuring that associate proper

credit when reproduction was made from

their combined work.

It is difficult to associate D. H. Burnham &
Co. with the First National Bank in Pitts-

burg! Although lacking in homogeneity, and
awkward in composition, yet the structure

expresses an excellent parti that is, too, in

the prevailingly popular Ilalianate fashion.

Frank E. WalJis's country-house at Mont-
clair would have been more interesting had
the window treatment been consistently suc-

cessful. In Squires & Wynkoop's very dash-

ing sketches, particu-

larly the Borough
Hall, one is somewhat
concerned to know
what happens to the

perspective lines that,

even before they leave

the extreme nearest

afjex of the roof, are

apparently " outward

bound" on a circular

"round trip" back to

their vanishing-point!

The columns of

''Architectural Criti-

Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(Fioiti "Architecture.")

(From "The Architectural Record.")

'-ntrance I) iiil, lirst NafI Bank. Cleveland. Ohio.
Carl Bitter, Sculptor.

(From " The Western Architect ")

View from Seven Corners, Approach to Capitol.

Cass Gilbert. Architect.

(Frcjm

Bird'ii-eye Perspective, Approach to State Capitol, St. Paul,

Cass Giltjert, Architect.

George L. Rives's Residence, New York Cil'

Carrere & Hastings, Architects.

cism" continue on the downward pati

disseminating in this issue such remaiL

able misinformation as the "pronounce

Greek origin" of a mantel (only the sligli!

est modification of the well-known Roni;i

Doric chimney-piece in the Henry i

Second Gallery at Fontainebleau!) in li:

Cleveland Bank.

In The Western Architect we again !

Mr. Dyer's Cleveland Bank, with insult it

added to injury by giving full credit tot!'

photographer, while still utterly ignoring tl

sculptor! One of Mr. Ittner's St. Lou

schools is noted, and a well-considered d'

sign for a church at Montclair, N. j., 1

Watson & Huckel; but far and away tl

most interesting plates are those showir

Cass Gilbert's suggested apjjroach to ll

new Minnesota Capitol at St. Paul, of wliii

we reproduce two views, along with wli

appears to be a concrete house at Detroit, 1

Albert Kahn, quite different from the iisii

type of that architect's designs.

The Architectural Record for August h

temporarily reformed, so far as to give illi

trations of a size adequate to the importan

of the article and the dignity of the stri

tures illustrated, for the third part of ^

Bragdon's "Architecture in the Unit

States," dealing with "The Sky-Scrapci

The author has, further, selected these ilii

trations with a qu

exceptional discrir

nation. Mr. Sulliva

BulTalo Office Bui

ing, McKim, Meaci

White's Gorhi

Building, Cass t

bcrt's West St. Bui

ing and Broadw
Chambers, Carrere

Hastings's Blair Bu

ing, and Robert

Kohn's Evening Fi

Building are all

table expressions
'Minn.

I
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louse for A. L. Schaeffer, University Hts., N.Y.

5<]uires & Wynkoop, Architects.

If commercial sky-scra])er of America.

he Metropolitan Life and Singer Build-

jig towers are "freaks" of a size that

bnders it impossible not to treat of them

1 any article dealing with this topic. The
\me thing is largely true of Mr. Burn-

jam's "Flatiron," and possibly could be

;retched even to include the Chicago

Railway Exchange," which we opine

) be one of the most pernicious and
lartistic office buildings in the world.

Ir. Bruce Price's American Surety

iuilding appears with dignity beside

le Broadway Chambers, than which

ut little higher praise can be given;

nd the New York Times Building

hows to less advantage from the pic-

jred point of view than it actually

oes in reality. Particularly in the

list of early morning or the twilight

f late afternoon, seen from far up or

own Broadway, this structure, un-

leasing as it may be in detail, then

Dars above the city streets in much the

av that we can imagine did the tow-

of Florence in the days of the

luclphs and Ghibelines.

We reproduce a view of Carrere &
lastings's Rives House on East 79th

treet, New York City, one of the most
ignified of recent New York dwellings,

ith an interior that has been carried

it by the designers with great care

I'l particularity. A number of gro-

(From "The Brickbuilder.")

House (or H. J. Keiser, Esq.. Sea Gate, N. V.
Squires & Wynkoop. Architects.

(fTotn "TIk' liricki)Liildfr."j

House at Cleveland, Ohio.
Watterson & Schneider, Architects.

(From "Architecture.")

(From "The American ArchHecl.")

hrst Niitional bank, l-'ittsl)urgh, Pa.
D. H. Burnham & Co., Architects.

House.for Ldw. D. Page, Mountain itation, N. J.

Squires & Wynkoop, Architects.

tes([ue European sho])-fronts are also illus-

trated, along with another of the articles

dealing with "The Architect in History.",,

Tlic Brickbuilder for August is princi-

l)ally interesting for its leading article,

dealing with "The Architectural Uses of

Burnt Clay," with illustrations substan-

tially confined to arch or dome construc-

tions of tile or colored terra-cotta. In

the text-pages we find another instance

of the individual use of brickwork

(that seems, of late months, to be
largely confined to expression in syna-

gogue architecture!) in a New Orleans

Synagogue by Emile Weil. An instal-

ment of " The Warming and Ventilating

of Hospital Buildings" appears; and a
great number of brick residences—
sixteen in all. We confess to find the

showing made by these residences most
disappointingly mediocre. With two
cxce])tions, there is hardly a new idea

in the lot! The same conventional

forms, the same attempts to rei)roduce

l)retentious historical styles at less than

a possible cost (resulting in a very

api)arent thinning and cheapening of

all the members), are their princii^al

characteristics — characteristics that

are coming too importantly into evi-

dence in American residence architec-

ture, and that can only be blamed upnin

the architect, who, unable to approach

the problem in a simple, direct, and ob-

(From "Architecture.")

House at Lake Forest, III.

Robert D. Kohn, Architect.

Country House at Montclair, >. J.

Frank E, Wallis, Architect. Wm. J. Rogers, Associated.
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(Ffom "The Western Architect. "1

vious manner, instead at-

tempts to reproduce dig-

nified and noble prece-

dents in ignoble forms

and materials. The ex-

ceptions noted refer to an

attractive small house

at Cleveland by Watter-

son & Schneider and

Robert D. Kohn's house

at Lake Forest, 111. (which

we reprint)— the only one

in the group where any

attempt has been made
to express the material.

The New York Architect for July publishes exteriors and interiors

of that very excellent station on the banks of the Seine known as

the Gare d'Orleans, an elaborate dwelling on Ri\erside Drive con-

taining some very marAclously carved interior woodwork, and the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Building. It hardly seems necessary

to give space to reproduction of the latter; the interiors, we regret

to say, being quite as old fashioned as in the old building next door.

The American Architect for August 4 deals with what is editori-

ally announced as the first of a series of articles on Professor Good-

year's hobby, "Architectural Refinements;" a title that has a

strangely familiar sound! The "Current Architectural Press" re-

appears in the same reminiscent form as last month. The plates il-

lustrate some attractive houses at Tarrytown by Ewing &Chappell.

The August 11 number treats of "The Fire-proof House," and

the plates illustrate dwellings by Squires & Wynkoop that in most

part have been previously published in The Architectural Record.

We reprint one or two of the more interesting types suggested.

.\ugust 18 deals with the architecture of Atlanta, Ga. The
drawings for the Forsyth Theater appear sufficiently interesting to

cause one to wonder whether its peculiarities of design will

justify themselves in execution. There is also illustrated a classic

church by Haralson Bleckley.

On -August 25 there is an article

on "The Grotesque in Gothic

Ornament," illustrated by a num-
ber of bosses, of which the best are

certainly those from the College

of the City of New York and the

West Point Military .Academy.

Despite the fact that no mention is

made of either sculptors or mod-
elers, we suspect that, in each case,

these gentlemen had rather more
to dowith the success of the results

obtained than did the architects

who have blandly absorbed unto

themselves all of the credit!

The plates show working draw-
ings of a New York church, ap-

parently another essay in that

"cast-iron" Gothic that results

Residence of A. L. Stephens, Crosse Poinle, Mich.

Albert Kahn. Architect.

(From " La Construction Moderne.")

Fencing School, Paris, France.
M. G. Farcv, Architect.

(From "The Architect," London.)
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from the mechanical em-
ployment of a grammar
of forms whose meanin"
and spirit are obsolete

and forgotten. It other-

wise seems impossible to

imagine employing two

towers so exactly alike,

when so many historic

examples illustrating the

charm of variation in de-

tail, if not also in propor-

tion and shape, exist to

guide observers in the

right direction. An un-

inspired and equally conventional bit of religious (?) architecture

is the Classic Renaissance memorial altar for the Church of St.

Paul the Apostle illustrated in this same issue.

The English Architectural Review contains the third article on

"Lecce" and Part II. on "Cambridge Colleges," showing the

Renaissance King's College, Trinity Library, Clare, Pembroke anr

Queen's Colleges. "Current .Architecture" {"et lu, Brute!") illus

trates interiors of the additions to the Glasgow Central Statioi

Hotel and of a Parish Church in Berwickshire, along with som^

further details of the Victoria and Albert Museum, which was par

tially published in this same magazine last month.
The first number of The Builder^s Journal for August publishe '

additional work of the Liverpool School of Architecture and, 01

1

August 1 1 , a brick Georgian house by Mr. Mervyn Macartney i

The Builder for July 31 contains an interesting school. .Augut

7 is published a typical "Business Premises" in London. Augus-

14 appears another group of excellent sketches made on the annua

'

Architectural Association excursion, which continue on .August 21

1

with Russell & Cooper's depressing structure for a Municipal

Building at Burslem.

The A rchitect for August 6 contains further illustrations of Bir

'

mingham University, and tW'(

attractive houses by Cossins, Pea

cock & Bewlay; for August 20
,

Boys' School at Bromley, Kem
by H. P. Burke Downing, an;

some Art Nouveau buildings fo,

an Exposition at Buenos Ayre

to occur from May to Novembe

of next year.

La Construction Moderne pul

lishes (July 31) the Rockefelk

Institute Building in New Yorl

an interesting fencing-school i

Paris by M. J. Farcy (August

;

which we reprint; and, on Augu

14, several structures for housir

dirigible balloons— so far as w

know, the first architectural illu

tration of so "advanced" a tyj

of building construction!

(From "The Architect," London.)

Entrance Front, "Beacon Wood," LIckey Hills, Worcestershire.
Cossins, Peacock & Bewlay, Architects.

Southwest Elevation, House on the Lickey Hills, Worcestershire.

Cossins, Peacock & Bewlay, Architects.

I
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Lxterior Plaster Construction, V.

Metal and Concrete Framing

By Frank Chouteau Brown

BESIDES the methods for constructing the plaster and fire-

])roof house already considered in these articles, and those

types of more strictly concrete buildings that are generally

inown, there are in more or less general use in different localities

|;veral variations from better known forms of construction, the two

asic principles of which have been experimentally utilized in dif-

•rent ways. In one, a light form of wall-construction of iron or

eel embedded in concrete

employed. In the other,

le lighter forms of bars

id structural supporting

lapes of iron, such as the

(lannel, T and I sections,

ive been adapted to rapid

jsembling for house-con-

ruction.

'While each of these

tethods originated in an

< tempt in some way to

1 tter the chea])er forms of

(isting constructive sys-

tjns, or to reduce the cost

( those more expensive, in

i endeavor to obtain a

i)re permanent form of

I use-construction; yet, as

a natter of fact, no one of

t;m has yet achieved such

jieral emi)loyment as to

J.
)ve both its general prac-

tjability and inexpense.

t in each case it must be

(ifessed that the failure

terially to reduce ex-

plise of employment is

pl)bably due in no small

M"t to the peculiarity of

t! construction and the
c^nparative novelty of the

njthod. It follows that

tlse schemes have been
aiually used so seldom it

homes particularly difh-

CU to gather very definite,

01 even approximately ex-

a(, data of costs or of re-

st ;s. This is the more
pi ticularly true as each system has as yet come into use only in

tht locality where it first had its inception, and where, conse-

flj'ntly, local circumstances are probably most favorable to its

ej^ employment af a low cost. If attempted in another locality

it light work out with considerably different results.

n that system based altogether on the use of a light iron stud
frjnework for walls and partitions, and a light form of I-beam of
ti^ same material for floors, the partitions and ceilings are plas-

d on wire lath in the ordinary way, and the entire structure

Loggia and Porch, House in Broolcline, Mass.

Frank Chouteau Brown. Architect.

te

Bif be rapidly erected and thoroughly tied together within itself

although from the metal framework used and the lightness of the

construction employed, it would seem that the separate parts of

such a dwelling would not be thoroughly insulated against sound
and, if of any considerable size, that the expansion and contrac-

tion of so rigid a framework as this might be sufficient to occasion

annoying cracks in both exterior and interior plaster surfaces.

The metal stud running through the partition from face to face

would, too, on account of

its greater susceptibility, be
likely to conduct sounds

' from room to room much
more readily than in a
wooden construction.

Both theory and prin-

ciple of this system may be

readily understood by refer-

ring to Figs. 2o and 21,

that show the channel-
shaped and formed metal

studding composing the up-

right partitions, with the

simple projecting prong
that can be readily bent

over after the metal lath is

placed against the supports,

so fastening it in place.

These studs and beams are

also made with prongs on
both faces so that they may
be lathed upon both sides

of an insulating air-space

for an exterior or interior

partition.

On floors the principle

consists in a metal plate,

bent so as to have a num-
ber of stiffening perpendic-

ular sections to the foot,

that rests across the top

(Fig. 21) or between the

flanges of light metal floor-

beams, and is filled in on

the top with cement, and re-

mains as a permanent part

of the floor-construction,

thus doing away with the

expense of building and
setting temporary forms— an idea that has many theoretical ad-

vantages. Its disadvantages lie in the fact that, in spans of any

great length, the metal plates required to hold this material with

sufficient stiffness to obtain the best results in setting would be of

such thickness and weight as— from the very amount of metal

required — to much increase the cost of this portion of the con-

struction beyond an economical ratio; while, further, their expense

of transportation becomes a variable quantity dependent upon

the weight of the metal and the distance from the factory at

which they would be used. By arching these metal plates from

Copyright, igog, hy Bates &° GuUd Company
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flange to flange (Fig. 22) a

lighter section may be used or

a stronger floor may be ob-

tained; but the extra weight

of concrete added in the

haunches of the arch then re-

quires still heavier supporting

floor-beams.

While the manufacturers of

this system claim that a house

at Tuxedo, figured to cost

$7,500 in wood, was con-

structed by this means at a

cost of $6,500, still, figuring

from their own prices, this

could not be a typical in-

stance, as the floor-cost, for

the reinforcement alone, up to

spans ten feet long, is $.16 to

the square foot. The lath and

clips would amount to $.03 or

$.04, and adding the cost of

four inches of concrete and

the plastered ceiling, with the

labor of installing the neces-

sary ironwork and furrings, it

is readily seen that their installation, ready for flooring, would

run well above the cost of ordinary methods of floor-construction;

while partition work figures out— for the construction alone—
on thin interior metal partitions to be plastered both sides, ^to

about $.30 a yard, and on heavier exterior or bearing partitions

to about $.50 a yard— both somewhat prohibitive figures, and
— adding wire lath, labor, and plastering both sides —very much
higher than wooden construction would be in most localities.

In adapting the other principle of construction, the intention is

in each case to avoid the use of temporary waU-forms or center-

ing; and the ironwork, both iron studs and iron lath, is so devised

as to itself take the place of this centering and form work, the

placing and removal of which is conceded to be a considerable

part of the expense of cast concrete construction. So far, experi-

ments have been directed toward using this combination in two

different ways. In the first, where substantially a concrete form

of construction is desired, the studs could be of much lighter ma-

terial than in the other; while the lath used against the outer and

inner face of these studs is some form of expanded metal or

herringbone of sufl&ciently small mesh, or with a comparatively

small number of openings, so that the space between the lath and

studs can be poured full of a very fluid mixture of concrete (Fig.

23) without allowing too much of it to

escape through these meshes. When
hardened, this gives substantially a con-

crete wall, with rough and uneven lathed

outer and inner faces; which can then be

plastered and finished in any way desired.

Such a form of construction carries

with it all the disadvantages of a solid

concrete wall, especially so far as the

transmission of moisture is concerned,

and would therefore better be water-

proofed on its outer or inner face (prefer-

ably the former) with some form of

hydrolithic or Medusa treatment before

the surface finish is applied. Of course,

the surface upon which this water-proof-

ing compound must go is excessively

rough, and any paint put on with a

brush is not likely to cover with a com-
plete and unbroken coat. For that rea-

son possibly a very fluid Medusa mixture

applied with a whitewash brush and well

worked in would better answer the pur-

poses of waterproofing this form of con-

struction than any of the easier applied
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rHICK-HOLLOW-
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water-proof paints. Medusa,
too, gives a better bond for

holding the surface plastering

than some forms of water-

proofing that, under certain

conditions, have occasionally

appeared to be a factor in the

peeling off of the surface ce-

ment coatings applied upon
their face.

The advantages of this sys-

tem lie, obviously, in the elim-

ination of carpenters' labor in

the placing, fitting, and taking

down of wooden forms. It

has, too, advantages of quid
handling of the original mate-

rial that should effect a fur-

ther saving in time of con-

struction. On the other hand,

where a form — and much of

the material used in making
forms— can be used over and

over again on the same house,

or even upon a number of

houses (and, in all, only a

comparatively small amount of form lumber may be required for

constructing walls and floors of a large dwelling), yet here both

faces of the wall have to be entirely covered with an expensive

material which becomes a permanent part of the wall and cannot

be used again— although it is true it performs its important part

as a reinforcement that permits of a thinner wall than the ordi-

nary cement construction. There should also be a further propor-

tionate saving in the cost of stock and labor in mixing of concrete.

For instance, where a wall of concrete might have to be eight

inches thick, a six-inch or even possibly a five-inch wall of this

form of construction would be sufficiently strong for the ordinary

dwelling.

The other method of utilizing this same general constructive

method is to erect the iron studs and metal lath in exactly the

same way as for the system first considered ; except that, as more

dependence is here placed upon the ironwork for support, the

studding would have to be heavier and placed more closely to-

gether. Upon each side of this studding, as before, the expanded

metal— which may now, however, be correspondingly lighter in

weight and more open in mesh— is placed, and given one heavy

rough coat of concrete plaster upon its outer faces on both sides

of^ the wall. When thoroughly hard, this first rough plaster coat

becomes at one and the same time a form

capable of holding any cement pouring

that may be placed inside the wall for

purposes of securing additional strength

at weak points, at the same time as it

acts as the first coat for the plaster sur-

facing, both inside and out of the dwell

ing. The use of any additional poured

concrete reinforcement, provided the first

metal construction be heavy enough in

the first place, can of course be consider

ably restricted, and need only l)e used at

the sides of large wall-openings, at the

corners of the house, or under those

points where considerable weight is con-

centrated from floor or roof loads; so that

the amount of concrete actually used is

reduced to a minimum, while at the same

time the ])erson living in the house pos-

sesses the advantages undoubtedly found

in a form of outside wall-construction

where a permanent and certain air-space

is obtained.

It should also be noted that, while in

both the cases just described the use ol
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iron or metal studding has

been taken for granted, yet

the use of such metal studding

is not an absolute necessity.

In either construction, a wood
stud (Fig. 23) could be used

with equal ease — so far as

the immediate structural ne-

cessities are concerned. It

gives sufficient support for the

metal lath placed upon either

side; and if it should happen

to later rot out from damp-

ness in the wall surrounding

it, in the tirst instance it would not much matter, inasmuch as an
air-space would then be supplied at this point in the wall, which
would by that time be amply strong to stand of itself. In the

second case it would, of course, be more considerable of a defect;

as, unless the poured concrete reinforcements were placed at fre-

quent intervals in the wall, the elimination of the studwork would
cause sagging and other deteriorations in the dwelling. On the

other hand, the wood studs in this second instance would be much
less liable to rot, on account of the conditions being almost pre-

isely the same as they would be in any wooden dwelling, except

a those points where additional support of poured concrete had
jcen necessitated, and then it would but seldom be the case tliat

he stud would be surrounded on both sides and completely en-

.losed in the concrete, and the poured portion would be liable to

iffect only one side of the wood.

In all three of these methods of construction it should be re-

membered that, with studs spaced more than ten inches apart,

jnly an expanded metal or sheet iron, or a reinforced wire lath,

:an be used applied directly on studs or joints. If iron furring-

trips are added to obtain smaller spacings for wire-lath supports a
onsiderable addition is made to the cost of the construction.

When it comes to actual floor-construction, neither of the last

i;wo treatments has been worked out so as to be wholly satisfac-

i:ory as yet. In the first variation, a metal beam of eight-inch

llepth, or thereabouts, is sufficient to carry floor-spans up to

HS'o", provided a special additional tension reinforcement is

olaced in the spaces between the beams before the concrete is

j-un into place. Then it would seem that the strength first re-

liuired in the I-beams to carry the rough concrete until it sets is

jvasted after that time; inasmuch as practically a self-supporting

concrete floor is individually laid between and around these metal
oeams. This construction possesses, too, all the disadvantages of
he solid concrete type, especially in the transmission of noise,

ind the reverberation likely to result when no air-spaces are pro-
'ided. Of course, the finished floor-surface can be attached to

creeds laid in cement; or clear of the cement floor-construction,
o as to obtain an air-space at this point;

.nd an air-space can be provided in all

)artitions, bearing or non-bearing, but both
neans of insulation are only to be obtained
•t a still further increase in cost.

In the case of the second system, the

loor is individually supported on joists or
•earns of either metal or wood; with metal
ithing fastened to their bottom surfaces
or, if spaced too far apart, on cross-fur-

ings) and plastered to provide the ceiling,

[uite as would be the case in ordinary
lOuse-construction. As no advantage is to
le obtained from the extra weight imposed
ly filling in with concrete the spaces be-
ween the beams (the floor-beams them-
elves being necessarily of sufficient strength
carry the floor and its imposed weight),

ihe floors are generally laid directly across
he top of these joists (Fig. 21), with the
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^r-space in between that helps to prevent
jhe transmission of noise; but this space
|rovides the customary conveniences for
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Fig. 23.

vermin, dirt, and fire. Of
course the substitution of

wood joists or studs for metal

at once detracts from what
fire-proof qualities might exist

in this combination of metal

and concrete.

And right here enters a seri-

ous consideration. In no one
of these fonns of construction

is the metal adequately and
properly protected on its sur-

faces from attack by fire, and
in a frame containing so much

iron it would require but little heat to start expansion in such a

way as would seriously rack the entire framework of the house

and most certainly crack plastering or concrete. Despite the

statements of theorists to the contrary, the use of metal in the

form of beams in conjunction with concrete does detract from the

latter's permanence. Even the amount of expansion occasioned

by the heat of the sun, through a long-continued spell of dry

weather, transmitted by so good a conductor as concrete, will

cause a movement in a body of metal such as composes an I-beam

to an extent that will inevitably crack through the surface of a

body of concrete several inches thick, both above and below the

beam (Fig. 22), when thoroughly encased in the material. When
exposed on either surface the metal is even more peculiarly sus-

ceptible to extremes of heat and cold. Unprotected iron is more
easily injured by fire than unprotected wood, and this fact per-

fectly applies to its use under the above conditions.

Other ingenious inventions have been made and exploited,

among them being concrete floor-joists; a structural framework of

standard pipe sizes; canvas on supporting wire instead of wood or

metal forms for floors; and numerous others; but writing at the

present time, it hardly seems possible that any of the above types

of construction are going to be of permanent interest and value to

the community. Dangerous as is the assumption of the r6le of

prophet, it yet seems obvious enough that, both in practical ad-

vantages and in cost, the terra-cotta constructed dwelling is un-

doubtedly superior and cheaper, while at the same time providing

a supporting-wall perfectly adapted to carrying a fire-proof floor;

which is not true of the iron constructions unless additional ex-

pense is added by the amount of metal employed, or by its addi-

tional reinforcement or strengthening by means of poured con-

crete, or concrete piers.

For certain portions of the building some of these treatments

may hereafter, with further experiment and use, become better

available. As a fire-resisting and inexpensive roof-construction,

for instance, some one of the several methods just mentioned

would seem to offer possibilities of development that would allow

a roof of some one of the types indicated to

be used in combination with concrete floors

and terra-cotta walls with the greatest

economy of cost and weight, and with

the most beneficial results. Interior non-

supporting partitions, it would seem, could

also be readily and quickly constructed of the

metal stud, and, where lathed and plastered

on both sides, woidd probably be sufficiently

fire-resisting for all ordinary purposes.

They could, further, be easily made sound-

proof (such as by some form of mineral

wool or other insulating filling) if it became

advisable so to do. As a complete form of

house-construction, however, it is doubtful

if any one of the above methods is to be

widely commended at the present time;

while it has been extremely difficult, as has

before been stated, to get sufficiently exact

costs and comparative figures on these con-

structions to enable the architect to compare

them advantageously with the other systems

before, or hereafter to be, considered.
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There remain to be considered

two other forms of construction

—

presenting, at the least, distinct

theoretical advantages— that are

hardly to be classified under any

of the ordinary cement methods

of building. These schemes are

also still in an experimental stage

(patents on both being pending)

;

but they would seem to promise

— in certain cases— to be possi-

bly inexpensive and advantageous

ways of constructing dwellings;

especially those small in size and

not too involved in horizontal or

perpendicular outline.

As was the case with the con-

structions above considered, both

had their inception in the endeavor

to avoid lossof labor and material

in the use of forms; only, instead

of avoiding forms by incorpora-

ting some other substitute as a

permanent part of the construction, the endeavor here has been

to adopt some unit capable of becoming a "type" form which

could be used over and over again. The inventors have also real-

ized that the least expensive way of running and surfacing concrete

is upon a horizontal plane; and the system first considered is there-

fore adapted to the construction of a building, both walls and floors,

altogether in this way; the walls being afterward "raised," set in

place, and held by reinforcement at the angles. This scheme, too,

requires a minimum amount of material, both of cement and its

various aggregates; so that, in these directions, it is more econom-

ical than most methods for the use of concrete in building construc-

tion. The difficulty in applying this method to actual work comes,

however, in the fact that a number of angles in the wall, or a num-

ber of openings, add greatly to the complexity of the problem and

to the additional labor of construction. This is, of course, true of

any concrete or masonry wall; but, in the present case, the diffi-

culty is greater in proportion to the cost of the system itself, which

is essentially simple and, if used upon a simply planned dwelling, is

particularly available for rapid and inexpensive progress.

In brief, this method may be described as follows : As soon as the

foundations are brought up to the level of the first floor this floor is

bid, in any desired form of construction, from wood to concrete,

that may be adopted. Upon this floor the walls of the house are

separately cast in sections, these sections being as long as the wall

is unbroken by an angle— up to distances of about forty feet.

A series of metal forms of uniform size and section, arranged so

that each can be laid inside of and overlapping the other units, on

short supporting blocks placed upon the floor to support the raised

surfaces of the sections, shown in Fig. 24, enables the entire wall to

be laid out easily and rapidly once its outside dimensions have been

determined and laid down upon the floor. In height this wall would

extend up to the bottom of the second-story floor. The forms once

in place, rod reinforcements are inserted in the stud spaces and the

concrete pKJured over the entire surface of the form, filling com-
pletely the places left for the studs and covering the shallow por-

tions to the uniform depth of an inch, or thereabouts— depending
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on the desired strength of the wall

(Fig. 26). After this concrete is

poured, a second reinforcement,

composed of any cheap form of

wire mesh — even chicken- fenc-

ing is sufficient— is spread en-

tirely over the cement, and over

this again is run a further cement

coat of any required thickness; —
which can also be of a different

formation and aggregate, when it

is desirable to obtain a texture or

color-effect upon the finished sur-

face. This upper coat can then

be surfaced while upon the floor

(Fig. 27), at the greatest possible

saving of expense, either by wash-

ing with acid or by some textural

treatment such as hammering or

scouring, or whatever has been

adopted for the final surface

treatment of the building. After

the various sections comprising

the wall of the building are cast and surfaced, they are "raised"

into place (see below) by means of a special derrick and there

firmly held until the spaces coming at the corner angles are en-

closed by boards inside and out and run with a fluid mixture of

concrete around iron-rod reinforcements put in place from above,

so thoroughly tying the house together at the angles— and giving

in this "corner-board" treatment, as well, a different surface effect

on the outside angle, that may be made a decorative element of the

house-design. Of course, all openings for doors and windows arc

blocked out before this wall is run— either by placing the frames

of windows and doors upon the floor in the exact positions they will

occupy in the house; or a furring may be substituted, when such is

more desirable. After the walls of the house have been raised a

story the second floor is put in place (if of concrete, it can even be

run upon the same forms as were set for the first floor) and the sec-

ond-story walls are made and raised from the level of the second

floor in the same way as were those of the first. Upon the attic

floor, in turn, the roof may be made, provided that it is to be of

concrete construction (and this is, by the way, the cheapest method

of forming roof-construction yet invented for cement). For that

purpose the rougher aggregates are used and left exposed, the

cement being cleaned from the surface, thus allowing the water-

proof covering of tar, pitch,— or whatever it may be —• to have an

opportunity to combine firmly and permanently with the struc-

tural portion of the roof.

The matter of lathing and plastering upon the inside of these

walls is taken care of in two ways. If metal lath is used the lath is

set into the form before the stud portion of the wall is run, in such

a way that it is locked firmly on one edge, the other edge being

loose. When the wall is raised into place this loose edge is laced

by wire, or nailed by staples or otherwise, into the firmly fastened

edge of the next adjoining strip, and the inner plaster coating then

applied on the wire, just as in any house-plastering. This wall

then provides the air-space generally considered desirable in the

best forms of concrete dwelling construction. It is also possible to

place a wooden furring-strip or screed along the bottom of the form

fig. 26. Forms in Place and First Pouring Under Way. Raising Si'ttioTi of Wall with Special Derrick. Fig. 27. Surfacing Cast Wall on Floor before Raising.
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it the inner or lower edge of the

,tu(l before pouring the concrete,

|;o obtaining a nailing to which

lA^ire lath may be afterward

Stapled or wooden lath nailed.

This method of construction

Joes not lend itself to actual

vork as easily as it is theoretically

'xplaincd. There arise a number
if minor difliculties in its appli-

ation to actual construction that

lave either to be foreseen by the

ontractor or otherwise taken

are of as they come up; but

'.liere so many of the problems

laving to do with the construc-

ion and design of the concrete

louse are so ingeniously solved,

f would be comparatively easy

;> work out these necessary fur-

her details of construction as

hey might arise.

In this form of cement con-

truction the matter of expense

lepends — as always— almost

/holly on the arrangement and

esign of the house. As holds

rue of any concrete house, the

rouping of the windows, the

limination of unnecessary angles and projecting bays, the adop-

on of uniform lines for floors, eaves, and roof slopes, all tend

)ward simplifying and keeping down the cost of construction.

I'he house shown on page 138 was actually estimated — the ex-

rior wall-constructions only — with a wooden frame, furred and

ire-lathed with Clinton cloth, plastered outside and lathed in,

p cost $1,075.00. The same exterior wall in vitrified glazed terra-

jotta, plastered outside, amounted to $1,475.00; and the estimate

|n the form of construction just described was $1,590.00, or $515
Ibove the cost in wood; showing how the figures for these three forms

If plastered house-construction would compare in this definite case.

With both the last two named figures, by the way, $50 for "box"
indow-frames should be added to the cost of carpenter-work on

le house.) The house used as an example is shown herewith (in

lates LXXX, LXXXI, and LXXXII), so that each reader may
3me to his own conclusions as to the comparative application to

is own practice of the estimates given. It was neither unduly

mple nor very complex, but was indeed designed as inexpensively

5 was deemed advisable when contemplating its construction in

ilt-glazed, or vitrified, terra-cotta tile.

In the above figures neither the construction of floors nor of in-

;rior partitions was taken into account; therefore a wholly fire-

roof house would nol have been obtained for this slight additional

5st. Attention was here directed solely toward securing a perma-
ent wall to carry the exterior stucco surface. Given concrete

oors, however (which, if surfaced with wood, would cost about

lirty-five per cent more than wooden floor joist construction),

le interior partitions could be constructed in various ways which
ould provide fire-resisting partitions at a cost substantially little

iflerent from a partition built of wood — in which case a house

) substantially "fire-proof" as the ordinary American understands

le term to mean could have been obtained.

Another most ingenious and likewise inexpensive way of form-

ig a hollow concrete wall is also intended to avoid the use of ex-

;nsive forms and at the same time cheapen the cost of making the

jllow concrete block which, except in the dry-tamped form, is

'/ inexpensive; and then neither so strong nor so impervious to

loisture as the block made from a wet mixture. This scheme
jriefly consists in making, cither in the factory or on the building-

te, a number of separate slabs, ij or 2 inches thick, reinforced

f poultry-netting, through which run two or three lengths of heavy
ire projecting a considerable distance beyond the ends — de-

eding on the thickness of wall desired. In practice, these slabs

"e often made one on top of the other, in bottomless boxes of the

G\3T "^LA5- UNirVv^XlL'
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Wall c?Joijt
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determined thickness of the slab

required (Fig. 25), with a sheet

of building-paper laid across the

boxes to keep the slabs separate
one from the other. The top sur-

face of each slab is ".struck off"
with a straight-edge, and, the

blocks being always made face up,

this surface can be troweled,

floated, or faced with a coating of

marble dust or other material to

give any granular texture or color

desired. The top of the slab may
afterward be surface finished by
washing with acid or otherwise,

treating it just as in the system of

makingwalls above described. Af-

ter a number of slabs have been
made the wall is constructed by
placing a slab on the outside and
a slab on the inside of the wall,

bringing the wires sticking from
the ends together and twisting

them as is shown in the sketch

(Fig. 25). The horizontal joints

are spread with mortar, then the

next portion is laid, and the wires^
locked together, precisely as just

described. These joints and twist-

ed wires come directly over each other in every alternate course
and, by placing the two wooden forms two, three, or four inches
apart, on each side of this joint and between the slabs of con-
crete, the distance between the latter is regulated and a form is

made in which the stud may be poured, thus completely enclos-

ing the wires and locking both faces of the wall absolutely to-

gether. The short board studs— made in two wedge-shaped por-

tions for convenience in removing— composing the forms at

each side of the cast stud can be used over and over again. To
obtain a horizontal tie between the courses only a short length of

the stud is poured at a time. By this means the pouring may be
made to include the lower wire of the uppermost course and extend

])art way down the course below (in order to catch the top bond
wires in the same pouring as the lower wires in the course imposed
above it). The joists may be placed so as to carry the floor-load

directly—by arranging a joist to come upon each stud; or, by set-

ting up a shallow form and pouring a solid girt all around the

building, so connecting the top of the studs together, any form of

floor-construction may be carried in the ordinary fashion.

With this system the greatest freedom in hancUing is possible, as

any thickness of wall or size of stud may be used with equal ease

and rapidity, it being necessary only to widen the space between

the wooden forms used in casting the stud in case greater strength

is required at any one place. The wall-spaces between the studs

may also be poured full of fluid concrete with the greatest ease.

The size and thickness of the blocks may easily be varied to suit

the purposes of the building. As a rule the wall-slab is made about

li" thick, about 2'o" high and 3'©" or 3'6" long. It can be made
with a finished surface both inside or out; or left a rougher texture

to afterward receive a plaster coating. This method requires a very

small amount of concrete and of form-construction, the latter

])articularly being so simple that a sufficient quantity to run slabs

for an entire house may be made in a few hours. It is also possible

— by pouring the studs in a three-sided box— to use slabs only

upon the outer face of the wall, and lath and plaster on the inner

face by the same methods as are shown in plan section in Fig. 24.

These various methods of house-construction are here described

for what suggestive values they may possess. Almost all of them as

yet remain in an experimental stage, and while further investigation

and experiment may succeed in cheai)ening and bettering any one

of them, or all, it will probably require some years more of experi-

ence before definite results can be known as to their permanence,

fire-proof and weather-resisting qualities, inexpense of mainte-

nance, and adaptability to the purposes of American house-design.
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IT
is an interesting and anomalous fact that while in the lield of

science, mechanics, and engineering the American genius is

proverbially and characteristically original, resourceful, and
'aring; in the matter of architectural design it is conventional,

limid, and conservative compared with the European, notwith-

[tanding the fact that from the very nature of the case it is less

jubject to solicitation to follow in those well-worn paths whose
lilestones are the architectural masterpieces of preceding genera-

ons more richly dowered with the aesthetic sense than is our own.

'he American architect, for some mysterious reason, has an ear

)ss sensitive and attuned to the modern note than his European
^ntemporary. Even the uninitiated and for the most part unob-

;rvant tourist can scarcely escape (whether for liking or abhor-

;nce) the appeal of the " New Art," in some of its various mani-
rstations, in such cities as Paris, Berlin, Munich, and Stockholm;
ut he will look in vain for anything even remotely of its kind or

')nceived in similar spirit in the streets of New York, Philadel-

lia, or Boston— Chicago is perhaps an exception. The Middle
iges, the Fifteenth Century, the Eighteenth, find representation in

I any and varied presentments reminiscent

the architecture of these periods, but the

lirit of the Twentieth Century speaks no-

liere except in works of sheer engineering;

id these are often fig-leafed from the old

>d consecrated architectural vine.

What is the reason of "this thusness"?
ay it not be that though not lacking in assur-

iice of our competence in all practical fields,

I

I

the aesthetic side we are still so uncertain of

< rselves that we hasten to take refuge in " the

III right thing," which in architecture we
(nccive to be nothing other than the im-
irted article, tried by time and hallowed by
tidition? Not differently, a member of our
luveau riche class, with full confidence in
Ip ability but mistrustful of his antecedents,
T )vides himself with a collection of family

portraits, a coat of arms, and a family tree with which to face
the world, instead of standing squarely on his achievements and
his personality.

The comparison, further developed, may have in it a useful
lesson. The parvenu's course is admittedly foolish, and is apt to
defeat its own end. May not we architects— by following prece-
dents which are not ours, and which the European architects,
whose they are, are themselves abandoning as inadequate and in-

expressive—be making a similar mistake, and missing, at the
same time, a golden, a never to-be-recovered opportunity: that of
imaging the Zeit-geist in a manner beautiful, rational, and new?

In this country we are in our beginnings, all along the line.

Only on this hypothesis is our civilization comprehensible; only so
is it tolerable. Why, then, concern ourselves so much with archi-
tectural finalities? Why not be content to be beginners in archi-
tecture, too?

THE above editorial, first intended for our November issue
two years ago, was put aside in favor of some more pressing
and timely topic. Yet so rapid is our progress as a nation —

even in the comparatively quiet backwaters of the port of Boston —
that it may not now be printed without qualifying at least one state-

ment that it incidentally contains. The Art Nouveau — it is with
regret that we confess the fact before the worid — has at last come,
even unto Boston. Already one margin of the Sacred Street of the
Cowpath carries a tall facade largely composed of flowing outlines,

circular forms, smiling, mask-like faces, and rare and exotic veg-

etable growths; while a half-dozen "picture theaters" have even
more latterly blossomed out with smiling leprous fronts in the most
eviscerated plastications of the "Philadelphia Lubinesque!"

But— the shame presses still deeper and nearer to Boston's
most holy of holies— other hoardings on Washington Street, since

removed, expose to the irreverent gaze of staid Bostonians and
ribald Western visitors alike, nestling close under the shadow of

th^t sacrosatict Museum, the Old South Church, two "Vomito-
ries" of cast cement, in a shape and design exactly like unto the

one pictured below, photographed a couple of short blocks further

along this same street, in Adams Square.

Shades of the Pilgrim Fathers, how did this come to be?

ONE of the prevailing defects in the present-day dwelling

architecture of this country is its lack of simplicity. In

color, in design, in plan, in detail, its absence is felt through-

out. In color it tends to the use of many materials and — espe-

cially in brick — of odd or bizarre tones. In design it tends to the

use of complex and conventional compositions that do not suit the

material in which they are constructed any more than they are

likely to suit the site where they are placed. The detail, too, often

runs to foreign motives, and conventional or hackneyed designs.

In plan, a needless multiplicity of rooms increases the expense of

building, and running the household; while it is also largely respon-

sible for the "servant question" that is now so omnipresent!

Why is it necessary that we clothe the exterior of our buildings

with consciously borrowed and derived historic trappings, till we
come, unblushingly, to ask "Was such a house done in the ' Francois

Premier' style?" nor experience no surprise at the answer, "No,

that was the one before; this is a 'Cement

Mission' design!" Just think how much archi-

tecture in America would be improved if we

could but clean off all this extraneous and

foreign ornament and decoration, that now

confuse our designs and muss up our draw-

ings of facades imtil the eye is perverted from

its intent of analyzing and correcting propor-

tions of outline and opening, and led into a

trackless maze of applied and unnecessary

detail. Much better no detail at all than so

bastard, false, and inexpressive a lot as is now

the current architectural coin!

Simplify the plan, and difficuUies of house-

keeping and expense of construction will

both be reduced. Eliminate yet more com-

plexity—as of finish— and who knows but

they may vanish altogether!
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(From "The Architectural Record.")

{fKm "The AtchileclunJ Record."'

Dwelling-house. Berlin.

The Late Alfred Messel, Architect.

PLACES of honor are given this

month to Germany and Italy, those

countries having produced the best

of the architecture published in the Sep-

tember American magazines. Rivalled

only by the Waterbury Station; the Sale-

sian Church and Institute at Bologna is so

unexpected a continuance of local material

and precedent that it well deserves repro-

duction at the head of these columns;

while the BerUn School Administration

Building might actually have come from

the very hand of Brunelleschi, or— more

probably — Sanmichelli himself!

Undoubtedly the most interesting con-

tribution to the September Architectural

Record is Mr. Granger's article on " Mod-

em German Architecture," which, for

the last half-dozen years, has swept far

and away beyond the conventional archi-

tectural output of France; being indeed

the single continental country where archi-

tecture is to-day a live and vital art. For

a number of years those few architects in

England and America who have had the

freedom of mind that enabled them to ap-

preciate the best designs of the German

and Austrian schools, at

the same time as they

recognized and disre-

garded its eccentricities

and extremes, have made

much profit and prog-

ress by the lessons there

learned. A very consid-

erable part of the move-

ment for simplicity in

architectural design, the

use of color and the em-

phasis of beautiful con-

tours and outiine rather

than conventional orna-

mentation, has resulted

from the lessons taught

by modern German
architects—although ab-

sorbed oftentimes at

second, third, or fourth

hand! It is greatly to be

regretted that Prof. Al-

fred Messel, whose work

Current Periodicals

A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

iFrom "Architecture.")

New Salesian Church, Bologna. Italy.

E-doardo Collamarini. Architect.

(From " The Brickbuilder.")

Church of 51. I'aul, I Philadelphia, Pa.

Thomas. Churchman & Molitor, Architects.

(From "The Brickbuilder.")

I<.„lvvay Station , ;
'
' -i- Vn ,,l,;rl,i„v, C <,nn.

McKim. Mead 6l white. Arcliilects.

School Administration Building, Berlin.

Ludwig Hoffmann. Architect.

is of principal interest among the illustra-

tions shown, and whose masterpiece, tht

Wertheim Warehouse, was illustrated on

our own pages in July, 1906, should

have recently died — as his death is a loss

not only to art development in Germany

Init to the entire progress of modern archi

lecture.

Next in interest is a short article with

illustrations of some sixteenth and seven

teenth century Parisian mansions. While

some are of familiar work, they yet makt

an interesting group — and a few, such as

the Hotel D'Aumont and the H6tel de

Chalons, are worthy of the most careful

study and consideration. Articles on

"Architecture of the Business North-

west" and "The Work of William"Apple

ton Potter" compare rather unfavorabl}

with the modern German work, botl

commercial and otherwise. Of Mr. Pot

ter's reproduced designs, the Library a

Princeton University is certainly th(

best.

Architecture for September publishes ;

number of illustrations of the Metropoli

tan Life Tower interiors, upon the ba.

taste of which we have al

* ready remarked. The in

teriors of a New York res

idence also fail narrow!}

Ijut completely, from tlia

refinement that is comin

to be demanded as

standard of modern tasti

Mr. Horace Trumbauer

country house at Lan:

downe, Penn., that w

reprint, is as distinctive

a type of good Colom

architecture as the " C'

lonial Club" at Princ

ton is of bad. Win

low] & Bigelow's n(

well-known Garlai

House at Hamilton (pu

lished in The Revu

April, 1905) also appea

The most interest!

single building is t

new brick church
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fFrom "The American Architect.") M'rom *Vrh«- ArniTiw.n An. hit<-. !
"

)

House at " Baybcrry Point," Islijj,

Grosvenor Atterbury, Architect.

L. I.

I

liologna, illustrated by a general view and detail,

;he former of which we reprint. This is as excel-

I'nt an example of the intelligent use of material

<is can be provided in this country, and quite in

accord with the most modern treatments anywhere in vogue
leed, we doubt if the expression of detail in brickwork can be car-

ried much further than has here been done.

For articles, the September Brickbuilder contains the fifth in-

stalments of " The Housing Prob-

lem" and "Warming and Venti-

lating of Hospitals;" and another

dealing with the work of Jules

Guerin— the illustrations of

which, for some reason or other,

express much less character and
texture than is generally to be

found in this artist's work. The
xteriors, too, by the way, are

iniformly better than his interi-

ors, principally because better

suited to the monotone night or

moonlight treatments that he af-

fects, and in the expression of

which his work appears always
to the best advantage.

The plates this month are con-

siderably more interesting than
usual. A number reproduce
modern treatments of brick of

varied color and rough texture

^et in extra wide mortar joints,

;md include Trowbridge & Liv-

ingston's dispensary in New
York; St. Mary's Church, by
Carr^re & Hastings & T. E.

Blake; Louis Boynton's stores

and apartments at Cedarhurst,
L. L; and a well-conceived and
onservative Colonial design for

(From "The Western Architect.")

(From "The Amefkan ArchUad.**)

Detail of Entrance, " Bayberry Point."

Grosvenor Atterbury, Architect.

In-

( From "Architecture."

)

Country House at Lansdowne, Pa.
Horace Trumbauer. Architect.

(From "The American Architect.")

Garden from terrace. House at Hollywood, Cal.
Myron Hunt & Llmer Grey, Architects.

r
Pergola and Landing. "Bayberry Point," Wip, U I.

Grosvenor Atterbury, Architect.

a Washington home by Marsh & Peter. Four
plates— including two of consistent interiors —
are devoted to MacLaren & Thomas's house at
Broadmoor, Col., a reworking (in terracotta) of

the well-known Trianon motif. Thomas, Churchman & Molitor's
Church of St. Paul at Philadelphia is along the best line of modern
English design, and is here selected for reproduction.
The McKim, Mead &: White railroad station at Waterbury is

a most delicate and refined (jxk-

sibly, loo refined) treatment of a
station problem, incorporating

the now conventionally accepted
triple-arch motive in a somewhat
unhackneyed fashion. The
Campanile is particularly refined

Italianate. The texture of the

brickwork shows only in the

photographs of smaller details.

The Western A rchitect for Sep-
tember contains two prop)osed

civic improvement schemes,

—

one at Baltimore, in the region

immediately south of the present

City Hall; the other for the city

of Milwaukee. A number of

small dwellings are illustrated, as

well as a characteristic design by
Mr. Ittner for the Rose Fanning
School at St. Louis.

The New York Architect for

August is devoted to the work of

Grosvenor Atterbury and his as-

sociates. Most of it is, to a con-

siderable extent, already well

known to the profession. Still

other illustrations are of old and
unimportant work. A number of

the best show the houses at Bay-

berry Point (also reproduced in

The Western Architect.")(From '

ll^^^'te

^Hiwii It init

Proposed Civic Development Plan for Baltimore, Md.
J. M. Carrere & A. W. Brunner, Archts. Fredericic Law Olmstead, Landscape Archl.

Proposed Civic Development Plan for Milwaukee, Wis.

Alfred W. Clas, Architect.
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(from " The ArthHocl." London.) (From "The Archilect." London.) (From "The Architect." London.) (From " La Construction Moderne.")

United Counties Bank, Walsall.

Cossins, Peacock & Bewlay. Architects.

United Counties Bank, Dudley.

Cossins, Peacock & Bewlay, Archts.

Facade in KIngsway, London.
E-dwin L. Lutvens. Architect.

5nia Hotel, Rue de la Faisanderie, Pari.s.

M. Blanche, Architect.

The Atnerican Archilect for September 8). The details of the Gov-

ernor's room are valuable and distinctive. The hallvi^ay of the

Bessemer Building has: carried out the suggestion of the name by

treating the walls and ceiling with structural ironwork— albeit

rather after the style of the American engineer than the French

architect! One or two new city houses; as many— and more in-

teresting— commercial buildings, and two or three pseudo-pic-

turesque and older-fashioned dwellings conclude the issue.

The American Architect for September i contains "Notes from

Europe," and illustrates an attractive California garden at Holly-

w(xxi by Myron Hunt & Elmer Grey (of which we reprint a general

view) and a number of unusually attractive illustrations of English

garden bits, from photographs by Thomas W. Sears.

September 8 appear the second article on the Goodyear series

of "Refinements," illustra-

tions of a hotel at San An-

tonio, and more pictures of the

same stucco houses at "Bay-
berry Point" reproduced in

The New York Architect. We
reprint several details, giv-

ing a general idea of the treat-

ment of the entire property.

September 15 the plates are

entirely given to a stodgy and

under(ione court-house at

Wilkes Barre, Penn., that con-

tains, nevertheless, some ex-

cellent mural decorations.

September 22 the article

deals with "The Lighting of

Churches," a most par-

ticular problem that is

generally, in this country,

very poorly done. The
illustration's hardjly

show types suitable to

typical American church

problems. The plates il-

lustrate a number of

small and attractive

dwellings by Aymar Em-
bury, II.

Drawings for an In-

stitution for the Blind at

St. .Augustine, by Ed-
wards & Walter, are

published September 29,

along with some other

Southern work, and a

house of rather unusual •• Great-,Roke." Witley, Surrey.

(From "The Architect," London.^

iNevs West Wing, Temple Dinsley, Herts,

tdwin L. Lutyens, F. R. 1. B. A., Architect.

(From "The Builder's Journal," London.)

plan arrangement at St. Charles, 111. We are pleased to note that

several of this month's frontispieces are of current American work.

The September English Architectural Review contains interest

ing drawings for a restoration of the courtyard of the Morosini

Palace at Venice, and the completion of the articles on "Public

Buildings in the Sicilian Earthquake." The department of "Cur
rent Architecture" illustrates some additions at Chertsey by Ronald

P. Jones, some changes for a Piano Warerooms in London by Wal-

ter Cave, and some views of the new Birmingham University Build-

ings by E. Aston Webb and E. Ingress Bell. While this pretentious

group is hardly in the best commendable style, yet the details are

of distinctly modern English type and treatment.

The Builder publishes competitive drawings for various mu-

nicipal buildings and town halls, including Stoke-upon-Trent.

Burslem, Grimsby, and Read-

ing; and, September i8, a pic-

turesque chapel at Frensham,

Surrey, by W. Curtis Green.

The Architect prints a num-

ber of business premises, as

well as one or two of the town

hall competitions already men
tioned, and, September 24, an

article on "Town Planning."

We 'reprint two designs by

Mr. Lutyens, and a couple of

bank facades by Cossins, Pea-

cock & Bewlay, one of which,

to the American mind, rather

more suggests a dignified mov-

ing-picture show than a bank-

ing institution.

The Builder's Journal

writes of two American

architects, — George B.

Post (September 8) and

Charles F. McKim (Sep

tember 29),— and repro-

duces representative

work. On September 15'

they print a house at

Witley, Surrey, by Her-

bert Buckland and E.

Haywood-Farmer.

La Construction Mod

erne prints a modern ho

tel by M. Blanche, a typ

ically bizarre French vii

la, and reproductions

the buildings for tin

Buckland & Haywood-Farmer, Architects. Nancy Exposition.
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Montebello, Maryland

By Lawrence Hall Fowler

With Photographs by Julian A. Buckly

Number 1

1

ONE of the chief charms of an

old dwelling is the power it

has of picturing for us cus-

toms and manners that belong ir-

revocably to the past. Yet however

strong its suggestiveness, if it be but

another example of a local type it

lacks a certain tantalizing quality

possessed by a house which, like the

one we are considering, is unique

even in its own neighborhood.

Montebello, when built, was about

two and a half miles northeast of

Baltimore Town. Still further north

was Hampton, the estate of the

Ridgelys, with its many acres and

its imposing mansion. To the south,

nearer the town, stood Belvedere, the

hospitable home of Col. John Eager

Howard; and, but a short distance

to the west, was Homewood, that

beautiful house which Charles Car-

roll of CarroUton built for his son

-oon after his marriage to Mrs. How-
l's sister, in 1800.

Hampton, Belvedere, and Home-
wood, though built after the Revo-
lution, carry on to the beginning of

pe nineteenth century

the Colonial tradi-
tions of large landed

'.ates. Differing as

laey do from one
another, yet they be-

long to the same gen-

ral type, having in

mmon a central
uilding connected by
me-story passages
lower wings on each

'ifle. Montebello
iot only breaks with
his traditional plan,

'Ul is the product
j)f rather different so-

I'ial conditions.

About the middle of

ihe eighteenth century
•nany famiHes of
'cotch and North-
rish descent setded
n Baltimore. Among
'icse was the family

General Samuel

A Corner of the Portico.

X.i.ulL::^ 111 the South.

Copyright, igog, by Bates fir- Guild Company

Smith, the builder of Montebello.

By the year 1776 Samuel Smith's

father had become one of the wealth-

iest merchants of the town. Samuel,
then twenty-four years of age, en-

listed in Srhallwood's Regiment as a
Captain; was finally promoted to

Lieutenant- Colonel and voted a
sword by Congress for his gallant

defense of Fort MifHin.

But war had put a stop- to com-
merce; and when Samuel Smith re-

turned to his father's counting-

house— having resigned in 1779 or

1 780— we can thenceforth follow

his steady ad%'ance in wealth and in-

lluence, and even obtain occasional

glimpses of his efforts to provide

himself with homes suitable to his

|)osition.

The declaration of peace in 1783

was followed by a period of great

prosperity for the merchants of Bal-

timore, and its population increased

from 13,503 in 1790 to 26,514 in

1800. In 1790 Samuel Smith is

found among the incorporators of

the Bank of Maryland, which was
in the habit of declar-

ing "exorbitant divi-

dends!" In 1792
James McHenry
wrote to Alexander

Hamilton that Smith

was "largely in the

iron works, a man of

great wealth, without

skill in public affairs."

In this same year he

bought the first tract

of the estate after-

wards named Monte-

bello. Other tracts.

parts of old grants

known as "Gorsuch's

Folly," "Sheridan's
Discovery," "Broad's

Improvement," "En-
sor's Choice," "Mer-

ryman's Chance."
"Lovelace's Addi-
tion," and " Orange,"

were added at various

times up to 1809, ma-
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Entrance Front, from the South

king a total of more than 520 acres.

From Griffith's "Annals of Balti

more" we learn that, in 1796, "The

home of General Smith on the north

side of Water Street was erected on a

plan furnished by himself and executed

by Messrs. John Scroggs, Robert

Steuart, and James Mosher, Builders."

While this town house was being built

General Smith bought the particular

piece of land on which his country

house was to stand. Although it is

hardly probable he was erecting two

such important homes at the same

time, yet the one in the country seems

to have been started within a few years

after the purchase of this land.

In the summers of 1797, 1799- and

1800 there were serious epidemics of

yellow fever in Baltimore, which drove

many from the town to build homes on

the hills to the north. Doubtless dur-

ing one of these years General Smith

began his country house; indeed, there

is a tradition that it was being built

when the French, under Marshal

Lannes, defeated the Austrians at

Montebello, in June, 1800, and that

the General, a great admirer of the

French, named his place in honor of

this victory.

We have a delightful picture of the

neighborhood of Montebello as it ap-

peared to William Wirt in 1822. Wri-

ting from Baltimore to his daughter in

Washington, he describes a walk he

took early one morning "two and a

half miles out to Mr. Thompson's to

breakfast. . . . After walking about

a mile, I came to the summit of a hill

that overlooks the city, and there I

stopped a moment to take breath and

look back on it. . . . After feasting

my eye for some time on the rich, diver-

sified and boundless landscape that

lay before me, meditating on the future

grandeur of this city, and the rising

glories of the nation, 1 turned round

my face to resume my walk into the

country, when all its soft beauties burst

by surprise upon me. For while I had

been looking back on town, bay, and Scale Drawing, Entrance and Porch.

Looking in to the Entrance.

fort, the sun had risen and was now so

high that its light was pouring full upon

hill and valley, field and forest, blazing

in bright reflection from all the eastern

windows of the hundreds of country

liouses that crowned the heights around

me, and dancing on all the leaves that

waved and wantoned in the morning

breeze. . . . The sites of the houses

'

are well selected— always upon some

eminence, embosomed amid beautiful

trees, from which their white fronts

peep out enchantingly; for the houses

are all white, which adds much to the

cheerfulness and grace of this unri-

valed scenery."

Thus William Wirt brings us to thai

very gate of Montebello, for General'

Smith lived just across the Harford

Road from Mr. Thompson. The house,'

facing southwest, was on high land,i

with a fine view over the city and hari

bor. In front the ground sloped gradi

ually for about two hundred feet to a,

terrace, but at the back it fell more ab-r

ruptly, and had been scooped out, n

amphitheatrical fashion, to give lighi

and air to the rear of the basement

Except the terrace mentioned abo\

and a small one immediately in front .

the house, there seems to have been rn

formal treatment of the grounds. T

day there is a stately grove of oaks

the rear, and on the lawn in front ar

evergreens and other ornamental tree-

In plan, the house was in two nearl

equal parts. The front half, but onj

story above the ground, had a col

umned porch extending across tli

front; from the marble pavement (

which, only a few inches above grad

you entered, in the center, a lar.L

square drawing-room and, on eai

side, a smaller room. The rear halj

two stories and a basement abc

ground, was trefoil in plan, and co

tained, on the first floor, an oval dinin

room on the center axis, a large sen

circular ended room on the right, an

on the left, a similar space occupied

the stairway, pantry, and, in a mez/

nine story, the bath and housekeepe
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The Front in the Late lall.j

juartcrs. In the second story there

vere three Ijedrooms and a hallway,

nd in the basement, which extended

inder the entire house except the porch,

here was a kitchen and launclry in

he rear and, in front, storerooms, a

line cellar, and the entrance to a mys-

rious, inclined, vaulted tunnel that

xlended to a considerable distance

Irom the house.

I

The oval dining-room had a low

landed wainscot, the openings framed

ith architrave, pilaster-strips and
omice, and at the ceiling a simple

ornice with dentils. Formerly there

/as a fine marble mantel from Italy,

nd on the walls two handsome Stuart

ortraits of General Smith and his

'ife. This room, more elaborately

nished than the others, when jjos-

essed of its original furniture, much of

from France and of exceptional

orkmanship, must have presented a

ery dignified appearance. Except
be drawing-room, with its built-in

lazed bookcases and its ceiling slightly

"cd to an odd circular lantern in

center, the interiors were not re-

markable ; while the staircase, unimpor-
int in plan, was treated very plainly.

I graceful hallway-arch, springing from
al fluted columns, was the principal

orative feature of the second story.

The detail, both exterior and interior,

as extremely minute in scale. The
jxterior cornices, especially, departed
ir from the classic tradition; even as

illowed at Annapolis not so many
ears before. The resemblance be-

veen the detail of this house and that

f Homewood, not only in the scale and
laracter of the moldings, but even
I the design of individual features, is

2ry close — indeed, much closer than
in be entirely explained by the fact

lat they were contemporaries. It

jams almost certain that the same
"len must have "executed" the work

'loth places.

\\ith its unusual mass, its white
alls, its long stretches of fine balus-
ade, and its oddly curved porch.

I aa> BOOM , r-; /I P- at" boom 1)

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

(psAica'

L u: j DT^TAiror entrXnc:

DETAIL or PIAZZA.
ONE rooT

Detail, Entrance and Porch Finish.

Western End.

level with the ground, and more ex-

tensive than usual at that time, Monte-
bello must certainly have produced a
much gayer and more villa-like eflfect

than its refined and stately neighbor,

Homewood. Some of this villa charac-

ter is no doubt due to tastes formed by
Samuel Smith when, as a young man,
he spent four years in Euroj>e, travel-

ing not only in England and France,

but also most extensively in Italy,

Spain, and Portugal. In this connec-

tion it is interesting to note that at

Strabane, Ireland, the birthplace of

General Smith's father, there is a villa

which, as shown in an old eighteenth-

century architectural book now in the

library of the Maryland Historical So-

ciety, quite decidedly resembles Mon-
tebello— certainly a striking coinci-

dence, if nothing more.

About 1795 Samuel Smith began to

take a more prominent part in the af-

fairs of his city and State, as well as of

the nation — no longer deserving Mc-
Henry's description as "without skill

in public affairs." For forty years in

Congress he was a close friend and firm

supporter of Jefferson, Madison, and

Monroe, and was one of the last of the

Revolutionary stock in the Senate.

During this period he and his wife,

Margaret Spear, "a beautiful and im-

perious woman," extended their hospi-

tality to many of the most distinguished

men of the day. From France came
Lafayette, the Due de Montebello,

son of Marshal Lannes, and Prince

Achille Murat; and among Americans

there were Madison, Monroe, John

Quincy Adams, and Andrew Jackson.

When eighty-three years old General

Smith was called from Montebello, by

the citizens of Baltimore, to put down

the serious Bank Riot of 1835. The
mob suppressed, he was unanimously

chosen Mayor, which office he held to

within a short time of his death, in 1839.

A contemporary manuscript life of the

General closes with the couplet:

"Washington saved his country;

General Smith, his city."
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A Detail of the Porch.
Corner of Porch Entablature and Balustrade.
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x'.tjaxi* 'wn^

Entrance, General View. Corner of Porch and House.

Detail, Porch. Roof fialustrade. Detail of Niche and Cornice.
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HOUSL FOR J. DAVLNPORT CHLNLY, ESQ., SOUTH MANCHL5TLR, CONN.

CHARLES A. PLATT. ARCHITLCT.
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LLLVATION AND SECTION, CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON, WASHINGTON. D. C.

CARRE.RL & HASTINGS, ARCHITECTS.
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SCALE DF.TAll.. CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON. WASHINGTON. D. C.

CARRE.RE. & HASTINGS. ARCHITECT.S
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1

CITY or BOSTON
REUEf- STATION

BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL
PORTBR. .3TEE&T

eA5T 5 03TON

ONE HAJ-'F FiAN S, tLE^TIOI

DETAll-3 AT r-R.ONT ENTRANCE V
"

balcony Ifc hovt po^tablt slaV-
'

floft"- onr4(» of ko*! flcflv-

4rKiWf, it*^ iv tATia A auiLD co.

ELEVATION AND DETAILS. RELIEF STATION OF THE BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL, PORTER STREET, EAST BOSTON, MASS.

EDWARD PERCY DANA, ARCHITECT.
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RESIDENCE. FOR

LDWIN 5. MACK
MILWAUKLL. WIS.

BRU5T & PHILIPP. ARCHITLCTS
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PLATL5
Platks LXXXVII.—XCI.

—

Carnegie Institution of Washington.
Washington, D. C. (Photographic View, Plans, Elevations,
Section, and Detail) — Carrere & Hastings, Architects.

Plates XCII.— XCIV.

—

Relief Station of the City of Boston,
Porter Street, East Boston, Mass. (Plans, Elevations, De-
tail, and Photographic View)—Edward Percy Dana, Architect.

WK hu\e frequently occasion to cavil at the way architec-

ture is treated in the popular magazines. An instance

occurs — and, most unfortunately, in rather a more
authoritative quarter than usual! — in a recent issue of Scribner's;

where an article dealing with "The Evolution of the Sky-Scraper"

contains a numtjer of illustrations that, from the point of view of

the architect, most inadequately present the case.

Difficult as it would seem to be to select a dozen structures that

would definitively illustrate this subject, yet Mr. Claude Bragdon
(as recently as the August number of The Archileclural Record)

has made precisely the best showing of American office buildings

it would be possible to select; provided one were restricted to the

number (12) there reproduced. The illustrations in the popular

monthly above referred to, however, woefully misrepresent the

standard of design holding in this country at the present day.

Most of all we (juarrel with the titling of a ])icture of the now
antiquated and old-fashioned Singer Building, at 561 Broadway,

as "The Logical Sky-Scraper"— a most misleading caption, and
one calculated to give a particularly unpleasant and wrong im-

pression by suggesting this structure to be an ideal solution of the

problem! The single virtue — if such it can be called— of this

design is that it frankly recognizes the use of a steel framework,

emjjloyed in much the way half-timber was first used in France,

filling the spaces between the supporting framework with another

structural material, generally brick. Yet it has been recognized

now for some years that the employment of exposed and unpro-

tected steelwork is as false and artificial a construction as any of

the old and historic shams— for steel must be protected from

both fire and weather in order to endure! Certainly neither the de-

signers of this building nor any one else in the profession would

consider it worthy — in this present day and generation— of be-

ing set up as the ultimate standard of "sky-scraper" design!

Yet in even casually glancing over the illustrations the general

reader would — from this most misleading title— naturally come to

just such a conclusion; and so has a notable injustice been done to

the profession, placing it at a distinct disadvantage before the

readers of this magazine. The editor doubtless relied entirely

upon the reputation of the writer of this article; and in accepting

his personal preferences or ])rcdilections has done his small, but

rcsponsil)le, part in ])ostponing by that much the longer the artistic

coming-of-age of the American people!

A])j)arentiy, if we are ever to progress as a nation beyond the

nursery stage of our artistic development, not only is a Bureau of

Fine Arts a necessity, but we need, as well, a Bureau to Censor

the Public Press! Otherwise there is little hope of ever raising the

standards of the [)ul;lic to such a ])oint that they will recognize, and

appreciate, good, reputable, and spontaneously direct architectural
design and construction.

IN
all things connected with the education of the public it is

increasingly important that those attempting to deal with these
subjects should be so carefully selected and prof)erly supcr\ised

that they have no opjKirtunity to exploit bad taste rather than
good! At times, even people of reputation, through failure to
understand their audiences; a neglect of those elementary things
that they themselves assume as Ijeing taken for granted, but of
which their hearers may hajipen to be ignorant; or from a wider
eclecticism in taste, fail in setting standards that will be accepted
by those they are endeavoring to instruct, thus sometimes ending by
doing more effective harm than gwxl.

Of the general inadequacy of the public press to deal with
this subject we have given above a fairly representative ex-
ample. Even those i)apcrs professing to most authoritatively in-

struct the public do so in the most hap|)enstance manner, without
proper editorial supervision; their editors rarely having had the
architectural training and exjjcriencc necessary to enable them to

act as public censors— and in what other capacity do they act! —
of American art. How can anything be expected from the present
state of affairs? Should not the architects make it their business,

as individuals and as a body, to see that proper advisory boards
are instituted, to whom the editors of these |X)pular magazines
could turn with confidence when considering the publication of

architectural subjects, with some certainty of obtaining authoritative

and unbiased criticism, by means of which they might help
towards the betterment of our public artistic morals!

A
DOZEN years ago, or thereabouts, a draughtsman em-
ployed in a Baltimore office had his curiosity so aroused
by rumors of an unknown but interesting house existing

upon the outskirts of the town, as to devote a Sunday afternoon to

following up the elusive trail. Eventually he found the building —
at that time already abandoned and fast falling into ruin. His en-

thusiasm brought the entire office force the following Sunday in a
pilgrimage to view the structure, which none of them had before

known. On that occasion they divided among themselves the ta.sk

of measuring and photographing the dwelling; while later one of

their number undertook to find out what was to be discovered

about the building, and its history.

The result of that picnic jaunt apjjears in this number as our

leading article; and causes us to wonder if there do not exist in

other localities houses of as much interest, and dwellings as little

known. Could not some of our younger draughtsmen much
benefit themselves, as well as perform work of actual value to the

profession, by seeking out and preserving, by photographs and
measured drawings, examples of the early architecture of this

country that would other^vise be lost to posterity ? It is not even

necessary that such pilgrimages should be undertaken by any

definite organization. An informal sketch club composed of mem-
bers of an office, or a group of friends, could do the work as well;

and undoubtedly would undertake it once they were assured the

fruits of their energy would be preserved as a record of their local

architecture in .some permanent form. Could the Architectural

League itself do better than undertake so important a work,

making a yearly or occasional ])ublication of the material collected,

in portfolio or other convenient form; such publication possibly

taking the ])lace of their fragmentary year-book, now defunct?

The Architectural Sketch .Association of England make their

annual tours in just this informal picnicing way; and yearly return

laden with architectural plunder of novel interest and undoubted

value, which they afterwards publish. "The Committee for the

Survey of the Memorials of Greater London" is making a thor-

ough canvass of that entire vicinity, under the systematic control

of individuals responsible for certain sections, thus keeping track of

all historic buildings and reporting any contemplated changes that

endanger them; .so that, if it is impossible to preser\-e the structure

itself, it may be thoroughly photographed and measured before

being torn down, or otherwise injured by permanent alterations or

emendations. W^e are firmly convinced there is equal need and

opportunity in America. It remains only for our developing archi-

tects to look about them, each in his own neighborhood, and

observe what awaits his hand to be done.
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(From "The Amancan AichitocL"

Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American i^-.

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From *' The American Architect")

(From "The American Architect.")

Detail. House of \\ . N. 6teigerwall. Merion, Pa.

Horace Trumbauer, Architect,

OCTOBER 6 The American Ar-

chitect describes the Metropoli-

tan Tower. Further comment is

unnecessary, but we reproduce one plate

for its picturesque grouping of old and

new American city architecture— as well

as for its exact illustration of

the right and wrong way (in

towers) for architects to avail

thennselves of foreign motives

as precedent.

October 13 appears an ar-

ticle, by Oswald C. Hering,

reproducing an attractive de-

sign by the author for a house

at Garden City, as well as the

month's instalment of "The
Current .\rchitectural Press."

From the plates we reproduce

Davis, McGrath & Kiessling's

Crowell House at Glenridge,

which, with Mr. William

Bates's now well-known Law-
rence Park House and Mr.
Trumbauer's stone and half-

timber house at Merion,

are illustrated in this

issue. The latter, by the

way, contains an ex-

tremely charming en-

trance detail, much more
intimate and domestic

than the larger compo-
sition itself.

October 20 Mr.
Swales's " Notes from
Europe" illustrates two
attractive houses by Mr.
Macartney, while the

plates are devoted to

one of the worst Ameri-

can Gothic (?) church
designs we ever remem-
ber having seen, whose
real demerits are obvi-

ous despite the editorial

care in publishing views

wherein the "hifaluting"

tower is rendered as in-

Two New I o\\ cr.s.

(From "The Western Architect.")

Mural Decoration by Kenyon Cox, Luzerne County Court-House, Wilkes-Barre, Pa,

McCormick & French, Architects.

(From "The American Architect.")

House of W. 11. i^iow. ,,, Lj<i.,

Davis, McGralh & Kiessling,

Glenridge, N. J.

Architects.

Side Door, Country House, Radnor. Pa.
Cope & Stewardson, Architects.

conspicuous as possible. It appears in all

its dazzling magnificence in the plates of

working drawings! A classic church, by

C. P. Huntington, and Mr. Emile Weil's

Touro Synagogue at New Orleans, which

was published in Tlie Brickbuilder for

August, complete the issue.

October 27 contains the

third paper of Mr. Goodyear's

series; and a house near Rad-

nor, Penn., by Cope & Stew-

ardson — of which one side,

that toward the garden, is con-

siderably the simpler and
more attractive. We repro-

duce an entrance detail.

Eames & Young's new Wash-
ington Hotel at Seattle ap-

|)ears, in the exterior view re-

produced, rather too bare and

bald of interest. In sky-

scraper office buildings sim-

plicity can sometimes become

a fault.

A rchitecture for October

])rints sketches for a

Country Club at Rum-
son, N. J., and a Bor-

ough Hall at Roselle,

N. J., the latter by

S()uires & Wynkoop.
Bliss & Faville's Bank of

California at San Fran-

cisco has been previously

illustrated by drawings

and studies, where it ap-

|)eared to rather better

advantage than in the

unj)leasantly square form

in which it has here

l)een realized. An at-

tractive country house of

Spanish suggestion, by

Oswald C. Hering, and

some studies of novel

types for a one-story

liouse (Thank Heavens,

it is not a "bungalow"!),

by the "B. N." Design-
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(From "The New York Architect,") (From "The BrkkbuiMer.") (rroni''AKhile<lura.'0
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Whitney Central Bank, New Orleans, La.

Clinton & Russell. Architects. Lmile Weil, Associate Architect.

ing Club, are also to be noted.

Mr. Trumbauer's residence for

George Gould, corner Fifth Ave-

nue and 67th Street, New York,

is classically and uninterestingly

formal and cold, partly because

of the monotony of the material

— neither of which criticisms

could be applied to Howell &
Stokes's Royal Insurance Build-

ing at San Francisco (which we
reproduce). Although equally

formal and classic in scheme,

both color-treatment and hand-

ling add interest and variety; in fact, rather overmuch so in certain

of the details, which might have been better handled with more

restraint. The primly formal city house by Taylor & Levi with

its "stepped" gable rather strongly suggests Dutch Renaissance

precedent— an unworked field that, from this attempt, would

appear to have much better still

lain sterile.

The Brickbuilder for October

contains an article dealing with

an actual attempt to provide

modern working men's houses at

a low cost in Philadelphia; Part

VI. of " The Warming and Venti-

lating of Hospitals;" an article on

"The Characterand Construction

of Terra-Cotta," the latter in part

illustrated with cuts taken from
the Catalogue of the Northwest-

ern Terra-Cotta Company; and
the report of the Jury of Award
on the brick house competition,

accompanied by reproductions of

some of the premiated and men-
tioned designs.

From these results, it would ap-

pear that rather more attention

had been paid by the contestants

to the limit of cost than was the

case with the last competition; al-

though — despite the optimistic

statement contained in the open-
ing paragraph of the Jury's re-

port^ it is extremely doubtful if

more than two or three of the de-

signs reproduced could possibly

be built for $10,000! Setting aside

Artillery Stables, Military Academy. West Point,

Cram. Goodhue & FerSuson, Architects.

(From "The Brickbuilder.")

Royal Insurance Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Howelb & Stokes, Archilecls.

Cavalry Barracks, Military Academy, West t'oint

Cram. Goodhue & Ferguson, Architects.

(From "Architecture

Country House. Daniel Bacon, Esq., Ardsley,
Oswol.l c . Herin*. Architect.

(From 'The Western Architect.")

New Franklin ScFiool. St. Louis, Mo.
William B. Iltner. Architect.

this purely practical and com-
mercial consideration, a number
of the designs reprwluced are a-s-

thelically attractive and com-
mendable; particularly that given

first place. It is suggested that

one or two of the others are more
nearly suited to exterior treat-

ment in plaster or concrete than

in brick, the perspective of the

third-prize design — and the ele-

vation of the one placet] second—
being even so rendered.

While several of these house
designs (particularly those most evidencing English influence) in-

dicate a feeling for and study of textural treatments of brickwork,
it is to be questioned whether, on a small house, too much pattern-

ing in this material — particularly when panels or closures of con-

crete form a ])art of the design — does not detract from its sim-

plicity and restfulness, just as

they help save a larger structure

from monotony. There also

comes into the question a very

serious consideration of expense,

inasmuch as anything out of the

ordinary materially increases the

labor necessary in constructing

the work, and this— in a $10,000

house— would prove to be a

very important consideration.

The plates illustrate Cram,
Goodhue & Ferguson's .\rtil-

Icry and Cavalry Stables at West
Point, along with two of the new

. oflicers' quarters and the Cav-

alry and Artillery Barracks; a

brick church at Denver, Col., by

the same architects, shown with

some of the working drawings;

the oflSce building and library

for the College of Physicians at

Philadelphia, by Cope & Stew-

ardson; and .\lbert Randolpli

Ross' Fairmount College Library

at Wichita, Kan. Of these the

stables and officers' quarters.West
Point, are the most pleasing and

simple uses of English precedent,

better suited to the material than

the classic columns of the last,
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(From " L« Coo$«nio«ion Modeme.") (From "The Architectural Review," London.) (From "The Architect." London.)

I Chapel in Normandy.
-1. Slocei AichHecL

Entrance Fronl. CnUli^oli-, Nsarwickshiro.

L. Guv Ddwber. Architect.

Addition to St. Chads Church.
J. Gibbons & Son, Architects.

and nenous window-treatment of the next to last structure named.

The Western Architect for October publishes the Luzerne County

Court-house at Wilkes Barre, Penn. (illustrated in The American

Architect last month). For reproduction we have preferably selec-

ted one of the mural decorations; the building being— archi-

tecturally— a most disappointing use of tedious conventional prec-

edent. The new Franklin School at St. Louis, the perspective of

which we reprint, shows a modern variant from the ordinary type

of school plan; and a couple of houses in Cleveland by Frank B.

Meade, a house at Baltimore by Ellicott & Emmart (credit not

given), another dwelling in Seatde, and a couple of business blocks,

complete the publication of United States work. The residence

and theater in Chili are of interest as showing what our South

American contemporaries are doing.

The Architectural Record for October has for its principal article

a description of the architecture of Harvard College, with a num-
ber of illustrations, on barely half of which are the names of the

architects given. A French theater in

concrete is illustrated and described,

and some California work by Lewis P.

Hobart, of which the majority appears of

a uniformly high grade— and interest-

ing, besides, from the unusual character of

a number of the problems. We regret

that the poor quality of the illustra-

tions makes it impossible for us to repro-

duce any of the buildings shown. The
pages of "Notes and Comments" contain

some illustrations of a "bottling-house,"

by Henry C. Hengels, of direct and ra-

tional concrete construction and design.

The September New York Architect is

devoted to commercial buildings {and
the Jersey City Hospital) by Clinton &
Russell, of which the best known is the

Hudson Terminal. We reprint a study

for a bank building at New Orleans,

frankly inspired by such excellent prece-

dent as the Gorham and Knickerbocker

(From "The Architect," London.)

(From "The BuSder's Journal," London.)

Fulham Central Library.

Henry T. Hare. F. R. L B. A.. Architect.

(From " La Construction Modeme.")

Buildings in New York. The number is prefaced by three views of

M. Laloux' H6tel de Ville at Tours.

The October English Architectural Review has two articles treat-

ing of distinguished architects,— Sir Christopher Wren and
Charles Follen McKim,— the latter being illustrated by a great

number of photographs of work of the firm, that show evidence of

having been gathered somewhat hastily together. Certainly the

Tiffany House and the Rhode Island State Capitol are not to be

considered as among their masterpieces! "Current Architecture"

illustrates one of Mr. Guy Dawber's picturesque English stone

houses. Except the somewhat disturbing lack of expressed sup-

port over the mullioned window-openings, the building is thor-

oughly domestic, successful, and attractive.

The Builder's Journal for October 6 prints an article on D. H.

Burnham and his work, accompanied by illustrations of the latter,

and, on October 27, three buildings for a "Village in the Elan

Valley for the City of BirminghamWater Department," by Messrs.

Buckland and Haywood-Farmer.
The Architect publishes premiated de-

signs for the County Council Offices at

Reading and, October 22, the new Ful-

ham Central Library, by Henry T. Hare
— that we reproduce— along with the new
vestry and chancel for St. Chads Church

near Leeds; and, on October 29, views of

Selby Abbey and some work of the Liver-

pool School of Architecture.

The Builder continues to print designs

in the Glamorgan County Hall and the

County Council Offices for Cornwall and

Berkshire Competitions. October 16 Mr.

Temple Moore's new nave for Hexham
Abbey is published.

La Construction Modeme is more inter-

esting this month than usual, as it pro-

vides us with the two reproduced illustra-

tions of a" Pavilion" forW. K. Vanderbih,

by M. Guillaume, and the model of the

little Normandy chapel by M. Storez.

(From "The Builder's Journal." London.)

:::ssm^

KeJiCw.'

Dwelling Llan Valley Village.
Buckland and Haywood-Farmer, Architects.

' Pavilion," W. K. Vanderbilt.

M. Henri Guillaume, ArcNtect.

Double Cottage, Elan Valley.

Buckland and Haywood-Farmer. Architects.
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The Preparation of Working Drawings

PART I.

H. Van Buren Magonigle

THE Editor of The Revikw is of the opinion that a series of

articles treatinj^ of tlie jircparation of working drawings and
details would jje of interest and value; he seems convinced,

from the number that ]mss through his hands in his editorial

capacity, that both practitioners and draughtsmen might find in

such a series suggestions profitable to them. In the pages that fol-

low it will often be difficult to avoid the didactic tone and the care-

ful exi)lanation of the apparently obvious; but the skilful man
will remember that it is not to iiim the fruits of experience are

offered. In the course of years one picks up so many ideas from
so many men that it is impossible now to remember whence they

all came and give due credit to the proper source; so my friends

must grant me absolution from any intention of stealing their

thunder, and they are invited to claim their own again when they

find it here, with my thanks for its use and help. My greatest debt
is to my friend and former chief assistant, Mr. Frank M. Snyder,

the author of the remarkable series of plates now appearing under
the title "Building Details." We differ on many points on this

subject, l)ut we are agreed in the main; and after giving his methods
a full trial variants ha\e been developed which seem to me some-
what better adapted to the jjractical conditions of office work.

Let it be borne in mind from the outset that the point of view

here taken is that of a practising architect who believes in a high

standard of draughtsmanship in the office; not for the sake of

draughtsmanshijj itself, but because it is easier to buildfrom a clear,

well made, and correct set of drawings thanfrom a sloppy one. Sloppy
drawings are the natural products of sloppy minds. Justification

for the unjustifiable is often offered in the familiar phrases, " We
care for the executed work, not for the drawings;" or, "Drawings
are only a means to an end;" and, judging from some of the ends,

the means were probably good enough. But to be perfectly plain,

such excuses are simple "rot." The best executed work is almost

invariably the product of those offices where draughtsmanship is re-

spected as a good means to a good end. Motives of false economy
are the frequent source of poor draughtsmanship,— "Get it done!"
or "Rush it through!" is the mot d'ordre in many offices. Sufficient

time is not allowed to study carefully, draw clearly, figure lucidly.

Stuff is thrown on a sheet any old way; when the contractor makes
a mistake because of ill-digested and careless drawings, let him
make it good, or give him an extra!

If half the time spent in most offices looking for lost drawings
because of slipshod methods of making and filing them, and half

the time consumed in drawing work over twice because "there

was no time " was first exjjended in doing the work right once and
for all, and then filing it properly, the "get-it-done" and "rush-it-

through" offices would find very quickly where the economy so

dear to their souls really lies.

An immense amount of time is lost and the running expenses

immensely increased in many offices by doing things over and
over again, because either the chief or the managing assistant

does not get down to business and settle every uncertain or de-

batable jjoint before the drawings are permitted to go out. Every
drawing should he finished, with every point settled and cai'ered,

before it leaves the office.

As to the draughtsman, the first lesson he has to learn is that his

business is to draw— not with his hands alone, but also with his

head; and if he is too lazy or careless or top-lofty to draw ju.st

as well as he possibly can, and then some, and pants for the time
when he may drop draughtsmanship and be a real architect, the
sooner he becomes an honest butcher the better f)crhaps for both
professions. A friend in need of a draughtsman received a visit

from an applicant for the position, who said, "I am a better
architect than I am a draughtsman!" My friend was somewhat
puzzled— he hai)f)ened to be an architect him.self. Of course the
man meant that his judgment and taste and his knowledge of the
thing depicted exceeded his aijility in depicting the thing. The
anecdote serves to emphasize the point that a draughtsman's job is

to draw, and that that is what he is usually hired for; and the further
point that he must also draw from the jxiint of view of the practis-
ing architect; at the same time as. to a very large extent, he must
also work from the point of view of the contractor who is to use
the drawings.

Every architect wants a draughtsman to be something more
than a mere hewer of pencils and a drawer of lines. The more of
an architect a draughtsman is the better draughtsman he must
be, and vice versa; and although there have been and are many
excellent architects who cannot draw a decent line, it is my firm

conviction that they would nevertheless be better architects if

they were better able to draw ; for unless a man is able to express

his ideas himself, with his own hand, the result cannot be truly

personal. The personality of the draughtsman is what gets itself

executed. It is said of Gamier that he drew the full-size details

of every part of the Paris Opera himself; and, whether one likes •

it or not, it is Gamier and no one else. This is not possible under
the usual conditions of practice to-day and in this country — but

every architect ought to be able to do it; if he is not, his work can-

not properly exjjress his own personality. If the eye is not sensi-

tive to the relations of whites, grays, and blacks in a drawing,

and the hanfl not trained to their delicate adjustment on paper,

one may hardly expect to see them properly related in the executed

work of a man whose eye and hand are not so trained.

The drawing should mean the executed work, of course; but the

executed work is first seen in the drawing, and thai is where it has

first to be studied. Draughtsmanship is a man's job and not to l>c

sniffed at. And by draughtsmanship I do not mean the ability to

compose and draw charming ornament alone, nor to |)rofluce a

line of exquisite quality alone, nor precision and clear arrange-

ment and presentation alone, nor legible figuring and lettering alone,

nor a knowledge of what the builder needs alone; but a combina-

tion of all of the.se qualities — and more — directed from the heart

and brain, not from the eye that watches the clock.

In order that I may not be misunderstood. let me say that I con-

sider the best draughtsman to be the man who can. in the most

direct, clear, and simple way, and with the tfiinimum of fuss and

turmoil, convey to the builder all the information that is required

for a given piece of work.— no more and no less. If his line

is good, so much the better; personally, I prefer a good head.

Draughtsmen are architects in the making; and if some draughts-

men would only try to remember that besides working for another

man they are working for themselves and for their own present

increase in knowledge and usefubcss and their own future wel-

fare; remember that, in the self-discipline of to-day, they are pre-

Copyrighl, IQOQ, by Bales &• Guild Company
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paring themselves for the worthy practice of the most splendid pro-

fession on this earth to-morrow. Your horizon may seem to be

restricted; it is not. It is as wide as you make it; and you can't

widen it enough in the seven or eight working hours of the office

day: there is too much to learn. Put in three or four more hours

every day. and see what a year of that will do for you! An inter-

est in your work is presupposed. If you have no interest in it,

for God's sake quit! for you'll never become an architect worthy

of the name.

There is no high road to success, and the way most of us go is a

tough road to travel. My sympathies are all with the man who

has never been able to go to a technical school, but plugs along in

the office doing his utmost to learn. We'll never learn it all, and

that is the joy of it; and it is up to the practising architect to de-

scend from his petlestal once in a while, condescend to give a rea-

son, explain things to a thirsty youngster, and help him to realize

that drawings mean architecture; and architecture— what does it

not mean ?

The term "working drawing" as used herein means not only

the small-scale general drawings, but those of larger scale as well,

including full-size details. A working drawing is neither a picture

nor a sketch, but a serious scientific document in which ambigu-

ities have no place: it should present the information to be con-

veyed to the builder in the clearest and simplest possible form; it

should be complete in everj' essential detail so far as it is deter-

mined to make the drawing go; it should be as condensed as may
be consistent with absolute readability; and avoid the repetition of

parts already shown or elsewhere given. Each individual drawing

should be planned as carefully to effect these things as the building

itself; and to do this properly is to know what, for example, in the

case of a plan, is to go on that plan and prepare for it beforehand;

and not to find— after spending hours figuring it— that some

symbol that has been forgotten, indicating lights or switches or what-

ever, should go just where some figure or line that will confuse it

occurs.

The essential and the non-essential, what to show and what to

leave out, — this takes experience or good teaching to discover;

but when in doubt don't leave out anything! Better a dozen repeti-

tions than a solitary omission of an essential. There are very few

full-size details that cannot be so condensed with a little thought

and by squeezing the essential parts together that they will occupy

but a fraction of the area usually given to them. The lazy or care-

less draughtsman will often give his chief or the superintendent

endless trouble and annoyance because he has been too indolent

to look up some point or to show something with the exact work-

ings of which he is unfamiliar, and so slurs it over or puts in any-

thing. It takes less time to do a thing properly in the first place

than to correct resulting mistakes. And it is to be remembered that

if contractors and workmen make errors, even when using draw-
ings prepared with the utmost care, the chance of more mistakes

iQ using sloppy drawings is increased in a direct ratio to the ex-

tent of their sloppiness.

It is, on the other hand, easy to push virtue to a point where it

becomes a fault and the non-essential is given as much importance
and emphasis as the essential. This is the common fault of the

would-be careful man who has lost his sense of proportion and
cares so much for the drawing as a drawing that he has lost sight

of what it is, or rather should be; a clear, graphic representation

of something that is to be built, not a picture nor a heaven-sent
opportunity to show his chief how beautifully he can draw exacdy
the same kind of thing over and over again on the same sheet—
and forget to put on an important dimension! In fact, some men
seem to think that figures, notes, and similar prosaic practical

information spoil a drawing, and hate to put them on.

In the opinion of the writer, a working drawing, and especially

a detail, shoiJd be so complete that reference to the specifications

is unnecessary; frequently quotations from the specifications as to

the finish of materials or some special point of construction im-
practicable to indicate graphically should be considered as essen-
tial parts of a complete drawing; and the text of explanatory notes
should be carefully considered, so that they really explain and are
not confusing to the builder.

No man can make a really good working drawing unless he is

familiar with actual building-operations. There are hundreds
of draughtsmen who never get a chance to visit a job, a mill, or a
yard and see their work in execution, and in three dimensions.

Theory, not practice, controls them. They are told by the chief

to "make it bigger," and they make it bigger; to "make it smaller,"

and they make it smaller — often without reason asked or given.

They do not visualize because they are neither taught nor helped

to visualize.

It would be to the interest of every practising architect to give all

his men (and the younger the man the more important that he
should have the opportunity) a chance, not necessarily to "superin-

tend," but to see how the stuff they have been drawing works out

in execution. A boy will learn more about making framing plans

in an hour spent at the building, seeing the beams he has drawn,
in place, than he would in six months at a drawing-board be-

ing told what to do, instead of doing it for himself because he

then knows from his own observation what is right. The boy is

helped to become more valuable, and the "boss" is that much
better off. (A demand for a raise will ultimately follow, of course,

but that is a necessary evil to be met with such courage as one
may command.) A man who does not see what his work looks

like when executed more than once a year or so can hardly be

blamed if he continues to make the same mistakes year after year

in scale, or in the relations of various projections to each other, or

in the profiles of moldings. Of course it is difficult to arrange in

a busy office, but it would pay in the end.

The first point about working drawings to be considered here

is convenience in filing for daily reference in the office; and their

use in the field, which includes not only the building, but the

contractor's office, his shop, and the offices and shops of the sub-

contractors.

All the drawings— general, large-scale, and full-size— for each

building should be made on sheets of tracing cloth or paper of a

uniform size; as may be established for that building. This solves

once and for all the vexed question of filing drawings and, as will

be seen, of finding a drawing when it is wanted. In practice, an

office-copy prmt should be made of every drawing as soon as it

is finished; and, each drawing being numbered consecutively,

the last-made print is bound in with the others in its proper nmnerical

order, and stays there. This set of prints is used for office reference,

and the originals are placed, also in their numerical order, in a

manila folder in the bottom of the drawer; and kept fresh and in

good condition for further prints as they may be needed. By
this method there is no excuse for losing a drawing, nor for not

finding it in an instant; it is bound in with the others and can't

get away.

This system also eliminates card indexes, and all the other cum-

bersome systems of keeping track of drawings; one is no longer at

the mercy of the office-boy or the filing-clerk; all he has to do is

to bind each office copy as it comes back from the printers into the

file set, and that ends it.

When a small revision has to be made in a hurry it is often

hard to resist the temptation to make it on a scrap of paper or

cloth — but it is just these scraps that are always being lost, and

they are nearly always, from a business point of view, very impor-

tant, as showing, perhaps, an extra or an allowance. It can

usually, however, be placed on a standard sheet, and other later

revisions can be put on that same sheet; this naturally takes some

head work on the part of the man in charge of the job, but it has

been proven possible in practice.

More often than not, one must consult more than one drawing

(and sometimes two, three, or four) to get at all the conditions

governing some point that is to be decided. Instead of calling for fT

" the first-floor plan, the front elevation, the f
" detail of the central

bay, and the full sizes of the entrance doorway," which are found

probably only after a long delay, intense excitement, pulling out all

the drawers in the case to see if one of the drawings wanted has

not "slipped down behind," threats of discharge, and the final

discovery of a missing drawing in the wrong drawer; you find you

need still another drawing— more excitement, more lost time, more

threats. Instead of this daily or hourly upheaval, you have only to

say, "Give me the Jones house drawings" or "The State Capitol

set," and there they are, all together, every drawing in its place in
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the set; and you can turn over from one drawing to the other
refer back, look at a third;-all peace, all quiet, and the hunted
look leaves the eye of the office-boy. This method is recommended
to >rntable temperaments After adopting it, every lapse brings
swift retribution in the old confusion, the old chaos, the old irritl
tion.

For a very large piece of work it is well to divide the set into
two or more parts, to keep it from being unwieldy. When a iob
IS hnishcd the drawings are filed flat, just as they are, in a com-
plete set —general drawings, scale details, and full sizes— and any
one of them can then be found years afterward at a moment's no-
tice.

Rolhng drawings is a primitive, space-wasting, and maddening
way to lile them, or to keep them during the progress of the work
A drawing of any sort for office use should never be rolled- and
when prints or drawings are to be sent or taken out they shou'ld be
rolled face out, so that they will lie flat when opened and laid right
side ui). For daily reference, the drawings for a job in course of
construction, or of which the general drawings are finished and
detailing is in progress, are in many offices placed in a contrivance
similar to a newspaper file and hung on a rack in the drauahting-
room; and in one of the largest ofl"ices in the country, for very
large work where many men need to refer to the general drawings
constantly, half a dozen reference sets are printed and made avail-
able for their use.

As to the contractor; he may keep the drawings as he pleases
except at the building; but he receives as many prints of each
drawing as he requires— one for his office, one for use on the
work, and one for each of the sub-contractors in the different
branches of the work covered by the drawing. Each print is thus to
all intents and purposes an original drawing. Not so very long ago
It was the custom (and it still exists here and there) for architects to
maintain a corps of draughtsmen, haughty creatures who .scorned
tracing-cloth, and a body of wretched beings called tracers. The
draughtsmen made the "originals" on manila or similar paper,
which was turned over to the tracers to make the copy from which
the print that went into the hands of the builder was made. The
original may or may not have been correct— if the copy was, it was
more good luck than good management! In the case of full-size de-
tails the original on manila was sent out, and a copy on tracing-
paper was made for office use and reference. Somebody had either
to " take a chance," and let the original go out without a proper scru-
tiny of the copy; or else, if he were really conscientious, had to look
over It once to discover omissions and mistakes, again to see if they

had all been corrected, and then repeat the wearisome process untilhe could be sure that, when the copy was referred to later, it wouldbe found complete and accurate. Let any head draughtsman whohas done or is doing this sort of thing, and any practising archi-
cct who was trained in an office, look back to the yeai^ whenhey were boys tracing lines to them absolutely meaningless, try
to recall the dense fog in which their minds then worked. trV to
realize the ignorance (not the lack of intelligence; of the average
boy; and then ask themselves whether it is fair to the client, to him-
.seii, or to the boy to continue such a practice.

Also, the detail copies usually become torn and worthless in avery short time if they do not get lost or misplaced. Further, in-
stead of the architect providing the builder with a number of abso-
lutely accurate copies of the original for the necessary distributionamong sub-contractors, he is left to make his own copies, with asmany chances for more mistakes as a builder's draughtsman is worse
than an architect's, multiplied by the number of copies made it
IS perfectly true that many drawings that come from an architect's
office have to be drawn over by the contractor and made into a
shop drawing" better adapted to the intelligence of the workmenwho are to get out the work (especially in the case of cabinet-

makers)
;
but It is also perfectly true that it is better for the contrac-

tor s draughtsman to work from an accurate original than from an
inaccurate copy. The fewer hands intervening between the architect
himselfand the executed work the better — and the less iwssibilitv of
mistakes of intention intervening; and to entrust inexperienced
boys with the production of the document that goes into the
hands of the builder is an entirely reprehensible practice.

I wonder whether the old custom of coloring prints by hand still
exists anywhere; if it does, the man who keeps it u|j is resixjctfully
referred to a future chapter on "Indications of Materials." The
junior draughtsmen in progressive offices to-dav can have no idea
of the horrible drudgery of coloring fifteen or twenty .sets of ten
or twelve prints each. It is smaU wonder that in those old bad
days we sometimes used to make them different, just to vary
the hideous monotony!
What has been written above is meant to clear the ground; to

define a working drawing, and draughtsmanship as applied to work-
ing drawings; to plead for a more sympathetic relation between the
practitioner and his draughtsmen; and, perhaps, to indulge a little
in that propensity for preaching so difficult to resist when one is

made free of the pulpit. In future chapters processes, methods, and
systems will be discussed, and illustrated with examples drawn from
various sources.

Plaster House at Bronxville. New York.
Delano & Aldrich. Architects.
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DLTAIL OF LAST LOGGIA, RESIDENCE FOR MR. WILLIAM MAXWELL, ROCKVILLE, CONN.

CHARLL5 A. PLATT. ARCHITtCT.
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DOORWAY, RESIDENCL FOR MR. WILLIAM MAXWELL, ROCKVILLE, CONN.

CHARLLS A. PLATT,! ARCHITLCT.
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN.

FLOOR PLANS, NORFOLK HIGH SCHOOL, NORFOLK. VA.

NtPF & THOMPSON. ARCHITECTS.
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VISTA FROM DRAWING-ROOM ITHROUGH MUSIC-ROOM TOUDrNING-ROOM.

INTERIORS, CLIVE. HOUSE, ROEHAMPTON, ENGUVND. C. H. B. QUENNELL, ARCHITECT.
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ONE of the matters now before the Institute of Architects
(as well as a numt)er of the individual chapters com-
posing the national body), and most demanding an imme-

diate settlement, is concerned with the relationship to exist be-
tween the younger men, who at present naturally compose the
League, or the Architectural Clubs— where such exist — and the

older body, largely composed of practising members. of the pro-

fession.

We would direct attention toward the necessity, under which
the Institute — and, in even greater degree, every separate chap-
ter, as well — now lies, for its own preservation, to incorporate
into its membership in some way or other the younger men; and so

benefit by an infusion of younger blood. Among those matters
brought up at the last convention, this was certainly not the least

important; and upon its successful solution depends the future

growth and development of the American Institute of Architects.

At present the Institute — along with many of its chapters—
is unprogressive; largely because of the dominance exercised by
older members, that rarely places any of the younger men in posi-

tions of importance. The chapters— and the Institute — include

among their membership less than ten per cent of the available

number of younger architectural practitioners! The last reports of

the Committee on Junior Membership unfortunately were not cal-

culated to help toward a .solution of the problem, their suggestions

being too complicated and, in some ways, too radical to meet with

the approval of the Institute as a whole. Yet this should not pre-

vent the subject being given the most careful consideration. There
is no reason that, instead of— or supplementary to — the present

procedure of obtaining membership in the Institute of Architects,

membership in that body could not be made one of .a series of

progressive steps that — once initiated — would progress almost

automatically. For instance, a graduate of an architectural school,

or a draughtsman of a certain number of years' experience, becomes
eligible for membership in an architectural club — such club

being either a junior department of the local chapter of the

American Institute or, through its afBliation with the Architectural

League, under their patronage and partial control; especially so

far as concerns the system of educational cla.sses, which now con-

stitutes a large part of the architectural clubs' interest and work.

A certain number of years' membership in the club would jjerhaps

make the member eligible for junior membership in the local chap-

ter of the Institute and, after one or two more years, he might be-

come eligible to full or regular membership, carrying along with it

membership in the American Institute, the grade of Fellow being
retained as an honorary title and bestowed much as it is at present.

While this docs not solve all the difficulties of the situation, it

would at least offer a working basis of more simplicity of interre-
lation than was suggested by the committee who last dealt with this
I^roblem. That the Institute should exercise a control over the
education of the draughtsman, there can be no doubt; that a
proper relation between the two would l>c mutually helpful to lx)th.
there can also be no question. It merely remains to provide the
necessary machinery that will cause the relation to Ik- fruitful to
both parties; and this is, after all, a matter of not unsurmounlable
difficulty. The relation to be borne by the Institute to the League
need not of necessity enter into the matter. The League could well
remain, as at present, a collection of the younger clubs having for
its laudable purpose the matter of the general education of their
members; and the yearly issuance of a book, or other publication,
representative of their ambitions or ideals.

SOMK such action as this would, at least, do away with the
present undignified and confusing state of affairs — existing,
as it appears, only by sufferance as a sur\ival from a |)crio<i

when conditions were altogether different from what they are at
present. A person in full and regular membership in a chapter
of the Institute should, ipso facto, become a member of the .Amer-
ican Institute. If acceptable to the chapter, he ought certainly to
be eligible to the Institute; and it would save much confusion if,

in this one matteralone, Institute membershipcould be standardized.
Some few chapters of the Institute already possess a cla.ss of

members known as Juniors. As a rule, the junior memljers are
the older men in the architectural clubs: either those starting j)rac-

tice for themselves, or those having active charge of offices for the
larger firms. It is from this cla.ss that the Institute, as well as the
chapter, must draw its future membership— just as the junior class
is yearly reinforced by men from the architectural schools and clubs
below it. Their interests are identical; while it is obvious that
both organizations would benefit from a closer relationship.

The officers of the .Architectural League are at present fully im-
pressed with the im[)ortance of obtaining some working agreement
by which they may perform more effective work in the profession.
and their members ultimately be taken into the Institute. The
League possesses the more enthusiasm and initiative, but the less

authority. Offered the proper incentive and recognition, its mem-
ljers would undoubtedly work to better purpose. It remains merely
for the Institute to proffer this recognition and take advantage, in
what ways it can, of the spirit now ruling in the .Architectural League.

CERTAIN remarks made by Senator Elihu Root at the forma-
tion of the American Federation of .Arts were most illumina-

tive as to the demand for such an organization and the sjjc-

cific objects for which it was formed. These included encourage-
ment of i)rivate artists and exhibitions for the benefit and education
of the public; encouragement of thestudyof art in the public schools;
provision for the appointment of pro[>er commissions, municipal and
otherwise, to supervise public art and architecture, to improve the
standards of private architecture, the arrangement of buildings,

monuments and other improvements in our cities and at our na-
tional Capitol; to assist in f)reserving from destruction our natural

scenery and forests, and to preserve all our remaining historic and
natural landmarks; to support the movement for the organization

of a Bureau of Fine .Arts; to support and advance the project for a
National Gallery of Art, and to obtain the erection of an appro-
priate building for this purpose at Washington.

From this brief enumeration, it can be seen how wide the field to

be bettered by the work of such an organization — provided only

that it is properly directed. Besides those general suggestions advo-
cated in Senator Root's speech, he expressed a specific promise of

official support for the movement for a Bureau of Fine Arts that

was last year inaugurated by the Institute of .Architects.

Senator Root was followed by Senator Newlands, who promised,

as well, to bring before Congress in the immediate future a bill for

the Council of Fine .Arts recently dissolved by President Taft; while

he prophesied that the Government would soon encourage and
support schools of Fine Arts and .Architecture — in the same way
that they already foster schools of Agriculture and the Mechanic <Arts!

I "f
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(From "The Amefkon Archite<t.")

Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From "The Brickbiiilder.")

(From "The American Architect.")

Liberty School, Englewood, N. J.

Davis. McCralh & Kiessfinft. Architects.

THE November Brkkbuilder is

largely devoted to the show-

ing of schoolhouses: two for

Boston, three in Chicago, one in Mt.

Vernon, and another in Washington

he'mg illustrated and described. Of all

the number, only the Bishop Cheverus

School in Boston has the separately lo-

cated first-floor auditorium that appears

to be the coming custom, albeit it is at the

rear rather than the front of the building

and does not appear to have the separate

public entrances that are its most im-

portant requisite. Albro & Lindeberg's

Mt. Vernon School (published in last

month's Re\iew) is here shown com-

pleted. Chicago seems momentarily to

have ceased experimenting in the most

modem of American architectural styles

and has cast back into historic archteology

for the principal motives of the three

schools reproduced, all being atavistic in

tendency. One suggests a buttressed type of early Gothic; another

is perhaps Egyptian in the expression of its cornice and general

form; while the third is— possibly— Assyrian, although its most
prominent architectural motive appears based upon the Cleopatra

needle. Of them all, we should select Marsh & Peter's Washington
School as being most sanely modem and
architecturally commendable in style.

Coolidge & Carlson's small Squash
Court at North Easton is unusually dash-

ing and attractive— although hardly sat-

isfactory as regards scale; the very small

dentils and refined moldings of the wooden
entablature not consorting with the large

brick and stone members. Also, why the

cusped or circular topped door-panels?

An elaborate garden and house at Cleve-

land by C. F. Schweinfurth are shown,
the former being especially interesting.

A brick Colonial house .by Newman &
(From "The BrickbuDder.")

Boston Operti-Hi)Li>L', lio>ton. Muss.

Wheelwriaht 5: Haven, Architects.

(From " The American Architect.")

Orient Life Insurance Building, Hartford, Conn.
Davis & Broolcs, Architects.

Dining-Hall and Dormitory, Auburn, Ala.

Warren & Welton, Architects.

(From "The American Architect.")

High School, Simsbury, Conn.
E. F. HapSood, Architect.

Harris is rather disappointing—
principally from the undue number
of bays and porches added to an
otherwise dignified central motive—
the modern amendments being quite

irreconcilable with the simplicity neces-

sary to the Georgian style of dwelling.

Finally, Wheelwright & Haven's Bos-

ton Opera-House is illustrated by exte-

rior and interior views. Satisfactory as this

building is in meeting the general require-

ments of its purpose, it is, architecturally,

regretfully to be classed as another of

Boston's lost architectural opportunities.

On the interior, the contrast between the

over-simple surfaces and light coloring of

the walls and the over-dark and rich ma-
terial of the draperies should certainly

have been avoided. The moldings around

the proscenium arch are also too many
and too retiring, and one wonders how the

treatment adopted for the proscenium

boxes above the balcony tier could ever have been carried through

into execution. Despite the great height of the auditorium (em-

phasized by the columns between these boxes), the requirements

of an audience interested more in the stage than in their neighbors

have been exceptionally well satisfied. Exteriorly, of course, the

location is most to be regretted. Hardly

any city other than musical Boston would

for a moment have contemplated disposing

their principal Opera-House in a storage-

warehouse district. It consequently nat-

urally follows that the facade must be un-

pretentious, almost to the point of being

commonplace.
In view of the reception accorded the

MacMonnies Bacchante in Boston, the

observer is curious to see how long it will

take that same city to awaken to the joke

played on them in Bela Pratt's panel of

"The Dance," where a figure surprisingly

(From "The Briclcbuilder.")

I
Bemhard Moos School, Chicago, III

Dwighl H. Perkins. Architect.

laboratory Building, Chicago, III.

Hill & Woltersdorf, Architects.

Tilton School, Chicago, 111.

Dwight H. Perkins, Architect.
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(From "The Brickbuilder.")
(From "The Brickbuilder.") (From "The Brkkbuadef.")

Squash Court, North Laslon, Mass.
Coolid^e & Carlson. Architects.

like unto the statue prim antJ

prudish Boston has already
scorned is prominently displayed!

We ahso note that, in reproducing
these three panels, credit is given

both "^to the Atlantic Terra-Cotta
Company and to the architects—
but that the modest sculptor has
been entirely overlooked!

The Architectural Record for

November is issued as a " Coun-
try House Number," and numer-
ously illustrates recent suburban
American domestic architecture.

Mr. Piatt's Mather house at

Cleveland — as far as may be
seen from the reproductions at-

tempted in this magazine — gives

opportunity for a garden lay-out

such as he has not had since the two gardens of Weld and Faulkner
Farm. The garden is, on the whole, Italian in spirit— consider-

ably more so than the house itself, which, nearly white in color, is

rather pompous Georgian of that type of which the city of Bath
and vicinity hac given us several historic examples.

.'\mong the other houses reproduced, several are already familiar

from previous publication, including Bosworth & Holden's very

attractive house at Oceanic, N. J. (illustrated in these columns
last May), Marshall & Fox's Miller house at Barrington, 111.

(which we reproduced last March), the Norton house at Lake
Forest, III, by Richard E. Schmidt, Garden & Martin (published

in our last Februray number), and Horace Trumbauer's classic

Scott house at Lansdowne (which we reproduced and mentioned

last October). One of the most effective

portions of the issue is devoted to the re-

cent work of Howard Shaw, of which the

Fernald house— a treatment based on
wholly domestic and charming Colonial

forms — is, so far as appears in the illus-

trations, the most distinctive. Among the

most attractive illustrations are two

smaller houses by Charles Barton Keen
(not forgetting a delightful spring-house!")

on the estate of Mr. Sharpies at West
Chester, Penn., which we prefer to the

larger manor house itself— despite a

charming use of ledge stone, such as we
seem unable to obtain elsewhere than

(From " The Architectural Record.")

Henry D. Cooke School, Washington, D. C
Marsh & Peler, Architects.

(From "The ArcNteclursI Record.")

Garden et

C. F. 5ch«

William G. Mather House, Cleveland, Ohio.
Charles A. Plait, Architect.

(From " The Architectural Record.")

The Dale House, Winnefka,
Perkins & Hamilton, Architects.

(From "The Architectural Record.")

in the vicinity of Philadelphia.

Mr. Thompson's hou.sc at Ham-
ilton, 0., is disap)X)inting, par-

ticularly upon the interior. Mr.
Wallis' additions to the Dixon
house somewhat overweight the

original building; and his Earle

residence, while an interesting

essay in suiting a distinctive P3ng-

li.sh type of design to American
conditions, docs not yet solve thai

problem. Frost & Granger's

Dangler residence at Lake Forest

is exteriorly more successful, al-

though hardly anything worse

than the librarj' manteijiiece is

to be found in recent .-American

architecture. A group of West-

ern designs illustrates attractive

houses by Perkins & Hamilton, Pond & Pond, Spencer & Powers,

Bohnard & Parsson. W. A. Otis, and Myron Hunt & Elmer Grey.

The American Architect for November 3 has an article of direct

practical value — rather the exception for this magazine -— treat-

ing of "The Essentials of Fireplace Construction." Messrs. Davis

& Brooks's Orient Insurance Company Building at Hartford, Conn.,

and the First National Banks of Hoboken, N. J., and Lynchburg,

Va., by Kenneth Murchison and P. Thorton Mar}e, respectively,

are shown. We select a view of the first named for reproduction.

November 10 some interesting factories by Hill & Woltersdorf

are illustrated and described. The one at Chicago we have already

reproduced in these columns. Warren & Welton's dining-hall at

the Polytechnic Institute at Auburn, .'Ma., is a simi)le and com-

mendable modernization of Southern

brick Colonial motives— much better

than most of the Southern work this maga-

zine has published during the last half-

dozen months.

November 17 is a "special number"
on schoolhouses, with a very haphazanl

selection of reproductions made from

completed buildings and of sketches for

others proposed. Several of the l)est have

already been illustrated, including Car-

r^re & Hastings' Ely School at Green-

wich and Mr. Magonigle's .^hool at Briar

Cliff Manor. .\s a rule, the buildings con-

form to those types that have now become

( From " Ttie Arddectural Record.")

Bisho|) House. 5ll<H|M' I
s'.ti-, \\esl I

Charles Barton Keen, Architect.

Entrance, Chas. Fernald House. L^ke Forest,

lioward Shaw. Architect.

111. Spring-house, Sharpies E^ale. West Chester. Pa.
Charies Barlon Keen. ArctiHect.
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pretty well established in our

more advanced communities. Be-

cause of their picturesque ele-

ments — a characteristic rather

rarely appearing in this class of

building design — we have se-

lected for reproduction Davis,

McGrath & Kiessling's school at

Englewood and E. F. Hapgood's

building at Simsbury, Conn.

November 24 contains Mr.

Swales's "Notes from Europe"

and, for plates, drawings of a

brick school of Industrial Arts at

Trenton, by Cass Gilbert, and a

Club-House at York Harbor, by

James Purdon.

The November Western Archi-

tect illustrates hotels for Chicago

and Buffalo, the latter, by Esen-

wein & Johnson, having interiors

of a decided Art Nouveau tend-

ency. Two residences at Lake
Forest by George W. Maher are

also "Art Nouveau," but a bit

more in " the Chicago style. " A
Kansas City school by Charles A. Smith

and a New York house fagade by J. H.

Freedlander are both interesting— the

latter rather surprisingly restrained and

simple, the only questionable detail being

the very temjxirary appearance of the

brick vestibule attached to the stone house

front The best bit of monumental archi-

tecture is The Pacific Mutual Life Insur-

ance Building at Los Angeles, quite

evidently inspired by the Knickerbocker

Trust
Architecture for November shows an

attractive study for a Society building at

Yale University, by Donn Barber, and
photographs from Lord & Hewlett's model
for a Soldiers' and Sailors' Memorial at

Albany, N. Y. Several residences of vary-

ing degrees of attraction by W. B. Tubby,
Milton See & Son, and Mellor & Meigs
are also reproduced. The most remark-

able fjart of this number, however, is the

plate section — entirely devoted to show-
ing interiors of a Masonic Temple in

New York, dignified by such euphonistic

and pretentious tides as " the Renaissance

room," "the Colonial room," "the Gre-
cian-Ionic room," "the Gothic room," "the Gre-
cian-Doric room," etc.. ad infinitum! A careful

regard for the artistic sensibilities of our sub-

scribers prevents us from here reproducing

(From "The Architect," Ljorxlon.)

HoincEopathic Cottage Hospital, Southport, Eng.
H. P. Adams and Charles Holder), Architects.

(From "The Builder," London.)

House at Bishopthorpe, York, Lng.
Walter H. Brierley. F.5. A., Architect.

(From "The Architectural Review," London.)

Canadian Bank of Commerce, Montreal, Can.
Frank Darling, Architect.

(From "The Architect," London.)

Hous.- ,1 Hill.

A. J«Hop Hwdwick. r K. I. b.A., Architect.

any one of the interiors named.
The English Architectural Re-

view for November is particu-

larly valuable for the Elnglish

Renaissance exterior and interior

details contained in its " Practical

Exemplar" and for the article on
Ebberston Lodge in Yorkshire.

Some Paris buildings by Charles

M6wes are illustrated, and, in

"Current Architecture," Darling

& Pearson's Bank of Commerce
at Montreal. Mr. Macartney's

Pump-house, Seddlescombe, Sus-

sex, is particularly charming, and
a Crematorium with a chimney
disguised as a tower is both doubt-

ful architecture and poor art.

The Builder's Journal for No-
vember 3 contains some work by
Lanchester & Rickards and, No-
vember 24, an article by Mr.
Triggs on " Planning and Laying

Out the Public Places."

The Builder, for November 13,

shows a small house by Walter

Brierley and a garden jjavilion by Frank
Atkinson. On November 20 it publishes

the selected set of drawings for the pro-

posed training-college at Hull — Crouch,

Butler & Savage, architects— which, un-

fortunately, it is impossible to reproduce.

The Architect for November 12 pub-

lishes competitive drawings for several

town halls, and a small house by A. Jessop

Hardwick. November 19 a couple of

competitive drawings for the Berkshire

County Council Offices are illustrated,

along with Skipper & Skipper's scheme
for the Hull Training-CoUege, again un-

suited to reproduction; and a rather out-

of-the-usual classic church design by F. A.

Walters, portraying more than a sugges-

tion of the "Art Nouveau " influence. No-
vember 26 appear two other schemes for

the training-college at Hull, a somewhat
belated design for the Glamorgan County

Offices, and a design for the Northern As-

surance Company's Offices in London,

that is rather sim])Ier than they are wont

to do in that metropolis.

La Construction Moderne for October

30 contains M. Tony Garnier's compre-

hensive scheme for a new abbatoir at Lyon;

and on November 13 is shown a new building

for the Minstere des Postes et Telegraphes at

Martignac.

(From "The Architect," London.)

Church (>\ .S.S. Aiiselm and Cecilia, London.
F. A. Walters, A.R.I.B.A., Architect.

Norlliern Assurance Com|)iiiiy's Offices, London.
The Late L. A. Gruning, and t. W. Mountford, FF.R.I.B.A.. Archls.
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